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No Liability For Injury or Death; No Liability For Withholding or Giving False
Information; Fraudulent Safety Testing; Over $4.1 Billion Paid Out By Taxpayers

for Vaccine Injuries and Deaths; Millions Permanently Damaged or Killed;
Government Bribery, Infiltration & Control; Kickbacks, Financial Favors &

Payouts; $741 Million “Donated” to the CDC Foundation; Covert “Non-Profit”
Pharma Front Groups; Research Misconduct & Scientific Fraud; Manipulation &

Suppression of Data; Destruction of Documents; Contaminated Lots Discovered,
Covered Up & Yet Still Distributed; Pharma/Government/Media Collusion, Lies,

Fake News Stories, Fear Mongering, Censorship Of Vaccine Dangers, CDC
Whistleblower Blackout, Smear Campaigns to Destroy the Careers of Prominent

Doctors; Hired Shills & Trolls; Bullying; Coercion; Murder
INTRODUCTION: READ THIS FIRST
The story about vaccines told to us by government institutions, the medical
establishment and the media is that vaccines are safe and effective; vaccines save
lives; vaccines are necessary for herd immunity; and vaccines are necessary for public
health and your health. In fact, these messages have been pounded into our minds over
and over for decades! But are what they telling us about vaccines accurate and truthful?
Are we being told the whole story? Many people say we are not!!
In this document, you're going to learn a very different story about vaccines than the
one you're being told. You will see with undeniable proof, and in more ways than you
could ever imagine that you've been deceived and outright lied to when it comes to
vaccine history, vaccine science, vaccine risks, and vaccine safety and efficacy!

This incredible information is not from me. It comes from scientists, medical doctors,
medical journalists, researchers, attorneys, insiders and whistleblowers! This is the
other side of the vaccine story that's been hidden from you by the CDC, FDA, Congress,
the medical establishment, and the mainstream media -- all who are being manipulated
and controlled by the multi-hundred billion dollar pharmaceutical industry! It’s the other
side of the vaccine story that even your doctor doesn't know!!
WARNING: What you are about to read will fly in the face of everything you think you
know about vaccines and the world. It will likely challenge your core beliefs, and even
upset and infuriate you. (But it will also equip you with priceless, hard to find
knowledge.) You're going to learn about such massive deception, corruption and
disregard for human life that it will seem too unbelievable to be true! Things such as
blatant research misconduct and scientific fraud that would knowingly harm or kill
millions of children; contaminated, carcinogenic vaccines that were discovered,
covered-up and still administered to tens of millions of people; clandestine mainstream
media and pharmaceutical collusion that literally creates fake, propaganda “news”



stories in order to increase vaccine uptake and demand; hired armies of internet trolls
to manipulate you and disrupt the vaccine risk awareness narrative; covert “nonprofit”
pharma front groups and media shills who underhandedly push the pro-pharma/vaccine
agenda. Proof of all of these are presented below plus many, many others that will
astound you!
Only until you know and understand the critical information that’s presented here, can
you truly make an informed and intelligent decision about vaccines for yourself and
your children. Anything else is complete blind faith and is playing Russian roulette with
your health and your child's health!!
“Sometimes people hold a core belief that is very strong. When they are presented with
evidence that works against that belief, the new evidence cannot be accepted. This is
called cognitive dissonance. And because it is so important to protect their core belief,
people will rationalize, ignore and even deny anything that doesn't fit in with their core
belief.”  -Dr. Frantz Fanon, psychiatrist
If you are new to the vaccine risk awareness issue, start with A Beginners Guide to
Vaccines: The Untold Truth. If you choose to go through this document, read through the
first section - 40 Shocking Facts About Vaccines. The second section, Shills, Trolls, Front
Groups, PR Smear Tactics & More is important because it shows you the many different
ways in which the game is rigged against you from discovering the truth!
To make a copy of this document on your computer, go to “File” (top left menu) and
scroll to “Make a copy”. On your phone, using the Google Doc app, tap on the three dots
and go to “Share and Export”. Click on the right facing arrow and “Make a copy”.
All the information here has been presented accurately to the best of my ability. Nothing
here constitutes medical advice. Please share this document or parts of it freely with
friends, family, doctors, nurses, teachers, school principals, PTA members, etc. Please
share this information because the truth needs to get out!
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“Before the truth can set you free, you need to realize which false belief is
holding you hostage.” -Anonymous

1. Did you know that in the United States you cannot sue a vaccine manufacturer
(pharmaceutical company), your doctor or the CDC for the death or harm a
vaccine does to your child? This is because prior to 1986 drug companies were
at risk for bankruptcy due to the enormous awards they were forced to pay (and
would need to continue to pay) because their vaccines were injuring and killing
so many children.
So instead of making safer vaccines that didn't cause injuries or deaths, after
heavy lobbying from pharmaceutical drug makers, on November 14, 1986,
Congress passed and President Reagan signed into law the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 (NCVIA) or NCVIA of 1986 or sometimes referred to
as the ‘1986 Act’.
On October 1, 1988, this law went into effect and states that vaccine
manufacturers CANNOT be held legally responsible for ANY harm their vaccine
does to a child, whether it be brain damage, autism, seizure disorder, cancer,
autoimmune disease, asthma, diabetes, or even death (SIDS). Even though these
conditions are listed as adverse effects on numerous vaccine inserts.
“In addition to broad liability protection, the 1986 Law also provides another shield
to manufacturers under federal law. The 1986 Law permits them the right to NOT
DISCLOSE KNOWN RISKS to parents or guardians of those being vaccinated.
Resting on the “learned intermediary” doctrine, manufacturers BEAR NO LIABILITY
for giving, or failing to give, accurate or complete information to those vaccinated,
and have only to provide RELEVANT information to doctors, who must give patients
CDC Vaccine Information Statements. The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
has established a petitioner’s burden of proof in a series of cases.”
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Source: Unanswered Questions from the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program: A
Review of Compensated Cases of Vaccine-Induced Brain Injury. Pace
Environmental Law (PELR) Review, Vol. 28, No. 2, 2011 https://bit.ly/2EiZRTB or
https://bit.ly/2V7ra91
So, the NCVIA of 1986 not only shields vaccine manufacturers from liability, but
also allows them to lie or withhold information without any legal ramifications
about known vaccine dangers in order to dupe people into thinking their vaccines
are safer than they actually are. (I wish I was making this up. Sadly, I am not!)
Attorney, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. stated on Fox News, “What you have to
understand is that the vaccine regimen changed dramatically around 1989. The
reason it changed, Tucker, is that Congress, drowning in pharmaceutical industry
money, did something they have never done for any other industry – they gave
blanket legal immunity to all the vaccine companies. So that no matter how sloppy
the line protocols, no matter how absent the quality control, no matter how toxic
the ingredients, or egregious the injury to your child, you cannot sue them. So
there’s no depositions, there’s no discovery, there’s no class action suits. All of a
sudden vaccines became enormously profitable.”
Since vaccine manufacturers were now legally shielded, the US National Vaccine
Injury Compensation Program (VICP) was created and a vaccine tax was added
to vaccines (paid for by US taxpayers, not vaccine manufacturers) to
compensate those children harmed or killed by vaccines.

https://bit.ly/2EiZRTB
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Since the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act has been in effect,
all financial incentives for manufacturers to produce safer vaccines have been
taken away. In fact, there is a huge incentive for pharmaceutical companies to
rush to get their vaccines on the CDC (US Center for Disease Control &
Prevention) childhood vaccine schedule. This is because once their vaccine
makes it on to the CDC schedule, it then gets injected into millions of children,
creates a billion dollars or more in new revenue while the pharmaceutical
company is now held harmless for any injury or death that occurs from their
vaccine. All the upside with zero downside!

1. No Pharma Liability? No Vaccine Mandates https://bit.ly/2Ergqxc
2. Dr. Jim Meehan, MD speaks about the National Childhood Vaccine Injury

Act https://youtu.be/Qphc4L-A9V0?t=31
Moreover, there are no parameters for safety studies. In fact, vaccine
manufacturers aren’t even required to do safety studies on their vaccines! More
on this in #4 below.
NOTE: The US ban against suing vaccine manufacturers only applies to vaccines
that are on the CDC schedule and does not apply to adults injured by vaccines.
Here’s how you can sue a vaccine manufacturer https://bit.ly/25SoDzC

2. With a $250,000 cap, the United States National Vaccine Compensation
Program, as of January 2019, has paid out over $4 BILLION ($4,060,857,713.42)
to families for vaccine related injuries and deaths as a result of vaccines that are
considered safe on the CDC schedule. If this isn't definitive proof that vaccines
can cause substantial harm, have great risks and are not 100% safe for 100% of
the population, then I don't know what is!
The over $4 billion and counting paid out for vaccine injuries and deaths comes
from a vaccine tax that is added to the cost of each vaccine paid for by US
taxpayers, not the vaccine manufacturers. The US government allows pharma to
get a free ride for vaccine death and damage!!
Each one of these payouts represents a child's life (and a family) that has been
destroyed by something that their doctor said was safe and effective, and each
day this number quietly increases as more children get injured or die with zero
reporting from the mainstream media. In fact, most people, including those in the
US Congress, don't even know that this vaccine injury compensation program
even exists, nor do they know about a Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System,
(VAERS) that is discussed in fact #3.

· The Vaccine Court: The Dark Truth of America's Vaccine Injury
Compensation Program https://www.thevaccinecourt.com/the-vaccine-
court

· How does the NVICP work? https://www.mctlaw.com/vaccine-
injury/national-vaccine-injury-compensation-program/

The following is a list of vaccine injuries that have been compensated for in
vaccine court with the pharmaceutical companies taking no responsibility or
liability privately or publicly: Guillain Barre syndrome, transverse myelitis,
encephalopathy seizure disorder, brachial neuritis acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy
(CIDP), premature ovarian failure, Bell's palsy, juvenile diabetes, thrombocytopenic
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purpura, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, fibromyalgia, infertile spasms,
ocular myasthenia gravis, hypoxic seizures, anaphylaxis, death.

1. What the Science Actually Says About Vaccine Safety (Watch 17 minutes
of this video. It starts automatically at 1:06:42)
https://youtu.be/v9bVeEwyxXk?t=4002

2. This 5 minute video explains how the US National Vaccine Injury Program
works https://youtu.be/6S1-LgYyjQg

3. Truth In Media: Vaccine Court and Autism https://youtu.be/wfqpZqEP6gg
4. Vaccine Injury Government Websites

1. About the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program
https://bit.ly/2gsYaGr

2. National Vaccine Injury Compensation Report and Table
https://bit.ly/2MybgSd

3. Vaccine Claims/Office of Special Masters https://bit.ly/NRD8ki
3. Did you know that there is a US government reporting system for vaccine injuries

and deaths?  The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System or VAERS was
created in 1990 by the CDC and FDA as a means to collect and analyze adverse
effects (injuries and deaths) associated with vaccines. Doctors, nurses, vaccine
manufacturers, and any member of the public can submit a report to VAERS.
However, VAERS is a passive reporting system, meaning that it is completely
voluntary, so there is no requirement for pharmaceutical companies, doctors or
nurses to report adverse reactions or deaths from vaccinations. HHS estimates
that only about 1% of adverse events are actually reported to VAERS!

Source: Electronic Support for Public Health–Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (ESP:VAERS) https://bit.ly/2l249Hk
In 2016, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System received 59,117 vaccine
adverse event reports. Among those reports were 432 deaths, 1,091 permanent
disabilities, 4,132 hospitalizations and 10,274 emergency room visits. What if
these reports represent only 1% as HHS estimates? Doing simple math this
means that vaccine adverse events in 2016 numbered about 5,911,700 people
(almost 6 million people!) This includes 43,200 people, including babies/children
that are now dead and 109,100 that are now permanently disabled and these
numbers are just for one year and only represent the United States!
Keep in mind that most, if not all of these people, mostly children, were getting
vaccinated as a prevention. They didn't have a health condition that

https://youtu.be/v9bVeEwyxXk?t=4002
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needed medical care. It is highly likely that they were perfectly healthy and were
being vaccinated to avoid the chance of getting an illness, most likely an illness
that is benign! They (or the child's parents) likely never considered the risk-
benefit ratio either and neither did their doctor who didn't know and/or never
explained it to them.

1. Here is a short video on how to access the VAERS database
https://bit.ly/2Q9xmfD

2. Here is the CDC database where you can find numbers on VAERS
(Vaccine Adverse Event Reports) https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

2017 reported events for vaccine injuries and deaths (screenshot May 17, 2019)
· 462 deaths, 1,149 permanent disabilities. Multiply these numbers by 100.  

2018 reported events for vaccine injuries and deaths (screenshot May 17, 2019)
· 484 deaths, 1,338 permanent disabilities. Multiply these numbers by 100.  

The following list of conditions/diseases and causes of death are listed on
vaccine inserts as complications or adverse events from vaccines: autoimmune
disease, food allergies, eczema, juvenile diabetes, asthma, ADD/ADHD, autism,
speech delays, narcolepsy, seizure disorder, neurodevelopmental disorder, SIDS -
sudden infant death syndrome
Has your doctor or your child's pediatrician ever shown you a vaccine insert or
discussed any of these possible vaccine induced diseases/conditions or
reactions with you prior to vaccination and especially before simultaneously
injecting your child with multiple untested vaccines?
By the way, in 2009, HHS attempted to upgrade the VAERS reporting system so
that it would be more accurate and easier to report injuries and deaths and
hopefully improve vaccine safety. A million dollars was put towards this project

https://bit.ly/2Q9xmfD
https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html


called the Harvard Pilgrim Healthcare Project. After the results came in, the CDC
decided to abandon the project. Read the full story here -- Why Did the CDC
Silence the Million Dollar Harvard Project Charged With Upgrading Our Vaccine
Safety Surveillance System? https://bit.ly/2WLW9ZK

“Vaccination stimulates the immune system, the body's defense mechanism.
Repeated, vaccination exhausts the immune system. It gives a false sense of security

and, in doing so, it opens the door wide to all kinds of illnesses”.
 -Guylaine Lanctot, M.D.

4. How are vaccines tested? Pharmaceutical drugs go through safety and efficacy
studies, often for years, in double-blind placebo controlled studies using an inert
placebo (such as sugar pills or saline injection.) Even still, many drugs even after
FDA approval are pulled from the market because of serious health problems,
permanent injuries and deaths. In fact, properly prescribed FDA APPROVED
drugs are the THIRD LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH in the United States! 

In addition, as crazy as it may sound, the FDA allows the same pharmaceutical
companies that have been convicted of fraud to do their own research studies on
the very drugs these companies are trying to get FDA approved! The same is true
for vaccines, except the testing is different because vaccine “safety" studies
don't use an inert placebo like saline. In the fraudulent world of vaccine research,
a “placebo” is another vaccine, vaccines, or toxic ingredients known to induce
autoimmunity in laboratory animals.
This is done by design.
The toxic ingredients in vaccines (discussed below in numbers seven through
12) injure and kill healthy children. If new vaccines were tested against an inert
placebo group, vaccine-induced injuries and deaths couldn’t be hidden. I repeat
for emphasis: Vaccine researchers intentionally injure and sometimes kill
healthy children in their fraudulent “placebo” groups to hide injuries and deaths
in their new vaccines.

Then they write off the injuries and deaths as “New Medical Events” unrelated to
the new vaccine or to the toxic “placebo”, and they pronounce the new vaccine to
be safe. The FDA approves new vaccines fully aware that industry “safety tests”
are nothing more than scientific treachery. In addition, double blind randomized
controlled trials are ignored by the vaccine industry and have never been done on
any vaccine!
Below is a list of each vaccine on the US CDC childhood vaccine schedule. The
far right column indicates whether or not an inert placebo was used in safety
testing prior to FDA approval and licensure. As you can see, each vaccine under
“Placebo Control?” in red is a “NO”. The only partial and small true placebo study
using an inert placebo was for Gardasil-9 in green. See the footnote below the
chart for an explanation .

https://bit.ly/2WLW9ZK


·  Footnote #42, HPV/Gardasil-9 (Merck) -- In only one clinical trial,
(Gardasil-9) 306 controls received a true inert placebo, and Merck required
the 618 subjects in this trial receiving Gardasil-9 to have recently received
3 doses of Gardasil and be in good health.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01047345. Generalized safety

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01047345


conclusions therefore cannot be made from this small trial since it only
included subjects with a proven record of receiving Gardasil without
health complications. This trial does, however, prove that a saline placebo
can be used in vaccine clinical trials.

Source: Letter to U.S. Department of Health & Human Services -- Re: HHS
Vaccine Safety Responsibilities https://icandecide.org/hhs/ICAN-Reply.pdf
Vaccines aren't required to be tested for: mutagenicity (being known or
suspected of causing mutations in our DNA, which can lead to cancer),
carcinogenicity (being known or suspected of being able to cause cancer) or
impairment of fertility. Lastly, vaccines aren't “tested” for years. In fact, some
vaccines have been approved to be on the CDC’s recommended childhood
vaccine schedule when “testing” was done for just 4 and 5 days! This is true of
the two different Hep B vaccines. Merck’s MMR II vaccine was tested for just 42
days and on only a few hundred subjects!
To see a list of vaccines and how each one was tested click here.
The United States CDC, FDA and HHS have completely entrusted vaccine
manufacturers to do their own vaccine safety studies. Simultaneously, vaccine
manufacturers are legally shielded from any harm their vaccines cause. They
also have the right to NOT DISCLOSE KNOWN RISKS to parents or guardians of
those being vaccinated and BEAR NO LIABILITY for giving, or failing to give,
accurate or complete information to those vaccinated.
Here’s         a quick look at some of the pharmaceutical companies making
vaccines who are also responsible for doing their own their safety studies.

· Merck makes 11 of the 17 vaccines recommended on the CDC schedule.
They are the second largest vaccine maker in the world next to GSK.
Merck agreed to pay $4.85 billion to settle injury claims for their drug
Vioxx that killed upwards of 60,000 people and caused over 100,000 heart
attacks and strokes. Merck knew of these adverse events, covered up the
data and lied about it in their marketing to physicians. Merck even made a
"hit list" of doctors who criticized Vioxx. One email said, “we may need to
seek them out and destroy them where they live…” Merck spent five years
trying to cover up the lethal side effects of Vioxx. Then it paid its fines.
None of its executives went to prison https://bit.ly/2KalryB. Merck has
also been involved and charged with bribing doctors to the tune of $18.8
million, deceiving investors in its Vytorin drug trials, and currently there is
a lawsuit against Merck for colluding with the FDA and falsifying data in
their mumps vaccine trials.

· Pfizer in 2009 paid $2.3 billion to resolve criminal and civil liability arising
from the illegal promotion of certain pharmaceutical products
https://bit.ly/2G2Xq8z

· GSK (GlaxoSmithKline) is the largest vaccine maker in the world. In 2012
GSK pleaded guilty and paid $3 billion to resolve fraud allegations and
failure to report safety data https://bit.ly/2nPN8xf. GSK has also been
involved or charged with hiding side effects, bribing doctors and agreed to
pay the US government $750 million to settle civil and criminal charges

https://icandecide.org/hhs/ICAN-Reply.pdf
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that it knowingly manufactured and sold adulterated drug products
https://youtu.be/NJh9o-MCPXw

These are three main vaccine manufacturers that have vaccines on the US CDC
childhood vaccine schedule. Americans are supposed to trust these companies
with overseeing the manufacturing, safety and efficacy studies of their vaccines
and report on them honestly.

Vaccine safety white paper about the undeniable and shocking failures of the US
vaccine safety program. Presented to the heads of National Institutes of Health
(NIH) by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. in May 2017.

· An Introduction To Vaccine Safety And Policy In The United States
https://bit.ly/2u1j9qK

5. As you read in #1 above, in 1986, the United States government granted
pharmaceutical companies complete legal immunity for any harm that may
occur from their vaccines. This is called The National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Act (NCVIA) of 1986.

Now that vaccine manufacturers were legally shielded, President Reagan knew
that there was no incentive for pharmaceutical companies to make safer
vaccines, and so within the “Act  of 1986” Reagan required HHS (US Dept. of
Health and Human Services) to put together a task force to oversee testng and
studies to make vaccines safer. 

An excerpt of this mandate (below) states that the vaccine testing and safety
task force must be started, “Within 2 years after December 22, 1987, and
periodically thereafter… the Secretary shall prepare and transmit…a report
describing the actions taken pursuant to subsection (a) during the preceding 2-year
period.”
===============================================================
(b) Task force

1. The Secretary shall establish a task force on safer childhood vaccines
which shall consist of the Director of the National Institutes of Health, the
Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, and the Director of
the Centers for Disease Control.

2. The Director of the National Institutes of Health shall serve as chairman of
the task force.

3. In consultation with the Advisory Commission on Childhood Vaccines, the
task force shall prepare recommendations to the Secretary concerning
implementation of the requirements of subsection (a).

(c) Report
Within 2 years after December 22, 1987, and periodically thereafter, the Secretary
shall prepare and transmit to the Committee on Energy and Commerce of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources of
the Senate a report describing the actions taken pursuant to subsection (a)
during the preceding 2-year period.
Source: 42 U.S. Code § 300aa–27 - Mandate for safer childhood vaccines.

https://youtu.be/NJh9o-MCPXw
https://bit.ly/2u1j9qK
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title42-section300aa-27&num=0&edition=prelim


===============================================================
On August 25, 2017, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and ICAN (Informed Consent Action
Network) sent HHS a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request to see all the
vaccine safety testing data performed and reported by the HHS task force over
the last 30+ years.
After no response, they sent a follow-up letter on October 12, 2017 to HHS
Secretary. After six months and still no response to their requests, ICAN filed a
lawsuit against HHS on April 12, 2018 to finally obtain this information. When
HHS finally replied to ICAN’s demands the result was -- THERE WAS NO
VACCINE SAFETY TASK FORCE CREATED AND NO VACCINE SAFETY TESTING
OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS! THE US GOVERNMENT HAD VIOLATED ITS OWN
‘1986 ACT’ FOR SAFER VACCINES!!

HHS Violates 1986 Act and Admits - “No Safety Review for Children's Vaccines”
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. states in this five minute video, “we filed a FOIA request
and they [HHS] could not produce any documents. We sued, and they now have
admitted they have never done any tests and they have never filed any reports.
What it really shows is the lackadaisical, the cavalier, the casual attitude that HHS
has towards vaccine safety.”
Catharine Layton, COO of ICAN released this statement on July 13, 2018
“The 1986 Act granted unprecedented, economic immunity to pharmaceutical
companies for injuries caused by their products and eviscerated economic
incentive for them to manufacture safe vaccine products or improve the safety of
existing vaccine products. Congress therefore charged the Secretary of HHS with
the explicit responsibility to assure vaccine safety.
Hence, since 1986, HHS has had the primary and virtually sole responsibility to
make and assure improvements in the licensing, manufacturing, adverse reaction
reporting, research, safety and efficacy testing of vaccines in order to reduce the
risk of adverse vaccine reactions. In order to assure HHS meets its vaccine safety
obligations, Congress required as part of the 1986 Act that the Secretary of HHS
submit biennial reports to Congress detailing the improvements in vaccine safety
made by HHS in the preceding two years. ICAN therefore filed a Freedom of
Information Act, FOIA, request on August 25th, 2017 to HHS seeking copies of the
biennial reports that HHS was supposed to submit to Congress, starting in 1988,
detailing the improvements it made every two years to vaccine safety. HHS
stonewalled ICAN for eight months refusing to provide any substantive response to
this request.
ICAN was forced to file a lawsuit to force HHS to either provide copies of its
biennial vaccine safety reports to Congress or admit it never filed these reports.
The result is that HHS had to finally and shockingly admit that it never, not even
once, submitted a single biennial report to Congress detailing the improvements in
vaccine safety. This speaks volumes to the seriousness by which vaccine safety is
treated at HHS and heightens the concern that HHS doesn’t have a clue as to the
actual safety profile of the now 29 doses, and growing, of vaccines given by one
year of age.

http://www.icandecide.org/white-papers/ICAN-HHS-Notice.pdf
http://www.icandecide.org/white-papers/ICAN-HHS-Notice.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/rfk-complaint-against-united-states-department-of-health-and-human-services.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/rfk-complaint-against-united-states-department-of-health-and-human-services.pdf
https://youtu.be/1FHLyL8_C9Y


In contrast, HHS takes the other portions of the 1986 Act, which require promoting
vaccine uptake, very seriously, spending billions annually and generating a steady
stream of reports on how to improve vaccine uptake. Regrettably, HHS has chosen
to focus on its obligation to increase vaccine uptake and defend against any claim
vaccines cause harm in the National Injury Vaccine Compensation Program (aka,
the Vaccine Court) to such a degree that it has abandoned its vaccine safety
responsibilities. If HHS is not, as confirmed in Court this week, even fulfilling the
simple task of filing a biennial report on vaccine safety improvements, there is little
hope that HHS is actually tackling the much harder job of actually improving
vaccine safety.” Source:  https://bit.ly/2Jty8yT on July 9, 2018
Do you think the United States government, HHS, FDA and CDC take vaccine
safety seriously? Do you think that vaccines have been proven to be safe as
touted over and over again by the media? Here is Del Bigtree of ICAN and host of
the show Highwire discussing his lawsuit
https://youtu.be/8OkZhR7AVWg?t=830

1. HHS Sued for Not Upholding Vaccine Safety Testing Mandated by Law
https://bit.ly/2Rjtp8c

2. ICAN vs. HHS: Key Legal Win Recasts Vaccine Debate
https://prn.to/2Tc0anW

This is a landmark lawsuit won against the US government and it was never
covered by any major media outlet!

6. Did you know that the CDC childhood vaccine schedule has never been studied
for safety or efficacy? The CDC vaccine schedule was created based on no
scientific data! In addition, did you know that the practice of injecting multiple
vaccines in a single doctor's visit has also never been studied? In one catch up
“well baby” visit, it is common for a child to have injected into them six to nine
vaccines, and sometimes as many as 13 vaccines. Within that one doctor's visit
that child has received a potentially dangerous concoction of known carcinogens
and neurotoxins.

1. Combining Childhood Vaccines at One Visit Is Not Safe
https://www.jpands.org/vol21no2/miller.pdf

"The CDC is lying to you. This combination of eight vaccines administered during a
single physician visit was never tested for safety in clinical trials.”

 -Neil Miller, author and medical research journalist
“So many vaccines piled into the growing body of the young overstimulate the

immune system and actually cause a number of other maladies such as asthma,
diabetes, obesity, and autoimmune diseases.”

-Dr. Mayer Eisenstein, MD, Pediatrician
7. What's in vaccines? Along with the antigen (a live or killed virus or bacteria to

stimulate an immune response) vaccines also contain adjuvants, preservatives
and stabilizers. Adjuvants help stimulate a stronger immune response and
minimize the dose of antigen needed. Preservatives extend the life of the
vaccine and stabilizers help the vaccine remain unchanged when the vaccine is
exposed to heat, light, acidity, or humidity. Standard ingredients in vaccines are

https://bit.ly/2Jty8yT
https://youtu.be/8OkZhR7AVWg?t=830
https://bit.ly/2Rjtp8c
https://prn.to/2Tc0anW
https://www.jpands.org/vol21no2/miller.pdf


known carcinogens, neurotoxins as well as animal organ tissue or human organ
tissue from aborted fetuses.
Vaccines may contain aluminum (a neurotoxin known to cause Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD), i.e., autism, ADD, ADHD,
learning disabilities, etc.), mercury (a neurotoxin and one of the most toxic
substances on the planet), formaldehyde (a carcinogen used as embalming
fluid), phenol (used as a disinfectant), MSG (monosodium glutamate),
polysorbate 80, polysorbate 20, sulfates, yeast proteins, Triton X-100 (detergent),
acetone (used in nail polish remover), antibiotics, etc.
Vaccines are grown and strained through either animal or human tissue -
monkey and dog kidney tissue, chick embryo, calf serum, pig blood, horse blood
and rabbit and mouse brains, human diploid cells (the dissected organs of
forcibly aborted male and female fetuses), all of which may cause unknown
problems by altering our DNA.

1. The developer of many vaccines, and paid consultant to vaccine
manufacturers, Sanofi, Merck, GSK and others, Dr. Stanley Plotkin,
discusses under oath that various organs from aborted fetuses are used
in the making of vaccines https://youtu.be/fr_o_XXoJ3M or
https://youtu.be/NACBHtFMllA

2. Dr. Alvin H. Moss Testifies on the Use of Aborted Human Fetus in Vaccine
Production https://youtu.be/Mkz2cWleGh4

3. Vaccines That Contain Human DNA https://youtu.be/dlqFQLLOTEU
In Italy, a study conducted of 44 different vaccines in 2017 showed serious
quality control problems across ALL vaccine manufacturers tested. Researchers
found contaminants such as lead or stainless steel (nickel, iron and chromium)
in every single vaccine and all contaminants were both non biodegradable and
non biocompatible.
“The analyses carried out show that in all samples checked, contain non
biocompatible and bio-persistent foreign bodies, which are not declared by the
producers… that means that they are biopersistent and can induce effects that can
become evident either immediately close to injection time or after a certain time
from administration.”
“Aggregates can be seen (stable composite entities) containing particles of Lead in
the Meningitec vaccine, of stainless steel (Iron, Chromium and Nickel), and of
Copper, Zinc and Lead in the Cervarix vaccine. Similar aggregates, though in
different situations (patients suffering from leukemia or cryoglobulinemia), have
already been described in literature. The link between these two entities generates
an unfolding of the proteins that can induce an autoimmune effect once those
proteins are injected into humans.”
“As happens with all foreign bodies, particularly that small, they induce an
inflammatory reaction that is chronic because most of those particles cannot be
degraded. Furthermore, the protein-corona effect (due to a nano-bio-interaction
[18]) can produce organic/inorganic composite particles capable of stimulating the
immune system in an undesirable way [19-22]. It is impossible not to add that
particles the size often observed in vaccines can enter cell nuclei and interact with
the DNA [23].”

https://youtu.be/fr_o_XXoJ3M
https://youtu.be/NACBHtFMllA
https://youtu.be/Mkz2cWleGh4
https://youtu.be/dlqFQLLOTEU
https://medcraveonline.com/IJVV/IJVV-04-00072


In vaccine testing conducted in Germany, vaccines were found to be
contaminated with the following:

· ALL vaccines tested contained mercury in small amounts (even the ones
that were supposedly “mercury free”)

· ALL tested vaccines contain minor traces of aluminum, *even if not
labeled*. Gardasil, Gardasil 9 and Synflorix contain TWICE as much
aluminum as indicated

· Half the vaccines contained toxic, carcinogenic nickel in small amounts
· Slightly over 1/3 of the vaccines contained small amounts of arsenic
· Over 90% of the tested vaccines contained uranium (the stuff used to

make nuclear bombs)
· The aluminum content in the so-called attenuated vaccines were 1,000-

6,000 times above the safe limits for drinking water!
Source: Six Reasons To Say NO to Vaccination https://bit.ly/2z14axy

8. In addition to giving vaccine manufacturers blanket legal immunity from harm
and allowing them to get away with fraudulent and deceptive testing, the FDA
doesn't require them to test vaccine adjuvants for safety. Aluminum is the most
common vaccine adjuvant and is a known neurotoxin that when injected can
cause encephalitis (brain inflammation). CpG 1018 is a new vaccine adjuvant
currently used in the new Heplisav-B vaccine. It is a synthetic form of DNA that
mimics bacterial and viral genetic material. It too has never been safety tested.
In a comparative study, the Heplisav-B vaccine caused seven times more heart
attacks than the aluminum adjuvanted, Engerix-B vaccine. The CDC, FDA and
HHS will be using the public, babies included, as guinea pigs to see if the
Heplisav-B vaccine is safe enough to keep on the market. In vaccine-land, this
insanity is called post marketing data. More on this in #32 below.

http://www.agbug.de/download/impfstoff02.pdf
https://bit.ly/2z14axy


What is the risk of aluminium as a neurotoxin?
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1586/14737175.2014.915745

“Aluminium is neurotoxic. Its free ion, Al3+ (aq), is highly biologically reactive
and uniquely equipped to do damage to essential cellular (neuronal)

biochemistry. This unequivocal fact must be the starting point in examining
the risk posed by aluminium as a neurotoxin in humans.”

-Dr. Chris Exley, PhD
9. Ingestion vs. injection what's the difference? Any doctor, media pundit or

journalist who compares ingesting aluminum or mercury from breast milk, fish or
Chinese food (a source of MSG) or anything else to injecting mercury, aluminum,
MSG, formaldehyde or any toxin in vaccines and says it's perfectly fine, is either
ignorant or is intentionally lying to you!

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1586/14737175.2014.915745


Route of entry is critical when looking at toxicity and injection of mercury,
aluminum or any toxin into the bloodstream is very different than ingesting it.
Digestion is an open system from mouth to anus and excretion is relatively easy.
Injection via the circulatory system is a closed system and is 100% taken up by
the body. Dr. Toni Bark, former pediatric ER physician and long time vaccine
researcher will explain further the importance of ‘route of entry’ in this important
video https://youtu.be/F8uradn98Ls?t=3859

1. Aluminum - Ingestion vs Injection https://youtu.be/qmvOjMVMSo4
2. Ethyl Mercury vs. Methylmercury, Ingestion vs. Injection

https://youtu.be/qx7fW52rHtM
To take this point further, if you drink a fruit and vegetable smoothie, it would be
healthy for you. But, it doesn't mean you're going to be stupid enough to inject it
into you because that would likely have dire consequences!!

The FDA and CDC however, often cite as the Gold standard of “proof” that
“aluminum in vaccines is safe”, a 2011 FDA study by toxicologist, Dr. Robert
Mitkus, PhD. However, Mitkus, (working for the FDA) before doing this study had
an agenda to “prove that aluminum in vaccines is safe” and therefore used
ingested aluminum and not injected aluminum in his study! (Are you still
wondering whose interest the FDA and CDC are protecting?!) 

JB Handley, author of How to End the Autism Epidemic, states, “Dr. Mitkus’
published study, “Updated aluminum pharmacokinetics following infant exposures
through diet and vaccination” from 2011 is the Gold standard and the primary
document the FDA relies upon to declare injected aluminum safe for use in infants.
It is, quite literally, the SOLE defense the FDA and CDC cite for any concerns raised
about injected aluminum. In fact, Dr. Mitkus’ study was in part a response to safety
concerns about aluminum, as he writes in the Abstract of his study: “Because
concerns have been expressed by the public that aluminum in vaccines may pose a
risk to infants, we developed an up-to-date analysis of the safety of aluminum
adjuvants.”

As you can guess, Dr. Mitkus’ paper gave aluminum the “all clear” sign.“ …for
infants, our study demonstrates that there is little risk for aluminum toxicity
following immunizations administered according to ACIP recommendations even
with maximal exposures to aluminum adjuvant. For the general population of
infants, who receive less than the maximal dose, the risk is even lower.”

“To the layperson, this study would probably be reassuring. To scientists who are
closely studying the issue of injected aluminum adjuvant, and particularly to
scientists who are doing their own [independent] biological studies of aluminum
adjuvant, Dr. Mitkus’ study is somewhere between a professional disgrace and a
fraudulent disaster ... ”

3. Author of Misleading 2011 Aluminum Safety Study Could Change the
Autism Debate Forever By Telling the Truth https://bit.ly/2G7Scsz

https://youtu.be/F8uradn98Ls?t=3859
https://youtu.be/qmvOjMVMSo4
https://youtu.be/qx7fW52rHtM
https://vaccinepapers.org/wp-content/uploads/FDA-aluminum-paper.pdf
https://vaccinepapers.org/wp-content/uploads/FDA-aluminum-paper.pdf
https://bit.ly/2G7Scsz


4. Critical analysis of reference studies on the toxicokinetics of aluminum-
based adjuvants (Explaining the flaws and failures in the Mitkus 2011
study.) https://bit.ly/2RmxMCg

5. Why You Cannot Compare the Amount of Aluminum in Breastmilk to
Vaccines  https://bit.ly/2CoMQXv

6. 2018 -- (3:22 video) Aluminum and Autism: A New Link Discovered
https://bit.ly/2N1ODG7

7. Debunking Aluminum Adjuvant
1. Part 1: “The Aluminum Is Gone In Just a Few Days”

https://bit.ly/2RimPl5
2. Part 2: FDA’s Flawed Study of Aluminum Adjuvant Toxicity (The

Mitkus study) https://bit.ly/2RfBEVP
Many of these toxins when injected can enter into the brain. In fact, deceased
autistic children have been autopsied and identified as having extremely high
brain levels of aluminum. In most children, the blood brain barrier isn't fully
formed until age 7, yet the average child in America has already received over
three dozen vaccines that contain aluminum. https://bit.ly/2EQyHVP
In addition, it was shown in a study by Bishop that developmental delays or brain
damage can begin in newborns at 4 - 5 micrograms of injected aluminum per
kilogram of body weight per day. The average newborn weighs 3 kilograms. So
that means for the average weight baby, 15 micrograms of injected aluminum
could cause brain damage. For example, the hepatitis B vaccine contains 250
mcg of aluminum. So when a newborn is injected with the hepatitis B vaccine,
they are getting over 16 times the aluminum that was proven to cause brain
damage and developmental delays. The Hep B vaccine is designed for
intravenous drug users and those having sex with high risk individuals like
prostitutes and are a completely unnecessary vaccine for babies!

8. Total Aluminium in Vaccines In Baby's First 18 months
https://youtu.be/sb5HUKGOT-4

9. Vital research about aluminum toxicity in children https://bit.ly/2Uum5es
10. One minute video - Pediatrician, Dr. Paul Thomas, MD explains aluminum

in vaccines https://youtu.be/Mq2MeHDatzM
11. Aluminum in Childhood Vaccines Is Unsafe -- Journal of American

Physicians and Surgeons https://www.jpands.org/vol21no4/miller.pdf
12. NEW STUDY: Aluminum In Vaccines https://youtu.be/a-_XdRvBV9Y
13. Aluminum Vaccine Adjuvants: Are they Safe? https://bit.ly/1MyPeaK

“Aluminum is an experimentally demonstrated neurotoxin and the most
commonly used vaccine adjuvant. Despite almost 90 years of widespread
use of aluminum adjuvants, medical science's understanding about their
mechanisms of action is still remarkably poor. There is also a concerning
scarcity of data on toxicology and pharmacokinetics of these compounds. In
spite of this, the notion that aluminum in vaccines is safe appears to be
widely accepted.

Experimental research, however, clearly shows that aluminum adjuvants
have a potential to induce serious immunological disorders in humans. In

https://bit.ly/2RmxMCg
https://bit.ly/2CoMQXv
https://bit.ly/2N1ODG7
https://bit.ly/2RimPl5
https://bit.ly/2RfBEVP
https://bit.ly/2EQyHVP
https://youtu.be/sb5HUKGOT-4
https://bit.ly/2Uum5es
https://youtu.be/Mq2MeHDatzM
https://www.jpands.org/vol21no4/miller.pdf
https://youtu.be/a-_XdRvBV9Y
https://bit.ly/1MyPeaK


particular, aluminum in adjuvant form carries a risk for autoimmunity, long-
term brain inflammation and associated neurological complications and
may thus have profound and widespread adverse health consequences. In
our opinion, the possibility that vaccine benefits may have been overrated
and the risk of potential adverse effects underestimated, has not been
rigorously evaluated in the medical and scientific community.”

According to a recent study published in Current Medical Chemistry, children up
to 6 months of age receive 14.7 to 49 times more aluminum from vaccines than
FDA safety limits allow.
Lastly, there is a synergistic toxicity that occurs in the simultaneous injection of
so many toxins and foreign substances. (But we will never know because the
CDC and the vaccine manufacturers refuse to do any real safety testing.) If
aluminum injected into the bloodstream has shown to be toxic and cause health
problems, then the addition of other toxins injected simultaneously and
cumulatively over time can only be worse, i.e. more toxic!

14. Synergism in aluminum and mercury neurotoxicity
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6013271/

10. As mentioned in #7 above, some vaccines are derived from live animal hosts
including cow, chicken, pig, mouse and monkey embryos. This can result in
foreign DNA being injected into the recipient's blood and has the possibility of
altering our DNA structure! In addition, animal viruses can be passed on to
humans in this manner. 

In fact, in the early 1960s it was discovered that lots of Merck’s polio vaccine
manufactured on rhesus monkey kidney tissue contained a simian virus known
as simian virus 40 or SV40, which has been associated with a number of rare
human cancers. In recent years, dozens of scientific studies have found SV40 in
a steadily increasing number of rare brain, bone and lung-related tumors -- the
same malignant cancer SV40 that causes cancer in lab animals. The polio
vaccine contaminated with SV40 has been said to have been administered to as
many as 98 million Americans from 1955 to 1963.

1. The Virus and the Vaccine https://bit.ly/2GqwqCh
The true history and shocking story about polio and the vaccine are covered in a
separate section below.

11. Pathologist, Dr. Sin Hang Lee, MD of MIlford Hospital in Connecticut found viral
DNA complexed with Merck’s proprietary aluminum adjuvant in Gardasil (HPV
vaccine). Dr. Lee’s findings were also confirmed by a lab in Paris, France. Says
Dr. Lee, “I can’t imagine a better way of creating autoimmunity than complex
aluminum with DNA and sticking it in to your brain.”
This critical news was ignored by CDC, FDA and the all of the mainstream media

1. Gardasil Contaminant Confirmed By Independent Lab
https://bit.ly/RElvq2

2. TVNZ Network -- https://bit.ly/2SNbt5Y
In addition, research scientist, Dr. Theresa Deisher of Sound Choice
pharmaceuticals also discovered DNA fragments in vaccines. “Drugs and
vaccines are too large to produce in a test tube, and therefore, they must be

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6013271/
http://soundchoice.org/research/
https://bit.ly/2GqwqCh
https://bit.ly/RElvq2
https://bit.ly/2SNbt5Y


manufactured using cell lines. The final products contain contaminants from the
cell line used to manufacture the drug or vaccine. When animal cell lines are
utilized, these contaminants are recognized by our immune systems as ‘foreign’
and are eliminated from our bodies. However, when primitive human cell lines
(such as an aborted fetal cell line) are used, these contaminants have the potential
to trigger autoimmune diseases or genomic instability. When we use human fetal
produced vaccines or cosmetics, we are also injecting or transferring DNA and
viruses from the human fetus used to create the cell line into our own bodies…. The
contaminants found in vaccines and drugs that are manufactured using human
fetal cell lines present the perfect storm of contaminants to cause genomic
instability.”  Source: DNA Mutations in Pharmaceutical Drugs and Vaccines
http://soundchoice.org/research/

“In 1979 we started injecting our children with vaccines that are contaminated
with human fetal DNA fragments and a retrovirus.”

DNA Fragments Research
1. Vaqta Hepatitis A Vaccine is contaminated with MRC5 human fetal DNA

and proteins (page 1)
2. MMR II is manufactured in WI 38 human fetal cell line
3. Hepatitis A vaccine contaminated with MRC5 human fetal debris (page 8)
4. Chickenpox Contaminated with Human Fetal DNA (page 3)
5. Chickenpox and MMR II vaccines are contaminated with a retrovirus

New Study in Journal of Public Health and Epidemiology Correlates Autism
Disorder Increase and Human Fetal DNA, Retroviral Agents in Vaccines “Using
statistical analysis and data from the US Government, UK, Denmark and Western
Australia, scientists at Sound Choice Pharmaceutical Institute (SCPI) found that
increases in autistic disorder correspond with the introduction of vaccines using
human fetal cell lines and retroviral contaminants. 

Even more alarming, Dr Theresa Deisher, lead scientist and SCPI founder noted
that, "Not only are the human fetal contaminated vaccines associated with autistic
disorder throughout the world, but also with epidemic childhood leukemia and
lymphomas."

Their study comes on the heels of recent breaking news that the CDC deliberately
withheld evidence of the significant increase in autism among African-American
boys who were vaccinated prior to 36 months of age.

So it should come as no surprise that the FDA has known for decades about the
dangers of insertional mutagenesis by using the human fetal cell lines and yet, they
chose to ignore it. Instead of conducting safety studies they regulated the amount
of human DNA that could be present in a vaccine to no greater than 10ng. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Deisher's team discovered that the fetal DNA levels ranged
anywhere from 142ng - 2000ng per dose, way beyond the so-called "safe" level.

"There are a large number of publications about the presence of HERV (human
endogenous retrovirus - the only re-activatable endogenous retrovirus) and its

http://soundchoice.org/research/
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Vaqta_Hepatitis_A_Vaccine_is_contaminated_with_MRC5_aborted_fetal_DNA_and_proteins_see_page_1.pdf
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Vaqta_Hepatitis_A_Vaccine_is_contaminated_with_MRC5_aborted_fetal_DNA_and_proteins_see_page_1.pdf
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/MMR_II_is_manufactured_in_WI_38_aborted_fetal_cell_line.pdf
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Hepatitis_A_vaccine_contaminated_with_MRC5_aborted_fetal_debris_see_page_8.pdf
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Chickenpox_and_MMR_II_vaccines_are_contaminated_with_a_retrovirus.pdf
http://soundchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Chickenpox-and-MMRII-are-contaminated-with-a-retrovirus.pdf


association with childhood lymphoma," noted Dr Deisher. "The MMR II and
chickenpox vaccines and indeed all vaccines that were propagated or
manufactured using the fetal cell line WI-38 are contaminated with this retrovirus.
And both parents and physicians have a right to know this!"
https://bit.ly/1uzYMKB

2019 - Dr. Theresa Deisher Testimony Washington State Senate Hearing
https://youtu.be/id6E8KzFcT8?t=494
Alarming Letter to Legislators About The Dangers of Fetal Cell DNA In Vaccines
https://bit.ly/2J7Lu7p
Examples of other studies that have shown DNA contamination:

1. Study: Autism And Cancer Related To Human Fetal DNA In Vaccines
https://bit.ly/2MZID0s

2. Viral Nucleic Acids in Live-Attenuated Vaccines: Detection of Minority
Variants and an Adventitious Virus https://bit.ly/2I90J1j

3. Wasting Disease Pig Virus DNA Found in Paul Offit/Merck RotaTeq
Vaccine https://bit.ly/2SomAX4

I hope you can see why I say that you are playing Russian roulette with your child’s
life (and your own) when it comes to the safety of vaccines.

Which vaccines contain human protein and DNA? https://bit.ly/2TUO5Iv
“Vaccination is total nonsense! More than that, it is what's hidden from people
about vaccines. They are dangerous. One child out of five has overwhelming

disabilities from vaccines -- neurological problems, seizures.”
-Dr. Guylaine Lanctot, MD

12. The FDA was called upon by the non-profit group, Moms Across America, to test
vaccines for glyphosate contamination. Glyphosate is the main chemical in
Monsanto’s (now Bayer AG) weedkiller, RoundUp, which is a class-2 carcinogen.
Monsanto has been covering up its cancer link for over 30 years - caught lying
and literally ghost writing its own fraudulent safety studies.

The FDA refused to do testing for glyphosate so Moms Across America used
their own funds and sent five vaccines to a lab to be tested. The results were
that ALL five vaccines were contaminated with glyphosate with the Merck’s MMR
II vaccine having the highest amount up to 25 times the level of the other
vaccines.

French scientist and glyphosate expert Gilles-Eric Séralini has shown in his
research that glyphosate is never used alone. It is always used with adjuvants
(co-formulants/other chemicals) and he has found those adjuvants to make
Roundup 1,000 times more toxic. The detection of glyphosate in vaccines with
this methodology would indicate the presence of other co-formulants which are
also toxic.

On Aug. 31, Moms Across America sent a letter to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, Center for Disease Control and Prevention, EPA, National

https://bit.ly/1uzYMKB
https://youtu.be/id6E8KzFcT8?t=494
https://bit.ly/2J7Lu7p
https://bit.ly/2MZID0s
https://bit.ly/2I90J1j
https://bit.ly/2SomAX4
https://bit.ly/2TUO5Iv
https://bit.ly/2EzxCBx


Institutes of Health, California Department of Health and Sen. Barbara Boxer
requesting that they make it a priority to test vaccines for glyphosate, recall
contaminated vaccines and the EPA revoke the license of glyphosate to prevent
further contamination.

1. FDA Hides Information on Glyphosate in Vaccines https://bit.ly/2R7ktF
I want to sum up some important information. VAERS is the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System database set up by the Dept. of Health and Human
Services (HHS). It is the database system for reporting adverse events (injuries
and deaths) due to vaccines. VAERS is a passive/voluntary reporting system and
HHS has estimated that less than 1% of all adverse events are being reported to
VAERS. In 2016, there were 59,117 vaccine adverse event reports that included
432 deaths and 1,091 permanent disabilities. If 1% being reported is accurate,
then in reality there were approximately 5.9 million vaccine adverse events
including 43,200 deaths and 109,000 people that have been permanently
disabled from vaccines in the US in 2016 alone.
The NCVIA of 1986 mandated that HHS create a vaccine safety task force and
release updated reports every two years. However, HHS has been in violation of
its lawful duty to the American people and has done nothing to assess or
improve vaccine safety for over 31 years. During this time, HHS also has not
created any standards or protocols for testing vaccines for their safety or
efficacy.
Vaccine testing is done by the vaccine manufacturer. This testing is done by
some of the very same pharmaceutical companies that have pleaded guilty to
multiple accounts of fraud, and have paid out many billions of dollars to injured
victims and families of those that have been killed by their drugs!
In addition, pharmaceutical companies don't test their vaccines against an inert
placebo in double blind trials -- the gold standard of safety testing. Vaccines are
being “safety” tested against: another vaccine, other vaccines or a non-antigen
injection of toxic ingredients known to induce autoimmunity in laboratory
animals. Vaccines aren't  required to be tested for mutagenicity, carcinogenicity
or impairment of fertility.
Vaccines contain neurotoxic and carcinogenic ingredients, and have been found
to be contaminated with lead, uranium, glyphosate and cancer causing viruses.
Vaccines are grown on mammalian tissue such as the organs of a dog, monkey,
mouse, etc. or on aborted human fetuses that can induce autoimmunity.
Vaccines aren't being thoroughly tested for years. Many vaccines have been
approved to be on the CDC’s childhood vaccine schedule when testing was done
for just days. The two Hep B vaccines were FDA approved after just four and five
days of testing. The three HIB (haemophilus influenzae type b) vaccines were
approved after just 3, 30 and 31 days of testing. Merck’s MMR vaccine trials
lasted only 42 days. There has also never been any testing for injecting multiple
vaccines at one time, yet this practice is done by pediatricians regularly. The CDC
has also never tested its childhood vaccine schedule for safety or efficacy.
Pharmaceutical companies also have the right to not disclose a vaccine’s known
risks to parents or guardians of those being vaccinated. Furthermore,

https://bit.ly/2R7ktFX


pharmaceutical companies, the CDC, doctors and anyone else who administers
vaccines are legally shielded from any harm or death caused by vaccines.
Think about all this for a moment. When you take ALL OF THESE things into
account, what do you think about vaccines so far? What do you think of the US
vaccine program? Do you think you’re getting a well tested and safe product? Do
you believe media pundits, doctors and government officials when they
repeatedly tell you that vaccines go through rigorous safety studies and that
vaccines are extremely safe? Do you have confidence in the untested CDC
childhood vaccine schedule with 43 vaccines before age six and 72 vaccines
before age 18?

13. What would happen if we did a study of unvaccinated children vs. vaccinated
children to see which population is healthier? I can tell you that both HHS and
CDC have been asked to do these studies, but have refused stating that it would
be unethical to do such a study.

· Dr. Paul Thomas, MD - a pediatrician for over 30 years states,“I have over
13,000 children in my pediatric practice and I have to say, as unpopular as
this observation might be, my unvaccinated children are by far the
healthiest,” says I’ve had a team compiling data for a research study that is
now undergoing peer review—some of which is published in my book, The
Vaccine-Friendly Plan.
The data is surprising and counter-intuitive, perhaps, but it shows very
clearly that the incidence of chronic disease and brain abnormalities in the
entirely unvaccinated children in my practice, even those with siblings with
autism, is much much lower than in children following the CDC’s
recommended schedule. I observed that my unvaccinated children were
healthier, hardier and more robust than their vaccinated peers. Allergies,
asthma and pallor and behavioral and attentional disturbances were clearly
more common in my young patients who were vaccinated. My unvaccinated
patients, on the other hand, did not suffer from infectious diseases with any
greater frequency or severity than their vaccinated peers: their immune
systems generally handled these challenges very well.”
Update 2019: Dr. Thomas hired a health informatics specialist to go
through his current patient population and compare three groups of
children for prevalence of autism: Unvaccinated, vaccinated according to
Dr. Thomas’s “Vaccine Friendly” Plan (partially vaccinated), and fully
vaccinated according to the CDC schedule.



Dr. Paul Thomas’s practice data showed the following:
· One case of autism in the unvaccinated group—a rate of 1 in 715
· Six cases of autism in the partially vaccinated group (Dr. Thomas’s

“Vaccine Friendly” Plan)—a rate of 1 in 438
· In comparison, government data from the National Health Interview

Survey (NHIS) show a diagnosed autism rate of 1 in 45 children
(aged 3-17 years) as of 2014 and, by 2016, a rate of 1 in 36.
https://bit.ly/2q7hXjo

Article: Real-Life Data Show that the CDC Vaccine Schedule is Causing
Harm https://bit.ly/2YMdXp2

Video: Paul Thomas, MD interview Reveals Shocking Autism Discovery
https://youtu.be/Bjvjf4MnFqc
Dr Paul Approved Vaccine Plan https://bit.ly/2UyrIsX

· The Mawson homeschool study -- Vaccinated vs. Unvaccinated: Mawson
Homeschooled Study Reveals Who is Sicker https://bit.ly/2pOTajm
“Mothers were asked to complete an anonymous online questionnaire on

their 6- to 12-year-old biological children with respect to pregnancy-related
factors, birth history, vaccinations, physician-diagnosed illnesses,
medications used, and health services.Neurodevelopmental disorders
(NDD), a derived diagnostic measure, was defined as having one or more of
the following three closely-related diagnoses: a learning disability, Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and Autism Spectrum Disorder.
A convenience sample of 666 children was obtained, of which 261 (39%)
were unvaccinated. The vaccinated were less likely than the unvaccinated to
have been diagnosed with chickenpox and pertussis, but more likely to have
been diagnosed with pneumonia, otitis media, allergies and NDD. After
adjustment, vaccination, male gender, and preterm birth remained
significantly associated with NDD. However, in a final adjusted model with

https://bit.ly/2q7hXjo
https://bit.ly/2YMdXp2
https://youtu.be/Bjvjf4MnFqc
https://bit.ly/2UyrIsX
https://bit.ly/2pOTajm


interaction, vaccination but not preterm birth remained associated with NDD,
while the interaction of preterm birth and vaccination was associated with a
6.6-fold increased odds of NDD (95% CI: 2.8, 15.5).”

Source: Pilot comparative study on the health of vaccinated and
unvaccinated 6- to 12- year old U.S. children https://bit.ly/2GLtXm3

· First of Its Kind Survey Shows Vaccinated Children Get Sicker
https://bit.ly/2U3KbfL

· Vaxxed vs Unvaxxed Study Analysis https://youtu.be/7NkcF-dicmY

· From Bologna, Italy -- Open Letter of 120 Doctors : "Healthier
Unvaccinated Children"  https://bit.ly/2S1LF5V  (Google translate was
used.) “More than 120 doctors who, after weeks of debates and polemics on
the subject, come out into the open with an open letter to the Higher

https://bit.ly/2GLtXm3
https://bit.ly/2U3KbfL
https://youtu.be/7NkcF-dicmY
https://bit.ly/2S1LF5V


Institute of Health. The conclusion is destined to provoke a sensation:
"Unvaccinated children appear undoubtedly and globally healthier, less
susceptible to infectious diseases, airway species, less prone to intestinal
disorders and chronic diseases, less prone to neurological and behavioral
and poor pathologies drug users and health interventions”.

· Dr. Toni Bark, MD a former pediatric ER physician, and now family doctor
in private practice and expert on VACCINES talks about her patient
population of vaccinated vs. unvaccinated. “The kids that come to me from
other practices and are fully vaccinated often are the kids, well they are the
kids in my practice with asthma, panic disorders, OCD, PANDAS [pediatric
autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorders associated with streptococcal
infections], autism, Asperger’s. My kids who never have been vaccinated in
my practice, I don’t see those issues. I don’t have one child who was not
vaccinated who also has asthma or food allergies or Asperger’s or autism or
Crohn’s or ulcerative colitis." The entire video is worth watching
https://youtu.be/PSoZg0jZLjU

· Françoise Berthoud, MD (pediatrician) -- “THE LESSON LEARNED ON
VACCINATION -- As a concerned, compassionate and considerate
paediatrician, I can only arrive at one conclusion. Unvaccinated children
have by far the best chance of enjoying marvellous health. Any vaccination
at all works to cripple the chances of this end.” The Marvellous Health of
Unvaccinated Children by Françoise Berthoud, MD https://bit.ly/2Tk0JvL or
https://bit.ly/2Wi8eoR

· Lawrence B. Palevsky, MD (pediatrician) “One of the things I've noticed
over the years is how so many people believe that unvaccinated babies and
toddlers are developmentally advanced for their age, as compared to the
other children around them. Parents of vaccinated children look at these
unvaccinated children in awe, and often wonder to their parents, "gee, what
are you doing that your children are so advanced?"
Most parents of vaccinated children don't want to know the real reason
these children are so advanced, because they're afraid to know the truth.
And, if they hear the truth, they usually disagree with it or even walk away
and stop talking to these parents. And, I understand that. They trust their
physicians to do the right thing, and believe they are making the right
decision. They don't want to know they might have been complicit in hurting
their children, or admit that something is wrong with their children, or accept
that their children's development is behind the other children. But, the reality
is, and I don't mean to break parent's hearts- most of these unvaccinated
children are not more developmentally advanced. They're just neuro-typical
for their age.
They've read the section on normal development in the pediatric textbooks.
At least the textbooks I read when I trained in pediatrics. These 'advanced'
children are developing the way we used to expect them to, before we
started creating the new norm of children with neurodevelopmental delays.
See the transcript of the Simpsonwood Conference for starters
https://bit.ly/2uFLXFR

https://youtu.be/PSoZg0jZLjU
https://bit.ly/2Tk0JvL
https://bit.ly/2Wi8eoR
https://bit.ly/2uFLXFR


The vaccinated children, as a whole, have become so neuro-developmentally
delayed that their peer group of unvaccinated children now appear to be
more advanced. 1 in 6 children in the US has some developmental disability
according to a Pediatrics journal article in March 2011
https://bit.ly/2OMgY46
And, 1 in 45* children in the US is diagnosed with autism, according to the
CDC, another developmental delay.. The bar has been lowered......
When I was training in Pediatrics in the 1980's, we were taught that 2 word
sentences and a vocabulary of over 100 words was normal speech
development for 2 year-old children. Parents are now being told by their
pediatricians that it is acceptable if their 2 year-old children are only
speaking 20 words. Forget about 2 word sentences. That is a milestone that
is expected to come much later than 2 years of age. These children with 20
words at 2 years of age won't get speech services because twenty words at
2 years of age is now considered normal speech development. This is a far
cry from what constitutes normal speech development. But, more and more
people are accepting this new norm. Were my textbooks, and teachers, and
mentors wrong 25+ years ago about what constitutes normal child
development? Are we now getting it right after all these years by saying 20
words at 2 years of age is acceptable speech development? No, to both
questions.
Our society doesn't have the capacity to accept that so many children are
now speech & developmentally delayed, and can't address the role vaccines
may play in contributing to this problem. Since the resources to help these
delayed children are scarce, and there are more and more of these delayed
children, we just lower the bar, and accept a new normal, i.e., speech & other
developmental delays are normal. At the same time, however, we continue
to produce the new norm of more and more children with speech & other
developmental delays every day.....If people don't think vaccinations are
contributing to their children's neuro-developmental delays, see the
following study, which suggests that motor reflexes may already be
impaired in newborn monkeys right after they receive a single dose of a
thimerosal-containing Hepatitis B vaccine at birth, as compared to a control
group. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20711932.  The same may be
true for human infants who now receive the aluminum-containing,
thimerosal-free Hepatitis B vaccine, since "aluminum is now being
implicated as interfering with cellular and metabolic processes in the
nervous system and in other tissues." https://bit.ly/2Uz2J88

In addition, all of the following vaccines contain aluminum - DTP (diphtheria-
tetanus-pertussis vaccine), DTaP (diphtheria-tetanus-acellular pertussis
vaccine), some but not all Hib (Haemophilus influenzae type b) conjugate
vaccines, Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (Prevnar or PCV-13), Hepatitis B
vaccines, all combination DTaP, Tdap, Hib, or Hepatitis B vaccines, Hepatitis
A vaccines, Human Papillomavirus vaccine (Gardisil), anthrax vaccine and
rabies vaccine. Those vaccines that do not contain aluminum - IPV, MMR,

https://bit.ly/2OMgY46
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20711932
https://bit.ly/2Uz2J88


Varicella, and Influenza (many of which still contain thimerosal) - are often
given in tandem with the vaccines that do contain aluminum. Tell your
pediatricians that aluminum injection leads to motor deficits and motor
neuron degeneration. So sad.” https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7
*Note: This social media post by Dr. Lawrence Palevsky, MD has been
updated to reflect the current autism number of 1 in 45 children.

· Dr. Kelly Sutton, MD “I see daily in my practice evidence of vaccine injury
and I hear stories almost every day of families that vaccinate children and
then decide not to vaccinate and the unvaccinated children within the same
family are healthier, more socially adjusted and more capable academically
even though their parents are older than the siblings who were born first and
were fully vaccinated.”

· Dr. Bob Zajac, MD (board-certified pediatrician) “Doing this for 15 years
now, I will share with you that the vaccinated kids are the sickest, the
partially vaccinated kids are not as sick, and the unvaccinated kids are the
healthiest.”

· Why This Former “Vaccine Bully” Pediatrician No Longer
Vaccinates His Own Children https://bit.ly/2q4hv64

· Dr. Cornelia Franz, 30 year pediatrician https://bit.ly/2Wloaqt “The children
I have who are unvaccinated are, across the board, healthier;
and I can just tell you that.”

· Vaccinated children have up to 500% more disease than unvaccinated
children https://bit.ly/2UNfRDt

· The 1992 IAS Survey of Vaccinated and Unvaccinated Children
Unvaccinated children are healthier.

1. http://www.whale.to/v/ias1992study.pdf
· Studies Prove Vaccinated Children Are at Greater Risk of Serious Illness

and Neurological Disorders https://bit.ly/2KrgukF
· Survey: State of health of unvaccinated children https://bit.ly/2Ln1YaX

“The results of our survey with currently 17,036 participants show that
unvaccinated children are far less affected by common diseases than
vaccinated children. This survey showed that in German children, 11
percent of those vaccinated reported having ear infections, compared to
less than 0.5 percent of unvaccinated children. Similarly, sinusitis was
reported in over 32 percent of vaccinated children, while the prevalence in
unvaccinated children was less than one percent.”  In other words,
vaccinated children were 22 times more likely to have ear infections and
32 times more likely to have sinusitis! Think about all the courses of
antibiotics these kids were given as well!
“Due to the fact that the majority of children in the survey are between 0 and
2 years of age and some diseases generally do not appear in this age group,
[they appear later in life] the results are subdivided into different age groups.
Information about country, gender, age, age distribution, breastfeeding,
preferred treatment can be found here.”

· Are Vaccinated Kids Healthier or Sicker Than Unvaccinated?
https://bit.ly/1OjPQAu

https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7
https://bit.ly/2q4hv64
https://bit.ly/2Wloaqt
https://bit.ly/2UNfRDt
http://www.whale.to/v/ias1992study.pdf
https://bit.ly/2KrgukF
https://bit.ly/2Ln1YaX
http://www.vaccineinjury.info/vaccinations-in-general/health-unvaccinated-children/survey-results.html
http://www.vaccineinjury.info/vaccinations-in-general/health-unvaccinated-children/survey-results.html
https://bit.ly/1OjPQAu


· Why The Healthiest Children In The Future Will Be Unvaccinated
https://bit.ly/2WUb3NQ

"People will tell you they believe in vaccines. But when you ask them what they know
about vaccines, it will be almost nothing!"

-Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD
14. In 1962, US children received 5 doses from 3 vaccines by age 18. With no major

epidemics, by 1983 the number of vaccines increased almost 500% to 24 doses.
In 2018, 72 doses of 16 vaccines are on the CDC schedule, almost a 15 fold
increase from 1962. Three more vaccines are supposed to be added to the CDC
schedule in 2019 for a total of 75 vaccines by age 18.

https://bit.ly/2WUb3NQ


There are over 271 vaccines in pharma’s pipeline and by 2020 the vaccine
industry is expected to be worth $60 billion -- 350-times larger that it was before
the 1986 Act that holds them harmless for injury or death. As the NY Times
reports, “Once a loss leader for manufacturers, because they are often more
expensive to produce than conventional drugs, vaccines now can be very
profitable… since 1986, they have pushed up the average cost to fully vaccinate a
child with private insurance to the age of 18 to $2,192 from $100, according to data
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.”

With no major disease epidemics in the United States, why is it that the United
States CDC vaccine schedule has increased almost 15 fold? Part of the answer
to this question is in #15 below.

15. Did you know that the US Center for Disease Control & Prevention or CDC as well
as its vaccine approval committee called ACIP (Advisory Committee On
Immunization Practices), are often financially involved and may own patents on
vaccines?
Unbeknownst to almost all of the public, including doctors and other health
professionals, CDC holds over 20 vaccine patents and generates over $4 billion
in revenue from vaccines each year.

5. Examining RFK, Jr.'s claim that the CDC “Owns over 20 vaccine patents.”
https://bit.ly/2BUxwQj

6. Patents that CDC owns for VACCINES -- Conflict of Interest --Biased
Towards Profit and NOT Public Health https://bit.ly/2rZZmH4

In addition, a significant number of ACIP committee members  receive direct
financial returns when more vaccinations are added to the current schedule.
Many own vaccination related patent(s) and/or stock shares of the
pharmaceutical companies  responsible for supplying  new vaccines  to the
public. Others receive research grant money, funding for their academic
departments, or payments for the oversight of vaccine safety trials. In total, 56
individual patents were found to be owned or shared by one or more members of
the  ACIP  committee or other committees within the CDC.
Source: CDC Members Own More Than 50 Patents Connected to Vaccinations
https://bit.ly/2J41nvZ
Like any for-profit entity, the CDC promotes and markets the use of their
products (vaccines) by creating marketing and training materials, and hiring
outside marketing/PR firms to create social media and other marketing
campaigns. Below is an example (article and screenshot) of the CDC using
mommy bloggers to promote the use of vaccines along with CDC’s social media
toolkit and their guide to writing for social media.

1. When the Trolls Don’t Get the Job Done, Pay the Pro-Vax Mommies
https://bit.ly/2Brq7J2

2. Honest Disagreement in A Pro-Vaccine World https://bit.ly/2EAPUma

https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/there-are-271-new-vaccines-in-big-pharmas-pipeline/
https://bit.ly/2BUxwQj
https://bit.ly/2rZZmH4
https://bit.ly/2J41nvZ
https://bit.ly/2Brq7J2
https://bit.ly/2EAPUma


3. CDC Social Media Marketing Info
1. Social Media Toolkit https://bit.ly/2pLCKYM
2. Guide To Writing for Social Media https://bit.ly/2LkSmNW
3. Social Media Tools, Guidelines & Best Practices

https://bit.ly/1rYgQwy
4. Using CDC’s Childhood Immunization Campaign Materials In Your

Community https://bit.ly/2EAkHiU
5. CDC presentation to promote the HPV vaccine -- Harnessing the Power of

Social Networks, Mommy Bloggers, and Google (and improving HPV
vaccination awareness at the same time)

Note: The CDC presentation has been removed from their website. Here is the
screenshot from Google and front page of the presentation

https://bit.ly/2pLCKYM
https://bit.ly/2LkSmNW
https://bit.ly/1rYgQwy
https://bit.ly/2EAkHiU


“A system is corrupt when it is strictly profit-driven, not driven to serve the best
interests of its people, but those of multinational corporations.”

-Suzy Kassem, Rise Up and Salute the Sun
In actuality, the CDC operates more like a deceptive front group selling and
marketing vaccines to the public, except it's not for public’s best interest, it’s for
their own!

16. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), through the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), owns patents on all HPV (human papillomavirus)
vaccines, and receives a percentage of the profits for each dose of Merck's
Gardasil and GlaxoSmithKline's (GSK) Cervarix administered anywhere in the
world.



7. How A Public-Private Partnership Made the Government Merck’s Gardasil
Partner https://bit.ly/2LlUgOc

17. Did you know that in the United States pediatricians make money administering
vaccines? Insurance companies like Blue Cross, Blue Shield pay pediatricians
bonuses based on the percentage of children in their practice who are fully
vaccinated by age two.
When a pediatrician's before age two patient population reaches 63% fully
vaccinated, including the flu shot, that physician is paid by Blue Cross Blue Shield
$400 per fully vaccinated child. The average pediatrician in the US has 1,546
children in their practice. If a pediatrician has 10% of their practice or 150
children before the age of two fully vaccinated, the incentive for the physician
could be an extra $60,000 in bonus money! Two hundred patients fully
vaccinated before the age of two, and their bonus money is $80,000!
This also means that under Blue Cross Blue Shield’s rules, pediatricians lose the
whole bonus unless at least 63% of their before age two patients are fully
vaccinated. So it’s not just $400 for your child. It could be the pediatrician’s
entire bonus. To the average US pediatrician, your decision to vaccinate your
child might be worth $40,000, $60,000, $80,000 or more in financial incentives
depending on the size of his or her practice.

Moreover, this financial model incentivizes pediatricians to deter parents from
spacing out vaccines for their child (which many parents want to do) and instead
to covertly persuade parents to get their child vaccinated in the timeframe of the
CDC schedule, which by the way has NEVER been studied for safety or efficacy!
In addition, this is likely one of the main reason why many pediatricians are
kicking families out of their practice who don't want to vaccinate their children
because it negatively affects their percentage of vaccinated children in their
practice. .
Depending on how many doses of the flu vaccine are given in the first two years
of life, in 2018, a baby could receive as many as 29 to 31 vaccines with multiple
untested vaccines in one visit. Think about ALL of this the next time your
pediatrician wants to force vaccines on your child!
The image below is from Blue Cross, Blue Shield’s Performance Recognition
Program, page 16, CHILDHOOD IMMUNIZATIONS. Notice the yellow highlights
for TARGET: 63% and PAYOUT: $400 paid out per eligible member, aka per child.

https://bit.ly/2LlUgOc


Link to Blue Cross, Blue Shield’s 2016 Performance Recognition Program booklet.
On page 4, you will also see there are physician financial incentives for breast
cancer screening (mammograms - emit radiation that increase a woman’s
chance of breast cancer by 1-2% with each mammogram), diabetes drugs,
hypertension drugs, cholesterol lowering drugs (dangerous statins), etc.  
Lastly, it is a joke to call this a performance recognition program when it is really
a financial incentive program. It exists so that physicians administer more
vaccines, more pharmaceutical drugs and more medical tests and procedures
onto their patients. (It also jacks up health insurance costs.) These “incentives”
are really bribes and should be illegal, or at the very least, known by every patient
in every physician's practice!!

1. Dr. Jeffrey Dach -- Financial Kickbacks to Pediatricians for Vaccination
Harms Children https://bit.ly/2TSxgNP

2. How Much Money Do Pediatricians Really Make From Vaccines?
https://bit.ly/2TLiqJN

3. Ten Questions for Your Doctor on Vaccines https://bit.ly/2Qg415q

http://www.whale.to/c/2016-BCN-BCBSM-Incentive-Program-Booklet.pdf
http://www.whale.to/c/2016-BCN-BCBSM-Incentive-Program-Booklet.pdf
http://www.whale.to/c/2016-BCN-BCBSM-Incentive-Program-Booklet.pdf
https://bit.ly/2TSxgNP
https://bit.ly/2TLiqJN
https://bit.ly/2Qg415q


4. How Your Pediatrician Will Pressure You To Vaccinate
https://bit.ly/2CtX6O3

18. For parents who question the safety of vaccines, the CDC gives pediatricians a
playbook or “training guide” with scripts to convince parents that vaccines are
safe and necessary for their child. Many of these scripts were written by
pharmaceutical executives as well as the CDC who takes money from the
pharmaceutical companies through its separate entity called the CDC
Foundation. In the training manual it states, “Make a strong case for vaccines to
your patients.” https://vactruth.com/2015/01/22/expect-from-doctor/

19. Let’s talk about the supposed non-profit CDC Foundation, which few people even
know exists, except of course Congress and the pharma/vaccine related
companies that “donate” money. The CDC Foundation was formed in 1995, and
is a separate entity of the CDC, set up for the sole purpose to allow industries to
donate (bribe) and influence the CDC through its Foundation. (The last part may
be my opinion, but you can decide for yourself if you think that’s accurate.)

· In 2010, the CDC and the CDC Foundation formed the Viral Hepatitis Action
Coalition. Manufacturers of hepatitis C tests and treatments have donated
more than $26 million to the coalition. (How sweet of them!) Just two
years later, the CDC issued guidelines recommending expanded screening
for hepatitis C for everyone born between 1945 and 1965, saying newer
antiviral drugs can effectively halt disease progression. These newer drug
can cost in excess of $84,000 per treatment course!

· In 2014, the CDC Foundation received $12 million from private
corporations. In that same year, The CDC itself received another $16
million in funding earmarked for special projects from companies,
manufacturers, and various philanthropists.

· In 2017, the CDC Foundation received over $86 million in contributions
and in-kind donations -- goods or services not involving money.

· Since 1995, donations have been received by 603 corporations totaling
over $741 million.

· In the list of corporate sponsors, there are at least 107 pharmaceutical
related companies, by far the most represented industry.

What is just as worrisome as how much influence pharma related industries
have over the CDC, is the fact that the CDC has drawn tons of money and favors
from over 54 corporate donors in the PR, advertising, marketing, media and
communication industries. These entities control the media and are responsible
for the information that gets out to the millions of people through hundreds of
media outlets across the US. It's no wonder the massive amount of corruption
and conflicts of interest at the CDC have never been exposed throughout the
mainstream media!
Here is a partial donor list based on industry. Here is the complete list of CDC
Foundation corporate donors.

1. Conflicts of Interest Have Corrupted the CDC https://bit.ly/2ArJcvs
"Despite the agency’s disclaimer [that they have] ‘no financial interests... and
does not accept commercial support’, the CDC receives millions of dollars in

https://bit.ly/2CtX6O3
https://www.cdcfoundation.org/FY2017#intro
https://www.cdcfoundation.org/FY2017#intro
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zCSqFBYuOPjrjjjRE52pUbJZhPwhefVx8D833a9DtoU/edit
https://www.cdcfoundation.org/partner-list/corporations
https://www.cdcfoundation.org/partner-list/corporations
https://bit.ly/2ArJcvs


industry gifts and funding, both directly and indirectly, and several recent CDC
actions and recommendations have raised questions about the science it cites,

the clinical guidelines it promotes, and the money it is taking."

-Jeanne Lenzer, BMJ Associate Editor, May 2015
20. CBS News Reports: Some of the most “trusted” voices in the vaccine “safety”

movement are really paid shills for promoting vaccines with strong financial ties
to pharma https://youtu.be/K1Hw-Q23S_s

8. CDC Vaccine Advisor (Dr. Paul Offit) Made $29 Million Or More After
Using Role to Create Market. Offit is also on Merck’s payroll
https://bit.ly/2TfGeAw

9. This 9 second video shows a brief glimpse inside a private pro-vaccine
meeting. Dr. Paul Offit, who has financial ties to Merck, accidentally
speaks truthfully about the MMR vaccine and autism
https://youtu.be/c2cHZa8t98w

10. Dr. Paul Offit, who is on Merck’s payroll, an advisor to the CDC and is a
vaccine advocate has stated, “Parents can be reassured that the trace
quantities of aluminum in vaccines can’t possibly do harm.“ Dr. Paul Offit’s
Aluminum Deceptions and Academic Misconduct https://bit.ly/2WxoVxc

11. Watch this >>> See Dr. Paul Offit and The Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP) lying about the safety of aluminum in vaccines in this
2 minute video https://youtu.be/bfyNgFxygLc (Read #7 above where I
discuss route of entry to understand the lies in this video. And just for
good measure here is a study on aluminum injection:

1. Aluminum hydroxide injections lead to motor deficits and motor
neuron degeneration https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7.)

To learn more about Dr. Paul Offit and how other paid pharma/vaccine shills
operate to manipulate you, be sure to see the section Shills, Trolls, Front Groups,
PR Smear Tactics & More.

21. In 2014, Dr. William Thompson, a Senior Scientist in the Immunization Dept, at
the CDC, after a decade of silence, admitted in over two hours of recorded
telephone conversations that he, along with four other CDC scientists,
committed scientific fraud by omitting data and destroying evidence that
showed that Merck's MMR vaccine had caused a statistically significant increase
(340%) in autism in black boys when compared to other populations in the
Atlanta area.
“I regret that my coauthors and I omitted statistically significant information in our
2004 article published in the journal Pediatrics. The omitted data suggested that
African American males who received the MMR vaccine before age 36 months
were at increased risk for autism. Decisions were made regarding which findings to
report after the data were collected, and I believe that the final study protocol was
not followed.”  - Dr. William W. Thompson, CDC Scientist
All five scientists got together in a room with a big garbage can and destroyed
hard copies of all documents related to this study. However, unbeknownst to his
CDC colleagues, Dr. Thompson did not destroy his documents or hard drive
because he thought it was a crime that would violate both DOJ (Dept. of Justice)

https://youtu.be/K1Hw-Q23S_s
https://bit.ly/2TfGeAw
https://youtu.be/c2cHZa8t98w
https://bit.ly/2WxoVxc
https://youtu.be/bfyNgFxygLc
https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlxdWfTLHH0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlxdWfTLHH0


and FOIA (the Freedom of Information Act.) (Dr. Thompson is right. It is a crime!)
When the leak was about to come out Dr. Thompson was warned and hired an
attorney, and was granted whistleblower immunity. Dr. Thompson turned over all
his documents (around 10,000) to Florida Congressman Bill Posey who
presented preliminary information before Congress begging to subpoena Dr.
Thompson (video below.) Congress so far have done NOTHING.

1. Rep. Bill Posey Presenting Before Congress and Calling for an
Investigation of the CDC MMR Vaccine Fraud
https://youtu.be/wJKzkKw20kk or https://youtu.be/ctLqzE3szLQ “I regret
that my co-authors and I omitted statistically significant information in our
2004 article published in the journal, Pediatrics…. The co-authors scheduled
a meeting to destroy documents related to the study... and put them in a
huge garbage can.”

2. AUTISM -- The Lies Being Told & Truths Being Hidden | Dr. Paul Thomas,
MD https://youtu.be/ddCNIhN3TT4

3. Screenshot from Facebook: image of CNN’s article, now pulled from their
website -- CDC Autism Whistleblower Admits Vaccine Study Fraud

https://youtu.be/wJKzkKw20kk
https://youtu.be/ctLqzE3szLQ
https://youtu.be/ddCNIhN3TT4


“If you tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough, it will be believed.”
-Adolf Hitler

These revelations from CDC scientist Dr. William Thompson are stunning.
Thompson has admitted that he and his CDC co-authors removed data and
destroyed documents from a 2004 study that showed a 340% increase in
African-American children who received the MMR vaccine. This conduct violated
the study’s original design and was clearly done to bury the link between the
MMR vaccine and autism!!
If the CDC’s Division of Vaccine Safety altered data in this study to conceal
connections between autism and vaccine injury, one must question the integrity
of ALL research that the CDC has produced and sponsored and ask, “where else
has the CDC altered data in vaccine safety studies to maintain the US government’s
talking point that “vaccines don’t cause autism””?



22. On February 2, 2004, (10 years before Dr. Thompson admitted that the CDC
committed scientific fraud with their 2004 MMR-autism study in the journal
Pediatrics), Dr. Thompson jumped rank and sent a letter (shown below) to CDC
Director Julie Gerberding about his concerns related to the MMR-autism link that
their study found. In his letter, Dr. Thompson states that he was dissatisfied with
the CDC correspondence to the public about the study’s autism link and asked
what he should do when he appears on a panel on February 9, 2004 and states, “I
will have to present several problematic results relating to statistical associations
between receipt of the MMR vaccine and autism.” CDC director, Dr. Julie
Gerberding’s decision was to remove Dr. Thompson from speaking and replace
him with Dr. Frank DeStefano who lied in front of the panel.
When Dr. Thompson’s letter leaked to the press, it was released by
NaturalNews.com, while the mainstream media did nothing, censoring this
critical information from the public, while protecting the CDC, pharma (Merck).
See screenshot below or read Dr. Thompson’s letter here.  

For more on this incredible cover-up that all of mainstream media censored
(CNN, ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX, etc.), see the section below: Vaccine Fraud at the

https://www.naturalnews.com/images/CDC-Gerberding-Warning-Vaccines-Autism.jpg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.1n9uzb3tvbzn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.1n9uzb3tvbzn


CDC, Part 1 -- MMR Vaccine Fraud and the CDC Whistleblower

23. In December 2014, Merck (pharmaceutical giant, the second largest vaccine
maker in the world and makers of the MMR vaccine) hired former Director of the
CDC Julie Gerberding, MD as their Executive Vice President in their vaccine
division. Gerberding was involved in the scientific fraud and cover-up of the
MMR-autism study in 2004. Now she works for Merck making millions. Her
annual salary is estimated to be $2.5 million and she was awarded $38 million in
stock options.

1. Merck Purchases Former "Public Servant" Dr. Julie Gerberding of CDC and
Makes Her Vaccine President https://bit.ly/2RiINV5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.1n9uzb3tvbzn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-gerberding-09b35911/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-gerberding-09b35911/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-gerberding-09b35911/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-gerberding-09b35911/
https://bit.ly/2RiINV5


2. Julie Gerberding, MD became a millionaire when she sold over 38,000
shares of Merck stock https://bit.ly/2rFQlTF and https://bit.ly/2PK8usW

3. Dr. Brian Hooker, PhD (who exposed the CDC fraud) Addressing NYC
Crowd as Merck’s Dr. Julie Gerberding Is Awarded "Woman of the Year"
https://youtu.be/BSvLUc9yOmo

24. Can vaccines cause autism?
1. 157 Research Papers Supporting the Vaccine-Autism Link

https://bit.ly/2l2rmF2
2. AUTISM -- The Lies Being Told & Truths Being Hidden | Dr. Paul Thomas,

MD https://youtu.be/ddCNIhN3TT4
3. Deadly Immunity. Government Cover-Up Of A Mercury/Autism Scandal

https://bit.ly/2EPQycX
4. Study Unwittingly Links Vaccines to Autism https://bit.ly/2USpiBW
5. Human Fetal DNA Fragments In Vaccines Are A Possible Cause For

Autism https://bit.ly/1rQtNvN
6. (CBS News) Vaccines and autism: a new scientific review

https://cbsn.ws/2DvCfHJ
7. GlaxoSmithKline’s 1,271 PAGE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT TO REGULATORY

OFFICIALS -- See chart on page 626 -- notice AUTISM is listed twice
https://bit.ly/1D9jqpr

25. In 1975, autism rates in the United States were 1 in 5,000 children. Ten years
later in 1985, the new cases of autism doubled to 1 in 2,500. Ten years later in
1995, the rate increased by a whopping FIVE times to 1 in 500 children. In 2014,
19 years later, the CDC released data on the prevalence of autism in the United
States and an astonishing 1 in 68 children are newly diagnosed with autism.
However, the CDC had not included children younger than eight years of age.

In 2016, the CDC surveyed differently and included children between three years
to 17 years. The rate of autism now has been estimated to be 1 in 45 children!! In
New Jersey, an unbelievable 1 in 9 boys is diagnosed with autism. Autism
continues to be over four times more common among boys (1 in 37) than among

https://bit.ly/2rFQlTF
https://bit.ly/2PK8usW
https://youtu.be/BSvLUc9yOmo
https://bit.ly/2l2rmF2
https://youtu.be/ddCNIhN3TT4
https://bit.ly/2EPQycX
https://bit.ly/2USpiBW
https://bit.ly/1rQtNvN
https://cbsn.ws/2DvCfHJ
https://bit.ly/1D9jqpr


girls (1 in 151). FACT: Regardless of what you hear or who you hear it from:
epidemics are not genetic!!

It’s not just autism! US children are experiencing a host of health problems as
compared to children in other industrialized countries. More than 1 child in 6 has
a learning disability; 1 in 9 children has asthma; 1 in 25 has a severe food allergy,
and more children than ever before are getting cancer. I was born in 1961 and no
one in school, who I knew, or heard about had as a child -- diabetes, food
allergies, ADHD, ADD, asthma, cancer or autism. What about you?

“I am no longer trying to dig up evidence to prove vaccines cause autism. There is
already abundant evidence....This debate is not scientific but is political.”

-Dr. David Ayoub, M.D.
26. As I mentioned earlier, there has never been large double-blind inert placebo

controlled study on any vaccine. However, many drug companies like  Merck,
have pretended to create a placebo controlled study as Merck has done this with
their HPV vaccine, Gardasil, but instead of using saline, Merck used its patented
adjuvant, amorphous aluminum hydroxyphosphate or AAHS as the placebo in the
large majority of the subjects in the control group. (Note: The definition of a



placebo is an inert substance that has no effect on the human body. For a
vaccine this would be saline.)  

1. The BMJ - RIAT restoration of a previously unpublished methodology in
Gardasil vaccine trials https://bit.ly/2CI6pZW “Both trial publications state
that they are reports of “placebo-controlled” trials.[1,2] However participants
in the control arm of these trials did not receive an inert substance, such as
saline injection. Instead, they received an injection containing amorphous
aluminium hydroxyphosphate (AAHS), a proprietary adjuvant system that is
used in Gardasil to boost immune response.

The use of a comparator that was neither an inert substance nor an
efficacious vaccine against another disease demands explanation. The
clinical rationale for such a decision is unclear, as the trial arms do not
mimic the real life choice of deciding whether or not to receive HPV vaccine,
and it is incompatible with established ethical principles regarding the use of
placebo in vaccine trials.[4] However, in at least two key trial publications, of
the FUTURE II[1] and FUTURE III[2] trials, the rationale for the use of AAHS-
containing control is unstated.”
Video Explanation
https://www.facebook.com/VaXismNEWS/videos/vb.669084493234593
/275952453098910/?type=2&theater

In addition, of those that were in this study, within three years 30 boys and girls
died. Seventeen who got the HPV vaccine and 13 who got Merck's aluminum
“placebo”. Most of them died within 4 to 6 weeks of being injected. Merck
decided this “study” was a wash since the death numbers in both groups were
basically the same.
In Gardasil's trials a category of harm called, new medical conditions --
infections, reproductive disorders, autoimmunity, was also reported and as much
as 10% of previously healthy young women developed reproductive disorders.

Merck is the second largest vaccine maker in the world and has 11 of the 17
vaccines on the US CDC childhood vaccine schedule. They are the
manufacturers of the MMR vaccine as well as the arthritis drug Vioxx. Merck is in
court right now for falsifying data related to the mumps part of their MMR
vaccine. With their drug Vioxx, Merck lied to doctors and the public, and
marketed Vioxx hiding the fact that their drug caused heart attacks and strokes
in their own studies. Vioxx ended up causing upwards of 189,000 strokes or
heart attacks and killed over 55,000 people! No one at Merck went to jail or was
even tried in a court of law.

2. Lead Developer Of HPV Vaccines Comes Clean, Warns Parents & Young
Girls It’s All A Giant Deadly Scam https://bit.ly/2w7mRiS

3. What the Gardasil Testing May Have Missed https://bit.ly/2ATG0pY
27. Gardasil, Merck's HPV vaccine, does not reduce the rate of cervical cancer or any

other type of cancer as you may have heard from your doctor, your mother,
Merck’s PR machine or one of the media talking heads aka “hired guns”, such as

https://bit.ly/2CI6pZW
https://www.facebook.com/VaXismNEWS/videos/vb.669084493234593/275952453098910/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/VaXismNEWS/videos/vb.669084493234593/275952453098910/?type=2&theater
https://bit.ly/2w7mRiS
https://bit.ly/2ATG0pY


The Today Show’s Dr. Nancy Snyderman, MD. In fact, even the FDA has ruled --
“Efficacy of high-grade cervical cancer was not established.”
The HPV vaccine reduces the rate of neoplasia. However, 97% of those who get
neoplasia, (abnormal growth of tissue), clear without any incident. For the
remaining 3%, there is a cream that shuts down HPV.
In addition, the Gardasil insert states, “GARDASIL 9 has not been evaluated for the
potential to cause carcinogenicity, genotoxicity or impairment of male fertility.”
(By the way, vaccine manufacturers aren't required to  test for carcinogenicity,
mutagenicity or impairment of fertility.)
There is even evidence that the HPV vaccine can make you susceptible to more
serious strains of HPV that could lead to cancer and trial data from Merck shows
that Gardasil vaccinations may actually increase your risk of cervical cancer.

1. https://bit.ly/2rJ7oUA
2. https://bit.ly/2LnbaMt
3. https://bit.ly/2PINPWf

28. There are 209 strains of the human papillomavirus or HPV that have been
identified. The Gardasil 9 vaccine covers nine of these strains. Of the 200 or so
strains the vaccine doesn't address, some of these strains are rare and there is a
possibility that the vaccine can increase their prevalence, which can make the
vaccinated person as much as 60% more susceptible to HPV.
“In the US, statistics show that out of 100,000 women, eight women will get cervical
cancer and two will die. However, if 100,000 women get the HPV vaccine, 2,300 will
have a life threatening adverse event.” Del Bigtree, One Conversation Conference
On Vaccines https://oneconversationatatime.com/

“In Merck’s own study, out of those who received the HPV vaccine (Gardasil), 1 in
792 died. Accordingly, in the US, we would kill 99 women to get one less cervical
cancer death.” Dr. Toni Bark, MD, One Conversation Conference On Vaccines
https://oneconversationatatime.com/

29. Because it is recommended every year, the flu vaccine is the most profitable
vaccine for the CDC and pharma. Each year during “flu season” the CDC colludes
with the media and creates fake demand for the flu vaccine using fear, anxiety
and worry -- fear mongering tactics. Below is the link to the CDC presentation
entitled -- Increasing Awareness and Uptake of Influenza  Immunization that
details their strategy. Make sure you also watch the 2-minute video below as well
-- LA Times False Flag Operation Exposed Promoting Flu Pandemic.
Here’s the CDC’s full slide presentation in PDF form Increasing Awareness and
Uptake of Influenza  Immunization  or on the web https://bit.ly/2DMOgvO
Starting on slide #5, are three slides called "Recipe" for Fostering Public Interest
and High Vaccine Demand. The second bullet point in the eighth slide (page 8)
below states: 

“Fostering demand, particularly among people who don't routinely receive an
annual flu vaccination requires creating concern, anxiety and worry.

· A perception or sense that many people are falling ill:
· A perception or sense that many people are experiencing bad illness:

https://www.fda.gov/downloads/biologicsbloodvaccines/vaccines/approvedproducts/ucm426457.pdf
https://bit.ly/2rJ7oUA
https://bit.ly/2LnbaMt
https://bit.ly/2PINPWf
https://oneconversationatatime.com/
https://oneconversationatatime.com/
http://nationalacademies.org/hmd/~/media/Files/Activity Files/PublicHealth/MicrobialThreats/Nowak.pdf
http://nationalacademies.org/hmd/~/media/Files/Activity Files/PublicHealth/MicrobialThreats/Nowak.pdf
https://bit.ly/2DMOgvO


· A perception or sense of vulnerability to contracting and experiencing bad
illness”

In other words, no matter what is going on in the US with the flu, each and every
year the CDC colludes with the mainstream media to create the perception that
many people are falling ill to the flu so that they can create high demand for the
vaccine. They do this, as the CDC slide states by, "creating concern, anxiety and
worry" (false fear mongering) so that as many people as possible get the flu
vaccine; even though in 2017 the flu vaccine was proven to be only 10%
effective!

1. Influenza Deaths: The Hype vs. The Evidence (from 2012)
https://bit.ly/2Vf5NTe

2. Must Watch Video >>> Video: LA Times False Flag Operation Exposed
Promoting Flu Pandemic https://youtu.be/_djiNAm9xWU

3. How the CDC Uses Fear to Increase Demand for Flu Vaccines “The US
CDC claims that its recommendation that everyone aged six months and up
should get an annual flu shot is firmly grounded in science. The medical
literature tells us something else entirely.” https://bit.ly/2tCzaTP

4. How the CDC Uses False Fears to Promote Vaccine Uptake
https://bit.ly/2LuH2if

5. Concern, Anxiety, and Worry: Getting Played By The CDC (and Others)
https://bit.ly/2EUuIH4

6. It’s Flu Shot Propaganda Season! Beware the Big Lies about the Vaccine
https://bit.ly/2U9hPN

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/flu-vaccine-10-effective_us_5a5babc5e4b003efadb6af0c
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/flu-vaccine-10-effective_us_5a5babc5e4b003efadb6af0c
https://bit.ly/2Vf5NTe
https://youtu.be/_djiNAm9xWU
https://bit.ly/2tCzaTP
https://bit.ly/2LuH2if
https://bit.ly/2EUuIH4
https://bit.ly/2U9hPN


7. 80,000 Flu Deaths Last Season? Why the CDC’s Claim Is Not Credible
https://bit.ly/2So4IXr

8. Links to CDC flu marketing materials to promote flu vaccine uptake
1. Communication Resoirces https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-

center/freeresources/index.htm
2. National Influenza Vaccination Week

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/nivw/index.htm
3. Partner Resources https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-

center/partners/index.htm
4. CDC Digital Media Toolkit: 2018-19 Flu Season

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/toolkit/index.htm
9. The CDC even has an Influenza Newsletter and flu email list

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/flu-email-
updates.htm

“It is easier to fool people than to convince people that they have been fooled”.
-Unknown

30. Since 2012, it’s been known that the flu vaccine for pregnant women is seriously
 problematic and that the CDC’s own vaccine injury data collection (VAERS)
revealed a 4,250% increase in fetal deaths after the flu shot!
“The CDC’s own vaccine injury data collection revealed a 4,250% increase in fetal
deaths after the flu shot. The VAERS statistics were confirmed later by Dr. Gary
Goldman and published in the Human and Environmental Toxicology Journal
showing that the HINI swine flu vaccine did in fact cause a 4,250% rise in
spontaneous abortions.
The CDC has refused to provide further information under a Freedom of
Information Act filing until after a three year period, a direct violation of  FOIA law.
When confronted and queried about the rise in fetal deaths among vaccinated
pregnant mothers, the CDC’s Dr. Shimabkuru confirmed the agency knew of this
increase.”

1. Source: A New Flu Season of Pain, Profit and Politics
https://bit.ly/2HORljk or https://bit.ly/2WvLq5V

“Dr. Gary Goldman’s study on the 4,250% spike in fetal death reports during the
2009/10 H1N1 “pandemic” originally rejected by the American Journal of
Obstetrics & Gynecology (AJOG) is charged by the National Coalition of Organized
Women (NCOW) as complicit in a massive cover-up and manipulation of data
associated with the 2009/10 flu season fetal deaths…
Despite an apparent trail of documented collusion and misconduct amongst the
CDC, American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology (AJOG), Elsevier (a huge
medical publishing company who publishes more than 430,000 articles annually in
2,500 journals), and 9 non-profits including the March of Dimes, this alarmingly
poor outcome of the 2009/10 H1N1 vaccine experiment on the fetuses of pregnant
women was successfully covered up by the CDC until Goldman exposed the
statistics, documenting the harm in his recent publication.”

2. Must read >>> CDC Misleads Nation’s Ob/Gyns, Colludes with American
Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology and Nine Non-Profits, Covers-up the
Most Massive Fetal Death Reports Associated with the Influenza Vaccine

https://bit.ly/2So4IXr
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/nivw/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/partners/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/partners/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/toolkit/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/flu-email-updates.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/resource-center/freeresources/flu-email-updates.htm
https://bit.ly/2HORljk
https://bit.ly/2WvLq5V


in the History of Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
http://nancymullanmd.com/trust-the-cdc-think-again/

“The rejection of Goldman’s manuscript in January 2012 leads NCOW to believe
that the publishing of the CDC’s “Moro” studies, replete with false and biased
science, was purposeful. And that AJOG, if not stopped by its publisher or through
public exposure, audaciously intends to continue to mislead its readers and
perpetuate a cover up.
AJOG’s publication of the CDC’s agenda-driven pseudoscience coupled with its
rejection of Goldman’s critical manuscript serves to: confirm its complicity with the
CDC, discredit the journal and its parent publisher, and tarnish AJOG’s status as a
“peer reviewed” journal. Without demanding integrity from its journals,
opportunities to help mankind in science are lost and the value of Elsevier’s assets
are diminished.”

3. Source: Letter from Director of National Coalition for Women to Elsevier
Publisher http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/?attachment_id=9463

31. Did you read all of #30 above? You must! After the influenza vaccine VAERS -
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System data in 2012 showed a whopping
4,250% increase in fetal deaths.... and after it was covered-up by the CDC, the
CDC published its own study on pregnant women who received the flu shot in
September 2017.
Here’s what the 2017 CDC study revealed. “The flu vaccine increased a woman's
chance of miscarriage 7.7 times when given in the first trimester if the year
previously she had been given a flu vaccine.”
The CDC and the medical establishment (American Academy of Pediatrics and
others) say they are waiting for more data, ignoring this study and the VAERS
reports collected in 2012. In CDC vaccineland, this is called post-marketing data
which uses the public, in this case pregnant women and their unborn babies, as
experimental guinea pigs in order to collect more data on the vaccine and its
effects.

4. Devastating Flu Vaccine-Miscarriage Study Sparks Ridiculous Spin
https://bit.ly/2RtydLg

5. CDC Study Shows Up to 7.7 Times the Risk of Miscarriage After Influenza
Vaccine https://bit.ly/2rJd40W

6. Flu Vaccination During Early Pregnancy Linked to Nearly Eightfold Risk of
Miscarriage https://bit.ly/2PGYOPP

Before I show you how the media handled the alarming findings in this new CDC
study (2017), I want you to ask you...of the 24 different flu vaccines the FDA has
licensed, guess how many have been tested for safety and effectiveness on
pregnant women and her unborn baby?
How about NONE!!  Are Flu Shots Safe for Your Unborn Baby?
https://youtu.be/C9OskP-G2Mg
Below is the video of NBC’s Dr. Natalie Azar, MD on the Today Show telling
pregnant women to ignore the new CDC study (2017) and to listen to your
Ob/Gyn and get a flu vaccine while pregnant! As you watch her, ask yourself, how
on Earth can this medical doctor tell women to ignore this alarming study? 

http://nancymullanmd.com/trust-the-cdc-think-again/
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/?attachment_id=9463
https://bit.ly/2RtydLg
https://bit.ly/2rJd40W
https://bit.ly/2PGYOPP
https://youtu.be/C9OskP-G2Mg


Ask yourself why didn't TV talking head Dr. Natalie Azar mention the 4,250%
increase in fetal deaths from the 2012 VAERS reports data in her television
reporting? Ask yourself, why didn't she mention that none of the 24 different flu
vaccines that are being injected into millions of pregnant women have ever been
tested for safety or effectiveness? I sit because ALL of these media trained
doctors are shills for the networks they work for who must protect, lie, kowtow to
and spin stories for their numero uno advertiser, pharma?!

7. Video: NBC’s Dr. Natalie Azar on the new CDC flu shot study for pregnant
women https://youtu.be/gBoXp0lZ4oM

8. For OB/GYN doctors, the CDC has created marketing materials -- a
poster to hang in their office as an advertisement for the flu vaccine. Here
is their marketing toolkit to persuade pregnant women into getting the flu
vaccine. Here is another called Making a strong vaccine referral to
pregnant women - CDC Strategies for healthcare
professionals https://bit.ly/2Ci3k42

Here is an article about the whooping cough (pertussis) vaccine for pregnant
women for you to read -- Pregnancy-Friendly Protection? The Truth About
Whooping Cough Vaccine by Dr.Kelly Brogan, MD https://bit.ly/2QRphQj

32. Vaccine shedding is the dirty little secret that the CDC, pharma and other vaccine
proponents don't want you to know about. After an adult or child is vaccinated,
for up to four weeks and sometimes even longer, the vaccinated person can
spread to others the very disease they are trying to prevent and protect the “herd”
from. There was a man who had shed polio from the live polio vaccine for 30
years!

1. Public Health Officials Know: Recently Vaccinated Individuals Spread
Disease https://cnb.cx/1RNinCF

2. Can People Receiving Live Virus Vaccines Transmit Vaccine Strain Virus
to Others? https://bit.ly/2YG9tjw

3. Outbreak of Measles Among Persons With Prior Evidence of Immunity,
New York City, 2011 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24585562

4. Varicella transfer after vaccine to pregnant mom:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9255208

5. Rotavirus shedding: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18922486
6. Smallpox shed to toddler via father (Military) https://reut.rs/2nFfidU
7. Mumps vaccine sheds http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24772647
8. Mumps vaccine sheds http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16266774
9. Measles virus sheds for 1-13 days after vaccination:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC228449/
10. Measles outbreak in a fully immunized secondary-school population

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3821823
11. Chicken Pox (Varivax) - Shedding (Section 5.4)

http://www.merck.com/product/vaccines/home.html
12. Live virus vaccines and the links to the package insert position that

discusses shedding: http://www.immunize.org/packageinserts/

https://youtu.be/gBoXp0lZ4oM
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/freeresources/pregnant/flu-risk-pregnancy-poster.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/freeresources/updated/2011_influenza_prenatal_toolkit_withposters.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/freeresources/updated/2011_influenza_prenatal_toolkit_withposters.pdf
https://bit.ly/2Ci3k42
https://bit.ly/2QRphQj
https://cnb.cx/1RNinCF
https://bit.ly/2YG9tjw
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24585562
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9255208
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18922486
https://reut.rs/2nFfidU
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24772647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16266774
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC228449/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3821823
http://www.merck.com/product/vaccines/home.html
http://www.immunize.org/packageinserts/


13. Flu Vaccine INCREASES Risk of Serious Pandemic Flu Illness
https://bit.ly/2Hp2rJV

14. Flu vaccine shedding http://www.immunize.org/fda/
15. Flu vaccine shedding https://bit.ly/2tYzyw5

33. According to the CDC schedule, a newborn baby gets the hepatitis B vaccine on
or around the first day of life and around 1- 2 months. Yet, hepatitis B can only be
only transmitted through sexual contact and intravenous drug use. In addition,
newly expecting mothers are prescreened in their first trimester for the hepatitis
B virus, which makes this vaccine completely unnecessary. As I mentioned
earlier, the hepatitis B vaccine was studied for only five days before it was
released to be injected in millions of newborns and adults.

Dr. Jane Orient, M.D., internist and Executive Director of the Association of
American Physicians & Surgeons (AAPS) states, “For most children, the risk of a
serious vaccine reaction may be 100 times greater than the risk of hepatitis B.
Overall, the incidence of hepatitis B in the U.S. is currently about 4 per 100,000. The
risk for most young children is far less; hepatitis B is heavily concentrated in groups
at high risk due to occupation, sexual promiscuity, or drug abuse. VAERS (Vaccine
Adverse Reporting System) contains 25,000 reports related to hepatitis B vaccine,
about one-third of which were serious enough to lead to an emergency room visit,
hospitalization, or death.”
Dr. Toni Bark, MD states, “That vaccine [hepatitis B] was created for high risk sex
workers and I.V. drug users. They could not get that population to take the vaccine.
The committee met and decided, "what we should do is push this vaccine on
newborns". It was never created with newborns in mind.”

9. Hepatitis B Vaccine – Is it Safe for Your Newborn?
http://kellybroganmd.com/hepatitis-b-vaccine-for-your-newborn/

10. The Alarming Hepatitis B Vaccine Studies Every Parent Should See
https://youtu.be/a3QeoKiDshU

11. RE: HEPATITIS B VACCINE -- STATEMENT of the ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS to the Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice, Drug Policy, and Human Resources of the Committee on
Government Reform U.S. House of Representatives
http://www.aapsonline.org/testimony/hepbcom.htm

12. Shocking Details of CDC’s HepB Vaccine Recommendation
https://bit.ly/2WpWKDe

2018 Update -- ACIP Approves New Hepatitis B Vaccine Despite Sevenfold
Increased Risk of Heart Attack
The US Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) approves
vaccines for public use in the United States. ACIP met in October of 2018 to vote
on a new hepatitis B vaccine, Heplisav-B by Dynavax.
This hepatitis vaccine has in it a new adjuvant. The new adjuvant is a synthetic
DNA - cytidine-phosphate-guanosine oligodeoxynucleotide (CpG-ODN) motifs
(1018 adjuvant). The supposed main advantage of this new vaccine is that it is
two doses 30 days apart as opposed to the old vaccine, three dosages within 6

https://bit.ly/2Hp2rJV
http://www.immunize.org/fda/
https://bit.ly/2tYzyw5
http://kellybroganmd.com/hepatitis-b-vaccine-for-your-newborn/
https://youtu.be/a3QeoKiDshU
http://www.aapsonline.org/testimony/hepbcom.htm
https://bit.ly/2WpWKDe


months. Dynavax's new hepatitis B vaccine will be given to adults 18 -- 70 years
of age.
To quote Dr. Milton Packer, MD, an expert in cardiovascular science, “during the
trial, 14 people in the new hepatitis B Dynavax group had heart attacks compared to
just one in the conventional vaccine group. Since the Dynavax group was twice as
large, the heart attack risk was seven times higher with the new vaccine.
To know if the 7-1 heart attack imbalance represented a real risk, we’d need
comparative data in 50,000 people. The fastest way of obtaining that evidence
would be through a post-marketing trial. But a post-marketing trial would be
possible only if the vaccine was approved for public use. [using the public as test
trial subjects.]
The FDA asked the committee if there was reasonable evidence that the vaccine
was safe. Twelve committee members voted in favor of the safety of the new
vaccine, one voted against it, and three abstained. I was one of those who
abstained.” [Dr. Milton Packer, M.D. was the only expert in cardiovascular
science.] Source: https://bit.ly/2Ew5pus

Additionally, the new hepatitis B vaccine trials were not true safety studies
comparing it to an inert placebo. The three trials all compared their vaccine with
the current hepatitis B vaccine from GSK called Engerix-B®.

1. Three minute video (edited for brevity) shows ACIP voting on the new
hepatitis B vaccine https://youtu.be/5CKK1JFcx2Q

2. Full Story -- CDC Advisory Committee ACIP Unanimously Approves New
Hep-B Vaccine Even After Admitting “There Has Been NO Safety Testing!”
https://bit.ly/2GcmmIs

3. ACIP meetings are held three times a year in February, June and October.
Here is the ACIP schedule. Anyone can attend ACIP meetings. Here is a
Facebook page about the ACIP meetings https://bit.ly/2Erqh6f

34. Have you been lead to believe that vaccination is the same as immunization?
Vaccination does not equal immunization. Vaccines just increase antibodies.
Just because someone gets a vaccine does not mean that they are immune from
getting that illness. If anyone told you that it is incorrect.
http://kellycsjohnson.com/immunization-not-equal-vaccination/.
Antibody (humoral) immunity stops the body from producing cell-mediated
immunity. The antibody arm of immunity and the cell-mediated arm of immunity
usually work together in synergy. But after a vaccine the antibody arm gets
ramped up and those antibodies actually paralyze the immune system from
creating memory immunity and cell-mediated immunity. Antibody creation is not
immunization and in fact, when attempted via vaccines, actually weakens and
can even destroy the innate intelligence of the body's immune system.

1. Vaccine Makers Spend Millions Every Year Pushing the Public to Believe
That Vaccines Create Immunity and Save Lives… But Do They?
https://www.learntherisk.org/IMMUNITY/
"Science has long known that antibodies alone do NOT create real immunity.
Some people with high levels of antibodies can be exposed to an illness and
still get sick, while others without antibodies can be exposed and not get

https://bit.ly/2Ew5pus
https://youtu.be/5CKK1JFcx2Q
https://bit.ly/2GcmmIs
https://bit.ly/2STpIpL
https://bit.ly/2Erqh6f
http://kellycsjohnson.com/immunization-not-equal-vaccination/
https://www.learntherisk.org/IMMUNITY/


sick. Dr. Merrill Chase, nicknamed the Grandfather of Immunology for his
pioneering work, did clear-cut research on this issue back in the 1950s. His
results are clear: antibody levels don’t determine immunity."

35. There is a difference between natural immunity when a child gets the measles
and artificial immunity from a vaccine. Natural immunity lasts for a lifetime,
strengthens the immune system and can be passed on from mother to fetus. Her
baby then has a stronger immune system.
On the flip side, artificial immunity from a vaccine lasts maybe 5, 10 or possibly
20 years, does not provide lifetime protection, does not strengthen the immune
system (it weakens it), it contains known neurotoxins and carcinogens, and has
tremendous risks and side effects -- neurodevelopmental disorders, seizures,
autism, autoimmune disease, and death to name a few, and this “immunity” is
not passed on from mother to fetus.

1. Great video for parents >>> Natural Immunity Fundamentals -- Lecture 1 --
What Doesn't Kill You Makes You Stronger: Risks and Benefits of Viral
Infections -- How to Build A Strong Immune System and Understand the
Difference Between Natural Immunity and Vaccine Immunity by Tetyana
Obukhanych, PhD https://youtu.be/EXvqF9-diII

1. To sign up for the 6 part lecture series
http://www.tetyanaobukhanych.com/nif.html

36. Let’s talk about the measles. (Make sure you check out this guide MEASLES:
Facts to Counter the Fear)

According to the CDC’s own data, in 1963 BEFORE the measles vaccine was
introduced in the United States, mortality from the measles was extremely
minimal and had dropped 98% to just 1 in 500,000 people. READ THIS LETTER
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/PIC-Re-
OI-Subcommittee-Memorandum-Final.pdf

https://youtu.be/EXvqF9-diII
http://www.tetyanaobukhanych.com/nif.html
https://bit.ly/2JCBbdL
https://bit.ly/2JCBbdL
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/PIC-Re-OI-Subcommittee-Memorandum-Final.pdf
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/PIC-Re-OI-Subcommittee-Memorandum-Final.pdf


Since 2003, guess how many people in the US have died from the measles?
Answer: 2. (one of these two deaths was a woman on immunocompromising
drugs, so she didn't die just from measles.)
Since 2003, how many people have died from the MMR vaccine?
Answer: 127 and counting.
Overall, at least 459 deaths in the US (as of Feb 2019) have been reported to
VAERS, the US vaccine adverse events reporting system, from just one vaccine,
the MMR, and these deaths are mostly children under 6 years of age. These are
just the reported deaths. The actual number is much higher as HHS states that
only 1% of vaccine injury and deaths are reported to VAERS. Doing simple math,
the number of MMR vaccine deaths in the US would be 45,900 people, mostly
children!! This does not include the millions that have been injured or disabled
with asthma, autism, learning disabilities, adhd, cancer, autoimmune disease,
eczema, psoriasis, etc.
“As of November 30, 2018, there have been more than 93,000 reports of measles
vaccine reactions, hospitalizations, injuries and deaths following measles
vaccinations made to the federal Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS), including 459 related deaths, 6,936 hospitalizations, and 1,748 related
disabilities. However, the numbers of vaccine-related injuries and deaths reported
to VAERS may not reflect the true number of serious health problems that occur
develop after MMR vaccination.”
Here is a stat you may want to remember. The risk of dying from the measles in
the United States is 1 in 500,000. The risk of getting autism in the US is 1 in 45. In
boys, it’s 1 in 36!! Measles is a benign childhood virus that lasts for about a week

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX[]=MEA&VAX[]=MER&VAX[]=MM&VAX[]=MMR&VAX[]=MMRV&VAXTYPES[]=Measles&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2018&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=11
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX[]=MEA&VAX[]=MER&VAX[]=MM&VAX[]=MMR&VAX[]=MMRV&VAXTYPES[]=Measles&DIED=Yes&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2018&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=10
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX[]=MEA&VAX[]=MER&VAX[]=MM&VAX[]=MMR&VAX[]=MMRV&VAXTYPES[]=Measles&HOSPITAL=Yes&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2018&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=11
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX[]=MEA&VAX[]=MER&VAX[]=MM&VAX[]=MMR&VAX[]=MMRV&VAXTYPES[]=Measles&DISABLE=Yes&VAX_YEAR_HIGH=2018&VAX_MONTH_HIGH=11


and gives you lifelong immunity. Autism lasts for a lifetime. Tell me which one is
the real epidemic and which one do you hear about in the media?!
Before continuing further, I suggest you read this page from the National Vaccine
Information Center, Measles Vaccine: Injury & Death https://bit.ly/2tiMFrx and
check out the links below.

1. Which is the Greater Threat, Measles or Measles Vaccine? -- Dr. Jeffrey
Dach https://bit.ly/2T1Fd2B

2. February 2019 --Measles
1. Part 1 -- The Outbreak Panic -- Dr John Bergman

https://youtu.be/DuEYCa7PMqU
2. Part 2 -- The Stats https://youtu.be/L9S8nE-USrM -- Dr John

Bergman  
What if I told you that doctors have long viewed measles as a childhood ailment
and a benign virus that served to strengthen the immune system? This is why
parents in the 1950s and 60s would have measle parties -- when a child in the
neighborhood had measles, parents would bring over their child so that their
child would also catch measles and have lifelong immunity.

Moreover, studies show that measles in childhood helps protect children later in
life from certain cancers and even heart disease. In first world countries with
clean running water and good sanitation, it was not a serious virus back then and
it certainly is not a serious virus today. The only thing that has changed is the
fear mongering narrative in the media about measles -- not the virus and not the
science!

This is mainstream media propaganda, aka fake news at its finest from
mainstream media’s biggest advertiser, pharma -- probably the most corrupt
industry in the world. This is a PR stunt to get you to vote for childhood
mandatory forced vaccinations. This is why it's important to be acutely aware of
the media propaganda about all vaccines -- measles, flu, etc., (see #27 above
about the flu.)
.

3. Debunking Measles Mania and Exposing the Media for Fear Mongering,
Colluding with Pharma https://youtu.be/gnpT7lJlVxY

4. What The Media Won't Tell You About The Measles
https://www.jeremyrhammond.com/2015/07/05/a-measles-death-
vaccines-and-the-medias-failure-to-inform/

5. Measles Outbreak, Fake News and Mass Hysteria https://bit.ly/2EgZmJW
6. Combating Measles and MMR Vaccine Misinformation

https://icandecide.org/white-papers/Publications-Regarding-Vaccine-
Safety.pdf

This eight minute video shows you how the measles was viewed in the US in the
1960s via episodes of popular TV shows like The Brady Bunch -- Measles, Back
In The Days Before Marketing Of The Vaccine https://youtu.be/mDb0ZS3vB9g

7. Analysis of The Brady Bunch Measles episode
https://youtu.be/47RUl5xqs_s

https://bit.ly/2tiMFrx
https://bit.ly/2T1Fd2B
https://youtu.be/DuEYCa7PMqU
https://youtu.be/L9S8nE-USrM
https://youtu.be/gnpT7lJlVxY
https://www.jeremyrhammond.com/2015/07/05/a-measles-death-vaccines-and-the-medias-failure-to-inform/
https://www.jeremyrhammond.com/2015/07/05/a-measles-death-vaccines-and-the-medias-failure-to-inform/
https://bit.ly/2EgZmJW
https://icandecide.org/white-papers/Publications-Regarding-Vaccine-Safety.pdf
https://icandecide.org/white-papers/Publications-Regarding-Vaccine-Safety.pdf
https://youtu.be/mDb0ZS3vB9g
https://youtu.be/47RUl5xqs_s


8. Thoughts About the Measles From Those Who Have Been There
https://bit.ly/2t9rIQ2

9. How to Educate Yourself About Measles and Vaccines
https://youtu.be/8v0r_JsJWwc

37. Let's look at Merck’s MMR II vaccine approval trials from 1978 which has been
injected into probably a BILLION people, mostly children over the last 40+ years.
Non-profit group Informed Consent Action Network Uncovers MMR Vaccine
Approval Trials from 1978 via Freedom of Information Act Request

1. Article: MMR Vaccine Licensing Called Into Question Following ICAN's
Latest FOIA Exposure of FDA Cover-up https://yhoo.it/2Y99efF or
https://prn.to/2IZWDrE

2. Video: Analysis of Merck’s Alarming MMR II Approval Trials from 1978
https://youtu.be/GmFX-iQA2nA?t=2565

Facts about Merck’s 1978 MMR II vaccine approval trials
· The safety review period only tracked 'adverse events' for 42 days after

MMR vaccine injection
· More than half or a significant percent of all participants in each of the

eight trials developed gastrointestinal symptoms and upper respiratory
infections

· All adverse events were generically described as 'other viruses' and not
considered in safety profile of licensure

· None of the control groups received a placebo (an inert substance such
as a saline injection) and instead received vaccines for either rubella or
measles and rubella. In other words, the MMR vaccine was not tested
against a true placebo group, but was tested against groups that received
a single vaccine or more than one vaccine and each would likely have its
own problems)

Here is Merck’s MMR II vaccine trial information obtained from the US
government -- Merck’s Clinical Investigative Studies of Combined Live Measles-
Mumps-Rubella (RA 27/3) Virus Vaccine  www.MMRtrials.com
MMR VACCINE Is It Safer Than Measles?
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/MeaslesVRS.pdf

38. California Senator, Dr. Richard Pan, is pretty much responsible for passing
California senate bill 277 (SB277), a bill that takes away parental rights by
excluding personal belief and religious exemptions for vaccination. SB 277
mandates all California children get all CDC recommended vaccinations before
they are allowed to attend public school. Most of Senator Dr. Pan’s arguments
for mandatory forced vaccination is centered around two lies: herd immunity and
“dangerous” measles outbreaks. In the United States and other first world
countries with clean running water and good sanitation, measles is a benign
childhood infection that, along with other childhood infections such as
chickenpox and mumps has been shown in studies to be protective later in life
for certain cancers and heart disease. As a practicing pediatrician, don't you
think Dr. Pan should know this, or does he have another agenda?

https://bit.ly/2t9rIQ2
https://youtu.be/8v0r_JsJWwc
https://yhoo.it/2Y99efF
https://prn.to/2IZWDrE
https://youtu.be/GmFX-iQA2nA?t=2565
http://www.mmrtrials.com
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/MeaslesVRS.pdf
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/MeaslesVRS.pdf
http://www.sb277.org/


California lawmakers have received millions from the pharmaceutical industry
leading up to SB 277. Like all good politicians, Senator Pan is on the take and has
received at least $147,268.85 from the pharmaceutical industry and $360,636.41
from the healthcare sector as of April 2019. He is one of the major proponents
for mandatory vaccines. No doubt more pharma money is on its way for Senator
Pan.

· Source: Richard Pan's Campaign Finances
https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/120159/richard-
pan#.XKo1NJhKjkQ

During hearings for SB 277, Senator Pan was asked many times about medical
exemptions and several times, Senator Pan stated that medical exemptions will
stay in effect from family physicians and that physicians would not be targeted
by the medical board for allowing vaccine exemptions. These exemptions are
critical and allows children who have a genetic defect, autoimmune disease,
have been previously injured from vaccines, etc.
HOWEVER, Senator Pan has gone back on his word and introduced SB 276, a bill
that would eliminate medical exemptions from a family’s pediatrician thus
removing their involvement and putting the ultimate decision onto the California
Dept. of Public Health, a government agency. Senator Pan has outright lied to the
people of California with the introduction of SB 276 and is interfering with the
doctor-patient relationship. What's more, CDC contraindications for medical
exemption are different than FDA contraindications.
The CDC Contraindications For Medical Exemptions are the following:

· Anaphylaxis (life threatening allergy)
· Anaphylactic allergy to egg or yeast
· Encephalopathy (coma reduced consciousness
· Severe immunodeficiency (ex: cancer, organ transplant)
· Intussusception -- a rare intestinal disorder when one portion of the bowel

slides into the next, much like the pieces of a telescope.(For the Rotavirus
vaccine only.)

Here is a list of vaccine reactions according to FDA package inserts that would
likely not be included as medical exemptions should a child already have had one
or more of these reactions from a vaccine or vaccines. Thus, any child with any
of these previous reactions, would be exempt from receiving a medical
exemptions. Many of these reactions are extremely severe and some have
permanently disabled the child!

https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/120159/richard-pan#.XKo1NJhKjkQ
https://votesmart.org/candidate/campaign-finance/120159/richard-pan#.XKo1NJhKjkQ


· This video shows Senator Pan promising that medical exemptions would
not be taken away during the SB 277 hearings
https://youtu.be/CQsUdtv6chI

· April 11, 2019 -- Rally to Oppose SB 276 Sacramento, CA
https://youtu.be/sYcBRoJQz6A

Senator Pan is clearly a liar! In fact, this is not the first time that Senator Pan has
lied. Senator Pan has lied many times in public talks about vaccines to promote
his mandatory vaccination agenda.

1. Senator Pan Lie #1: “There have been no confirmed deaths from the
measles vaccine.”
TRUTH: There have been 459 reported deaths in the United States from
the MMR vaccine as of October 2018. https://bit.ly/2FRhZDX

2. Senator Pan Lie #2: “The United States takes vaccine safety very
seriously.”
TRUTH: As discussed in #5 above, US Health and Human Services (HHS)
 violated the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA) of 1986 that
states that a special task force must be assigned for vaccine safety and
reports issued every two years. HHS has not assessed vaccine safety and
has issued no reports in over 32 years!! No media outlet has reported this
unbelievable information. For more on safety, see Senator Pan Lie #5
below.

3. Senator Pan Lie #3: “Vaccines are NOT made from aborted fetal cells.”
TRUTH: Many vaccines are made from aborted fetal cells. Vaccine
developer Dr. Stanley Plotkin testified under oath (video link below) that
one study used 76 aborted fetuses (all over three months old and all
healthy and normal), to make vaccines. Organs were cut into pieces and
cultured -- the pituitary gland, lungs, skin, kidney, spleen, heart, and tongue
were used to develop vaccines.

· Video of vaccine maker Dr. Stanley Plotkin discussing aborted fetal
tissue in vaccines while under oath https://youtu.be/NACBHtFMllA

https://youtu.be/CQsUdtv6chI
https://youtu.be/sYcBRoJQz6A
https://bit.ly/2FRhZDX
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title42/chapter6A/subchapter19&edition=prelim
https://youtu.be/NACBHtFMllA


4. Senator Pan Lie #4: “You know what’s the most dangerous substance in a
vaccine? Water.”
TRUTH: Vaccines contain aluminum, formaldehyde, polysorbate 80,
detergent and many other toxic substances. The quadrivalent flu vaccine
contains mercury. Mercury has been detected in vaccines that were
supposed to be mercury free. Vaccines have been found to be
contaminated with the carcinogenic weedkiller glyphosate, radioactive
uranium and lead. Vaccines have also been found to be contaminated
with human fetal DNA fragments and a retrovirus. This is discussed in #6
above and there is section devoted to ingredients in vaccines below.

5. Senator Pan Lie #5: “Vaccines are safe and efficacious.”
TRUTH ABOUT VACCINE SAFETY:

· The CDC childhood vaccine schedule has never been tested or
studied.

· The CDC made it up. The practice of injecting multiple vaccines in
one doctor's visit has also never been tested or studied.

· The US Government, CDC and pharma refuse to do a vaccinated vs.
unvaccinated study to assess which population is healthier. No
vaccine has gone through a double-blind placebo controlled study
using an inert (saline) placebo.

· All vaccine studies are done by the pharmaceutical companies
themselves and are tested against another vaccine, vaccines or
toxic adjuvant.

· These same pharma companies have been convicted of fraud and
fined billions of dollars.

· Pharmaceutical companies are not liable for injury or death that
their vaccines cause.

· Vaccines have never been tested for mutagenicity (being known or
suspected of causing mutations in our DNA, which can lead to
cancer), carcinogenicity (being known or suspected of being able
to cause cancer) or impairment of fertility.

· The following list of conditions/diseases and causes of death are
listed on vaccine inserts as complications or adverse events from
vaccines: Autoimmune disease, food allergies, eczema, juvenile
diabetes, asthma, ADD/ADHD, autism, speech delays, narcolepsy,
seizure disorder, neurodevelopmental disorder, SIDS - sudden infant
death syndrome. The US government vaccine injury program has
paid out over $4 billion (and counting) to vaccine injured victims.
Do you agree with Richard Pan and think vaccines are safe and
have been proven to be safe?

· Vaccine “Safety”, Big Pharma, and Scientific Fraud at the CDC
https://youtu.be/RfkkdCg2830

· Introduction to Vaccine Safety Science & Policy in the United States
http://icandecide.org/wp-
content/uploads/whitepapers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-
2-2017.pdf

https://youtu.be/RfkkdCg2830
http://icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/whitepapers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-2017.pdf
http://icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/whitepapers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-2017.pdf
http://icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/whitepapers/VaccineSafety-Version-1.0-October-2-2017.pdf


TRUTH ABOUT VACCINE EFFICACY: Vaccines can prevent certain
illnesses for a period of time, but will not infer lifelong immunity. This is
why booster shots are often needed. Each vaccine has its own failure rate.
The Cochrane Review evaluated the effectiveness of the flu vaccine and
found that it failed 99% of the time. The DTaP vaccine (diphtheria, tetanus
and pertussis) was shown to kill 10 times more babies than pertussis
(whooping cough) killed. Merck is being sued for releasing fraudulent data
overstating the effectiveness of the mumps portion of their MMR vaccine.
The HPV vaccine has shown to actually cause cervical cancer as well as
collapsed uterus. There is speculation that it is causing infertility. “
Are Vaccines Effective?” — Are We Asking the Right Question?
https://bit.ly/2OSfUvn

· In this 59 second video watch Senator Pan spewing each one of
these outright lies mentioned above https://youtu.be/bSB5Hj8_f3I

· Get your Senator Pan Is A Liar T-shirt here
https://www.panshirt.com/

“The more it [vaccination] is supported by public authorities, the more will its
dangers and disadvantages be concealed or denied.”

-M. Beddow Bayly
Below are videos and articles about mandatory vaccination

1. Pediatrician Dr. Bob Sears has been outspoken as to why mandatory
vaccination laws are a complete
sham https://youtu.be/61MjmbELI84?t=3323

2. Mandatory vaccination laws violate the Nuremberg Code
https://bit.ly/2UR77MR

3. April 15, 2015 Senate Education Committee hearing to voice their support
or opposition to California SB277 https://youtu.be/SjZPoPaOk0s

If you decide you want to take the risk of possible vaccine injury by vaccinating,
before you do, I would have your doctor (i), or doctor and vaccine manufacturer
(ii), sign one or both of these two forms:

1. Physician’s Warranty of Vaccine Safety https://bit.ly/2Ex2YIY
2. Agreement Between Vaccine Providers and Vaccinated Party

https://bit.ly/2Si1QeS

Pharma has over 200 new vaccines in the pipeline and they want us all
vaccinated as much as possible. The US government will be coming after all
adults to make sure you're caught up on ALL your vaccines. They’re already
partially doing this in hospitals, corporations, law enforcement government jobs,
etc. Don't be fooled. This has nothing to do with public health whatsoever! Herd
Immunity via vaccination is a hoax and is another ploy for you to be complacent
when mandatory forced vaccinations come to your state or county. More on herd
immunity in the section below: The Herd Immunity Hoax: Why Herd Immunity Is
Total BS and is the Secret Sham Behind Forced Vaccine Mandates

https://bit.ly/2OSfUvn
https://youtu.be/bSB5Hj8_f3I
https://www.panshirt.com/
https://youtu.be/61MjmbELI84?t=3323
https://bit.ly/2UR77MR
https://youtu.be/SjZPoPaOk0s
https://bit.ly/2Ex2YIY
https://bit.ly/2Si1QeS


Imagine not being able to go to your gym, or being able to get on an airplane or
attend an event like a concert or your daughter’s play or go to temple or church
because you or your child isn't caught up on ALL your vaccines. This is what's
coming to the United States of America (it’s called ‘Healthy People 2020’) unless
we take action by spreading this information, going to rallies, contacting our
Senators, Governor and State Legislators -- who are all pretty much indoctrinated
and completely uneducated about vaccines.
Many politicians are also on the take form pharma, while many also feel
threatened by their peers or powerful pharma lobbyists. Watch former
Congressman Dr. Dave Weldon, MD speak about this pharma lobbyist coercion in
this one minute clip https://bit.ly/2TTv6tM. The full story is in this 11 minute
video https://bit.ly/2GYhEmA

When medical journalist and producer of the movie Vaxxed, Del Bigtree wanted to
interview Senator Pan to discuss the CDC whistleblower/MMR fraud story and its
impact on SB 277, California's new mandatory vaccine law removing personal
belief and religious exemptions to vaccination, Pan’s administrative staff lied
stating that Senator Pan was not there. However, when Pan saw Del Bigtree and
others waiting outside his office, he ran, and like a coward and someone who
has something to hide, hurried down two hallways and two flights of stairs to
avoid being interviewed. Del's cameraman, Joshua Coleman caught it all on
video https://youtu.be/KzvhgikbQUI

39. “From 1989 to 1991, Kaiser Permanente, along with the L.A. County Dept. of Health
and the CDC, injected over 700 "mostly minority" babies with unlicensed
experimental vaccines with fraudulent consent from their parents. One of the
vaccines used, Edmonston-Zagreb high-titer, had already obtained a notorious
reputation overseas for killing almost one out of every 13 babies in closely
controlled studies in the Third World. In particular, use of the vaccine had been
closely associated with an increased death rate among infants in Senegal, Guinea
Bissau and Haiti before their second birthday.”

1. The Scandalous LA County Measles Vaccine Experiment: Is the
Unsuspecting Public Still Being Used in Secret Vaccine Trials?
https://bit.ly/2v3luBZ

2. How Babies Were Used As Guinea Pigs in LA County Vaccine Experiment
https://bit.ly/2BHvBQT and https://bit.ly/2S91Gq5

40. On October 11, 2018, Dr. Shannon Kroner and Britney Valas organized a public
debate about vaccines in Atlanta, Georgia called One Conversation: Public Health
and Immunity. Experts on vaccines were invited on all sides of the debate. Seven
pro-vaccine doctors who strongly adhere to the CDC vaccine schedule all
accepted and agreed to attend. Seven experts on the other side of the debate
vocal about vaccine risks also accepted. Dr Bob Sears, a pediatrician who is in
the middle, also accepted. Everything was all set and all the panel experts were
excited to participate. However, when the panelists on all sides were announced
on the One Conversation website the emails starting pouring in from doctors on
the pro-vaccine side.

· Dr. Jubilee Brown, MD, FACOG -- CANCELLED

https://bit.ly/2TTv6tM
https://bit.ly/2GYhEmA
https://youtu.be/KzvhgikbQUI
https://bit.ly/2v3luBZ
https://bit.ly/2BHvBQT
https://bit.ly/2S91Gq5
https://oneconversationatatime.com/participants


· Dr. Mosley, PhD -- CANCELLED
· Dr. Wilbur Chen, MD, MS, FACP, FIDSA -- CANCELLED
· Dr. Harold Stringer, Jr., MD -- CANCELLED
· Dr. Michael Kinch, PhD -- CANCELLED
· Dr. Catherine Roe, PhD -- CANCELLED
· Dr. David Hawkes, PhD -- CANCELLED
· Dr. Stanley Plotkin, M.D. -- DECLINED TO ATTEND Known as the Godfather

of vaccines. Plotkin wrote the textbook on vaccines. He is a vaccine
developer and vaccine advisor to clinical practices, academia, vaccine
policy, and the vaccine industry.

· Dr. Peter J. Hotez, M.D., Ph.D. -- DECLINED TO ATTEND Depts. of
Pediatrics and Molecular Virology & Microbiology Baylor College of
Medicine. Hotez is a vaccine developer, and president and director of the
Sabin Vaccine Institute Product Development Partnership (PDP). He has
partnered with Merck (the largest vaccine manufacturer) through its
MilliPoreSigma. He is a consultant to the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation who funded Hotez’s labs with $52 million. Hotez has been
described as an “advocate” and “spokesperson” for the vaccine industry.
He is also the author of the 2019 book, Vaccines Did Not Cause Rachel’s
Autism about his daughter’s autism. Hotez states why he wrote his book,
"I felt I was losing the battle to the anti-vaccine lobby. I felt it was a public
service or duty to do everything I can to slow down the anti-vaccine
movement."

Every pro-vaccine panelist who originally accepted, canceled!!

The organizers state on their website, “Due to heavy outside influences and
coercion from respected national medical organizations (whose main concern is
maintaining only one message of vaccine importance and safety to ensure public
compliance), several panelists have since chosen to  withdrawal from to the event.”
However, the One Conversation event still went forward with the eight panelists
vocal about vaccine risks including pediatrician, Dr Bob Sears. All experts
answered questions from the moderator, Shelley Wynter, a well known Atlanta
radio talk show host, as well as the audience in attendance.

1. Great video >>> The Hotez Deception: Shutting Down the Vaccine
Debate https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXaw

2. Full back story (six minute video) of what occurred with parts 1 and
2 of the “One Conversation” conference below
https://youtu.be/HmLDOymb4YA

3. PART 1 “One Conversation”, LIVE from Atlanta!
https://youtu.be/hc5yHU61jVk?t=372 (starts at 6:17)

4. PART 2 “One Conversation”, LIVE from Atlanta!
https://youtu.be/kCysY-q1vvU?t=1260 (starts at 21:00)

MORE
1. Must Watch Video >>> Vaccine “Safety”, Big Pharma, and Scientific Fraud at the

CDC in the Greatest Vaccine Talk Ever https://youtu.be/RfkkdCg2830

https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXaw
https://youtu.be/HmLDOymb4YA
https://youtu.be/hc5yHU61jVk?t=372
https://youtu.be/kCysY-q1vvU?t=1260
https://youtu.be/RfkkdCg2830


2. Must Watch Video >>> The Brave Ones Speak Out About Corruption at the US
Department Of Justice (DOJ) https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco

3. Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD -- Vaccine Whistleblowers and Outliers
http://drsuzanne.net/dr-suzanne-humphries-vaccines-vaccination/

4. Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD -- My Exploration Into Vaccines After Researching
Vaccine Science For Four Years Straight, Morning To Night, 7 Days A Week, 52
Weeks A Year

1. Part 1 https://youtu.be/QyCPaEnCHg0
2. Part 2 https://youtu.be/e8RDyBdAZTs

5. Vaccines Revealed (Free Docu-series) Interviews with Doctors, Scientists,
Attorneys, Insiders and Whistleblowers www.vaccinesrevealed.com

6. The Truth About Vaccines Episode 1 - The History of Vaccines, Smallpox and the
Safety and Efficacy of the CDC Schedule https://youtu.be/cHWeJ0f_o3A

7. Free Vaccine Tutorial -- The Less Publicized Story of Vaccine Safety and Efficacy
https://lukeyamaguchi.teachable.com/p/darksidevaccines
There are two sides to the story of vaccines. The predominant story told to us by
government institutions and the mass media is that "vaccines are safe and
effective." But are we really being told the whole story? In this course, we'll peel
back the curtain and peer into the shadows as we examine vaccine safety and
efficacy from a critical perspective.

8. The Vaccine Truth Defender Guide https://bit.ly/2s1JJiI
9. Researching Vaccines: How do you sort through all of the research on vaccines

and determine which is true, and which is false?  https://bit.ly/2uhsR8I
10. Vaccines Safety Information Page http://www.healthfromscratch.com/vaccines-

safety-info.html
11. Vaccine Guide https://vaccine.guide/
12. 25 Facts About the Pharmaceutical Industry, Vaccines and “Anti-Vaxers”

https://bit.ly/2IEIlxs
13. The Only Vaccine Guide A Parent Will Ever Need

1. Video: https://youtu.be/OEDvaXYeIKg
2. Audio: https://bit.ly/2FcDSgv
3. Article: https://bit.ly/2EoUWk9

14. I recommend this Facebook group Vaccination Re-education Discussion
Forum to ask questions, interact, with parents and become more informed

15. Vaccine Events, Corruption & Questions https://bit.ly/2StUXbn
16. The History Of The Global Vaccination Program In 1,000 Peer Reviewed Reports

And Studies From 1915-2015 https://bit.ly/1RtXZUe
The next section will blow your mind and hopefully open your mind -- lies, deception,
and fraud abound!! Shills, Trolls, Front Groups, PR Smear Tactics & More: How Big
Pharma, CDC, FDA, the Food Industry & Mainstream Media Deceive and Manipulate You

Shills, Trolls, Front Groups & More: How Big
Pharma, Big Food, CDC, FDA, and the
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Mainstream Media Deceive and Manipulate
You

The purpose of this section is to show you how the largest pharmaceutical, chemical
and food industry corporations in the world are wielding their enormous power by
influencing policy and public opinion and by controlling government officials (both
Democrats and Republicans), government agencies (FDA, CDC, HHS, WHO, EPA,
etc.), your doctor and the mainstream media. You will see that covert,
unconscionable tactics are being used to deceive and manipulate you that you
might not ever believe could be true, except sadly they are true! Don’t take my word
for it. See for yourself below.
Subsections below:

1. Front Groups (with list of known vaccine front groups)
2. Shills and Trolls (with list of known pharma, vaccine shills)
3. Pharma-Government-Media Manipulation and Collusion
4. PR Smear Tactics
5. Fraud - Misconduct - Manipulation
“If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the

bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in finding out the truth. The bamboozle has
captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve

been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”
-Carl Sagan

1. FRONT GROUPS
What is a front group? “A front group is an organization that purports to represent one
agenda while in reality it serves some other party or interest whose sponsorship is hidden
or rarely mentioned. For example, the Center for Consumer Freedom (CCF) claims that its
mission is to defend the rights of consumers to choose to eat, drink and smoke as they
please. In reality, CCF is a front group for the tobacco, restaurant and alcoholic beverage
industries, which provide all or most of its funding.” https://bit.ly/2p2iS7q Patient
advocacy groups such as Every Child By Two and the American Academy of
Pediatrics are just two examples of front groups for vaccinations and big pharma. In
fact, one could say that the CDC, a government public health organization that is
supposed to protect the people is also a front group for pharma. See #4 below.

1. Great video >>> How Front Groups Are The Hidden
Persuaders https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8ke31HfhRU

2. Front Groups: A History https://therefusers.com/front-groups-a-history/
3. How The CDC & Big Pharma use Non-profit Front Groups to Advance Mandatory

Vaccination Policy Restricting Religious Freedoms https://bit.ly/2RiBrkr
4. CDC Front Groups

1. CDC Funded Nonprofits -- The semi-transparent world of vaccine
advocacy organizations https://bit.ly/2yM1at2

2. CDC's Role in Undoing Vaccine Exemptions: The NACCHO Front Group
https://bit.ly/1MnbuF5

3. CDC Front Group Behind Vaccine Exemption Battle https://bit.ly/2GFTq03

https://bit.ly/2p2iS7q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8ke31HfhRU
https://therefusers.com/front-groups-a-history/
https://bit.ly/2RiBrkr
https://bit.ly/2yM1at2
https://bit.ly/1MnbuF5
https://bit.ly/2GFTq03


4. How CDC & Pharma use Non-profit Front Groups to Advance Extremist
Mandatory Vaccination Policy Restricting Religious Freedoms
https://bit.ly/2RiBrkr

5. Patient Advocacy Groups Take Drug Company Cash https://bit.ly/2BLnfa9
“At least 83% of the nation’s 104 largest patient advocacy groups take

contributions from the drug, medical device and biotech industries…”
6. USA Today Ridiculed for Column by Industry Front Group https://bit.ly/2EONC2E
7. Leaked Documents Reveal the Finances of American Science on Health - A Front

Group That Defends Fracking, BPA, and Pesticides https://bit.ly/1F8UMVH
8. Psycho-Pharma Front Groups https://bit.ly/2tXPuPK and https://bit.ly/2GJkyLY
9. Every Child By Two: A Front Group https://bit.ly/2QYuW7j
10. Special Report: Spinning Food: How Food Industry Front Groups and Covert

Communications Are Shaping the Story of Food “The industrial food sector has
spent hundreds of millions of dollars over the past few years on stealth PR tactics
and deployed over a dozen front groups to push coordinated messages to attack
organic food, defend pesticides and the routine use of antibiotics, and promote
GMOs — messages that are making their way, day after day, to the pages of the
largest media outlets.” https://bit.ly/2BN2nPO

LIST OF KNOWN U.S. VACCINE FRONT GROUPS
1. American Academy of Pediatrics (and their journal Pediatrics)

1. The American Academy of Pediatrics Refuses to Back Vaccine Claims
with Science https://bit.ly/2E63HPY

2. Why Does the American Academy of Pediatrics Put Corporate Profits
Ahead of Children’s Health? https://bit.ly/2V14JCV

2. Every Child By Two (see also Dr. Paul Offit under Shills and Trolls below)
1. Every Child By Two: Frozen Caveman Pharma Front Group

https://bit.ly/2IigJOw
2. Websites: Every Child By Two ecbt.org and vaccinateyourfamily.org

1. Every Child By Two has changed to Vaccinate Your Family, to
include in its agenda to have all adults vaccinated.

3. Shot of Prevention shotofprevention.com
4. Autism Science Foundation (ASF) -- this is a clever name because it makes you

think this organization is on the side of science. In actuality, it’s role is to thwart
any notion that vaccines can cause autism. Dr. Paul Offit is one its founders.

3. Autism Science Foundation’s Alison Singer: Autism Parents’ Jewish
Ghetto Police https://bit.ly/2SfYRsl

4. Dissecting the Autism Science Foundation’s Use of the “Hungry Lie"
https://bit.ly/2GqnICq

5. Autism Science Foundation's Alison Singer: In Her Own Worlds
https://bit.ly/2HSascg

6. Autism Science Foundation: A Front Group Spreading Lies About Dr.
Andrew Wakefield and Autism https://bit.ly/2Rm9CaY

5. Autism Speaks
1. The Awful Truth About Autism Speaks https://bit.ly/2StMvfi
2. Smash the Blue Lights: Autism Speaks is a ‘Danger to Self and Others’

https://bit.ly/2hIGgD6
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6. Families Fighting Flu
7. American Academy of Family Physicians
8. American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
9. American College of Nurses-Midwives
10. American Council on Science and Health

1. Leaked Documents from The American Council on Science and Health
U.S. Right to Know https://usrtk.org/tag/acsh/

2. The American Council on Science and Health is a Corporate Front Group
https://bit.ly/2s0zB9P “The American Council on Science and Health
(ACSH) is a front group for the tobacco, agrichemical, fossil fuel, cosmetics
and pharmaceutical industries. Emails released from lawsuits against
Monsanto in 2018 and leaked financial documents from 2012 reveal the
ACSH’s corporate funding and its strategies to spin science in defense of
corporate products to secure financial support from corporations.”

3. Leaked Documents Reveal the Secret Finances of a Pro-Industry Science
Group “The American Council on Science and Health (ACSH) defends
fracking, BPA, and pesticides. Guess who their funders are.”
https://bit.ly/2DwBEri

11. Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is in the business of investing in and
promoting GMOs, pharmaceuticals, and vaccines. The Gates foundation is the
single biggest funding source for Gavi, The Vaccine Alliance, donating more than
$3 billion or 20 percent of Gavi’s total income. The WHO and the U.S.
government are founding partners of Gavi. About 80 percent is used to purchase,
deliver and promote vaccines.

1. WHO, Pharma, Gates & Government: Who’s Calling the Shots?
https://bit.ly/2URSAjP

2. Gates Foundation Buys Cochrane Collaboration Group
1. https://bit.ly/2SPOpXI
2. https://bit.ly/2tmPbgu

3. Gates Foundation Buys Stakes in Drug Makers
https://on.wsj.com/2TlVpMc

4. 2018 -- Report Sheds Light On The Shady Relationship Between Bill Gates,
His Foundation & Big Pharma https://bit.ly/2NulTWx

5. Articles; Pharma, vaccines and Gates https://bit.ly/2BUlyrL
6. 2019 -- Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Exposes Bill Gates & His Relationship With

Big Pharma https://bit.ly/2tBP4Ok
2. SHILLS AND TROLLS
SHILLS
What is a shill? A shill is a person, company or website engaged in covert advertising or
interests. Shills endorse a product or take a particular stance on a topic and attempt to
spread a buzz via social media, television, newspapers, websites, magazines, journals,
etc. Shills do this with the pretense of sincerity, when in fact he/she is being paid or
rewarded for their services to push their agenda. Shill organizations or front groups

https://usrtk.org/tag/acsh/
https://bit.ly/2s0zB9P
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may use astroturfing -- an attempt to create the impression of grassroots support for a
policy, individual, or product -- to promote a product or message.

Pharmaceutical and medical device companies often hire doctors as influencers or
what is called key opinion leaders (KOL) to persuade other doctors to prescribe their
products. KOL’s are shills who are trusted experts (pretending that they are unbiased
and/or not revealing they are paid) and can have significant impact on behavior.
Celebrities such as comedians and television talk show hosts are often used in this
capacity since they are easily recognizable, well-liked and many are even revered.
Media trained doctors like CNN's Sanjay Gupta, who have also become celebrities, are
perfect for this role as well.
Television networks use their celebrity hosts as shills to covertly promote vaccines --
Live with Kelly and Ryan (ABC), The Ellen Show (CBS), Anderson Cooper (CNN), John
Oliver (HBO), Jimmy Kimmel (ABC), etc. In 2019, The Golden Globe Awards (NBC) did a
skit to give the audience a flu vaccine. Both John Oliver and Jimmy Kimmel devoted
entire monologues about vaccines, insulting and mocking those that choose not to
vaccinate. ALL OF THESE are stunts and tactics, cleverly designed to influence, sway
public opinion and behavior.
Then there are the shill websites that Google favors in search results and Wikipedia
uses as “credible”sources. Websites such as respectfulinsolence.com,
sciencebasedmedicine.com, skepticalaptor.com, vaxopedia.org, etc. all have one thing
in common -- they aren't interested in the truth, and instead bash, mock and discredit
natural treatments or alternative forms of healthcare and those that may favor them --
anything that isn't pharmaceutical-based or fits in with the agenda of the mainstream
medical establishment of the CDC, FDA, American Medical Association.
These shill websites often use language such as quack, quackery, pseudoscience,
crank, kook, loon or antivaxer to discredit, mock and belittle chiropractors, naturopaths,
homeopaths, acupuncturists and integrative medical doctors who use nutrition, herbs
and other natural remedies as part of their practice. Almost all the time, they lie, censor
and spin stories to promote their agenda. They even use each other’s articles as
“credible” references to further support their point of view.
To the uninformed or uninitiated, the information on these websites can be compelling
and sometimes they do make good points. However, you must know that ALL of these
websites exist to sway you away from non-GMO/organic food and natural treatments
for your health and push pharmaceuticals. Journalist Sharyl Attkisson in her TEDx
talk warns of agendas and misinformation from shills who are astroturfing and uses
Wikipedia.com as her main example. She says, “to recognize astroturfing messages look
for inflammatory language such as crank, quack, nutty, lies, paranoid, pseudo and
conspiracy…. Instead of questioning authority, astroturfers [or shills in this case] question
those who question authority.”

1. CBS News: Paid Shills to Promote Vaccines -- How Independent Are Vaccine
Defenders? https://cbsn.ws/2HR5Xi1 or video https://bit.ly/2BPXVQh

2. Doctors Paid Millions To Shill For Big Pharma https://bit.ly/2Mglk1Y
3. Hundreds of patient advocacy groups are Pharma shills https://bit.ly/2Ri8KA6
4. How The Media Promotes The Flu Vaccine Via Television Talk Shows and

Comedians

https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU
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1. Kelly and Ryan vs. Dr. Suzanne Humphries https://youtu.be/jegghbp8ZxU
2. How Talk Shows Promote Flu Shots https://youtu.be/_bxabTjHjQM

5. CNN's The Larry King Show Sets a New Standard for Disease Mongering and
Pharmaceutical-industry Sponsored Celebrity Awareness-Raising Campaigns
https://www.drmcdougall.com/misc/2009nl/aug/king.htm

6. 5 Industry Shills To Watch Out For https://bit.ly/2B4g7WG
7. They're Back! The Pharmaceutical Shills https://bit.ly/2X9J5O7
8. Our medical schools must not become shills for big pharma

https://tgam.ca/2UG3Aju
LIST OF KNOWN PHARMA, VACCINE SHILLS

1. Respectfulinsolence.com is owned by Dr. David Gorski, also known as Orac. To
his readers Gorski states… “Use emotional warfare on anti-vax blogs. Tell
emotional stories full of tears and sobbing and unbearable grief and terror, about
people in your own family or people you read about, who were sick with or died of
terrible diseases. Don’t hold back details about bodily fluids and suchlike: the more
gross the better. This stuff has a way of infiltrating the minds of readers and subtly
influencing their decisions, in a manner similar to advertising.” Source:
https://bit.ly/2Q7VJbX. The basis if his website as he states is, “refuting
pseudoscientific claims made by quacks, cranks, and anti-vaxers.”

1. David Gorski’s Financial Pharma Ties: What He Didn’t Tell You
https://bit.ly/1C2Gq91

2. About David Gorski http://www.truthwiki.org/orac-david-h-gorski/
3. Pro-vaccine Shill Dr. David Gorski Publishes Deceitful Entry in Wikipedia

About Vaxxed Film Documentary https://bit.ly/2VT23Ir
2. Dr. Peter J. Hotez, MD, PhD is Director of the Texas Children’s Hospital Center for

Vaccine Development. He is a vaccine developer, and president and director of
the Sabin Vaccine Institute Product Development Partnership (PDP). Hotez
partnered with Merck (the largest vaccine manufacturer) through its
MilliPoreSigma. He is a consultant to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation who
funded Hotez’s labs with $52 million. Hotez has been described as an “advocate”
and “spokesperson” for the vaccine industry. He is also the author of the 2019
book, Vaccines Did Not Cause Rachel’s Autism about his daughter’s autism. Hotez
states why he wrote his book, "I felt I was losing the battle to the anti-vaccine
lobby. I felt it was a public service or duty to do everything I can to slow down the
anti-vaccine movement."

1. Dr. Peter Hotez: “Snuff Out” Anti-Vaccine Movement
https://bit.ly/2DS750B

2. Great video >>> The Hotez Deception: Shutting Down the Vaccine Debate
https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXa

3. Dr. Peter Hotez Interview by Joe Rogan Analyzed and Challenged
https://youtu.be/3GAmHscgtEs

3. Dr. Paul Offit is infamous for publicly stating, "babies can tolerate as many as
10,000 vaccines at once." He has also falsely stated, “Parents can be reassured
that the trace quantities of aluminum in vaccines can’t possibly do harm.”  And as
stated by Dr Suzanne Humphries, “Paul Offit makes outrageously, unscientific
claims in an attempt to calm down parents who are wary of the aluminum in infant
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https://bit.ly/2B4g7WG
https://bit.ly/2X9J5O7
https://tgam.ca/2UG3Aju
https://bit.ly/2Q7VJbX
https://bit.ly/1C2Gq91
http://www.truthwiki.org/orac-david-h-gorski/
https://bit.ly/2VT23Ir
https://bit.ly/2DS750B
https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXaw
https://youtu.be/3GAmHscgtEs


vaccines. He has taken the safety message to a ludicrous level of ignorance
claiming that aluminum plays an important role in the development of a healthy
fetus.” Offit is also a defender of the fraudulent autism research by convicted
felon Danish scientist Dr. Poul Thorsen who is supposedly on the run after
stealing money from the CDC.

Offit is a well-known vaccine advocate and doctor at the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP), where he is director of the Vaccine Information Center.
Offit is is a paid vaccine spokesperson and is co-inventor of Merck’s rotavirus
vaccine, (estimated profits for Offit were around $29 million.)
He has been able get placed in influential positions to promote his rotavirus
vaccine and vaccines in general. Offit was former member of ACIP, the CDC
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, who votes on what vaccines are
approved to be on the CDC vaccine schedule. He’s also a board member of Every
Child By Two (Vaccinate Your Family), whose mission is to get every child
vaccinated according to the CDC schedule -- over 30 vaccines by 18 months!
He’s also co-founder with Alison Singer of Autism Science Foundation. Offit
vigorously defends vaccines in the media, often with half-truths and outright lies. 

Here's are four super short videos and an article about Dr. Paul Offit
4. CBS News: Vaccines and Conflicts of Interest https://bit.ly/2BPXVQh
5. Paul Offit on advancing vaccine compliance: "FEAR SELLS"

https://youtu.be/oxN7EVWyQzA
6. Paul Offit’s response to being interviewed

https://youtu.be/cRAJdyPNWnA
7. Dr. Suzanne Humphries Exposes Dr. Paul Offit’s Lies and Influence as well

as Convicted Felon Dr. Poul Thorsen Ties to the CDC
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9
R5LvR&t=275

8. Dr. Paul Offit’s Aluminum Deceptions and Academic Misconduct
https://bit.ly/2WxoVxc

4. Alison Singer, founder of Autism Science Foundation (ASF) -- “Alison Singer:
autism parent, IACC seat usurper, industry front group founder, recent guest on The
Dr. Oz Show, and now - loyal Pharma-funded wife. Of course, that’s what she’s
always been. We just didn’t know it, until now…. She founded a front group posing
as an autism charity - the Autism Science Foundation - with millionaire
pharmaceutical industrialist Dr. Paul Offit. ASF is the only autism research
organization founded on the basis of the science it won’t pursue…”

9. Alison Singer: Autism Mom, Pharma Wife https://bit.ly/2RDlemc
10. Alison Singer: Autism Parents’ Jewish Ghetto Police

https://www.autisminvestigated.com/alison-singer-jewish-ghetto-police/
5. Skepticalraptor.com https://bit.ly/2CHthK
6. Sciencebasedmedicine.com http://www.truthwiki.org/steven-novella-md/
7. ScienceBlogs.com
8. Docbastard.com
9. Vincent Iannelli, M.D. of vaxopedia.org, keepkidshealthy.com
10. ZDoggMD

https://bit.ly/2BPXVQh
https://youtu.be/oxN7EVWyQzA
https://youtu.be/cRAJdyPNWnA
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9R5LvR&t=275
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9R5LvR&t=275
https://bit.ly/2WxoVxc
https://bit.ly/2RDlemc
https://www.autisminvestigated.com/alison-singer-jewish-ghetto-police/
https://bit.ly/2CHthKx
http://www.truthwiki.org/steven-novella-md/


11. SciBabe.com, Yvette d'Entremont
12. Dorit Rubinstein Reiss, Attorney -- a vocal proponent of vaccines and investor of

GlaxoSmithKline stock
1. "Not Paid To Post?" Dorit Rubinstein Reiss, UC Hastings College of Law

and Kaiser Permanente https://bit.ly/2uIf1Mz
13. Amy Pisani - works with Paul Offit at Every Child by Two and Vaccinate Your

Family and is also involved with Families Fighting Flu
14. Snopes.com

1. Snopes Outed as Unfit to Discern Fake News from Truth
https://bit.ly/2Qh6Dw2

2. The Daily Mail Snopes Story And Fact Checking The Fact Checkers
https://bit.ly/2s3Cmau

3. Snopes Entry on Truthwiki http://www.truthwiki.org/snopes-snopes-com/
15. Every single media doctor is a pharmaceutical shill and puppet for the network

that she/he works for otherwise they would not be allowed to work for the
network. This includes Sanjay Gupta (CNN), Natalie Azar, (NBC), Travis Stork,
(CBS), Jon Lapook (CBS), etc. In non-election years, about 70% of mainstream
media advertising revenue comes from pharmaceutical advertising to the tune of
about $6.4 billion annually in 2018. (In election years it’s around 50%.) Therefore,
each media doctor must push the agenda of their biggest advertiser, pharma
while simultaneously either not disclosing or downplaying the tremendous
corruption and harm pHARMa is famous for.

1. The Young Turks Reports: How US Drug Companies Completely Owns The
Mainstream Media https://youtu.be/giVY-Qnqd5Q

2. How Big Pharma Owns Corporate Media, And Is Killing People
https://youtu.be/q3lviBkaEUc

16. Google.com -- Google used to be known for search relevancy. But since changing
its algorithm, it now gives favorable search results to pro-vaccine, pro-pharma
websites like many of the shill websites mentioned above (almost always in the
first five positions on page one of search results.) By favoring pro-pharma
websites on various search terms, Google covertly participates in swaying public
opinion towards the promotion of vaccines and pharmaceuticals and in doing so,
thwarts the unsuspecting public away from information on more relevant
websites that may be about natural treatments or expose problems, fraud and
corruption with vaccines, pharmaceuticals, government agencies, etc., by giving
these websites lower page ranking.

17. Wikipedia.com -- Wikipedia is not the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit. It is
a pro-establishment, partial to the left, shill website to promote various political
agendas, and supports big food, big pharma, big agricultural, GMO foods,
chemical, oil and gas and other large industries.

3. Must-Watch Video >>> Wikipedia, Astroturf and Manipulation of Media
Messages https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU

TROLLS
What is a troll? A troll is a disruptor. It is someone who deliberately posts provocative
messages, usually on social media or message boards, with the intention of attacking,

https://bit.ly/2uIf1Mz
https://bit.ly/2Qh6Dw2
https://bit.ly/2s3Cmau
http://www.truthwiki.org/snopes-snopes-com/
https://youtu.be/giVY-Qnqd5Q
https://youtu.be/q3lviBkaEUc
https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU


or causing maximum disruption, argument and/or to change opinion or cast doubt on a
particular subject. Monsanto as well as pharmaceutical companies have hired armies
of internet trolls to sway public opinion on social media.

1. Identifying online trolls calms emotions and allows for a higher consciousness
https://bit.ly/2HyAdxQ

2. GSK Pharmaceuticals Moves Money Out of Statin Drug Research to Focus on
Paying Internet Trolls https://bit.ly/2HiCrS2

3. Federal government routinely hires internet trolls, shills to monitor chat rooms,
disrupt article comment sections https://bit.ly/2LDGPcO

4. Leaked Document Reveals Internet Trolls Are Gov’t
Agents https://bit.ly/2QSViYb

5. When the Trolls Don’t Get the Job Done, CDC Pays Pro-Vax Mommy Bloggers
https://bit.ly/2Brq7J2

6. Internet Trolls Attack Anyone Resisting Vaccine Party Line
https://bit.ly/2RpWt0y

7. Monsanto Hires Army of Internet Trolls Citing Fake, Ghost-written Reports
1. Monsanto Hires Internet Trolls to Cover Up Roundup’s Cancer Risk

https://bit.ly/2DuyLam
2. Monsanto Paid Internet Trolls to Counter Bad Publicity

https://www.baumhedlundlaw.com/monsanto-paid-internet-trolls/
3. Attorney Mike Papantonio Interview -- Monsanto Hires Internet Trolls to

Counter Negative Comments, While Citing Positive “Ghost-Written”
Pseudo-Scientific Reports https://youtu.be/w7_Ch96RxHM

8. What To Do When You Are Attacked By Trolls https://bit.ly/2SWTTwI
3. PHARMA-GOVERNMENT-MEDIA MANIPULATION AND COLLUSION

1. Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Explains How Big Pharma Completely Owns Congress, the
Media and the Medical Journals

1. Short Video: https://youtu.be/_BkQsdeDkeo
2. Article: https://bit.ly/2YQGIRb 

2. TEDx, How the Media Manipulates Messages -- CBS journalist, Sharyl Attkisson
shows you how astroturfing, or fake grassroots movements funded by political,
corporate, or other special interests effectively manipulate and distort media
messages to shape what you think and believe. https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU

3. Attorney Who Beat Monsanto in Historic Lawsuit Reveals Why You Can't Trust
Regulatory Agencies: EPA, FDA, CDC https://youtu.be/SkhiEzDzg-E

4. The CDC, Vaccination And The Deep State https://bit.ly/2CwwJH8
5. One Way To Spot Vaccine Propaganda https://bit.ly/2TWtgvG

“Whatever your views on vaccines, the fact that only one side of the controversy is
reported in the mainstream media ought to give you pause. If what the proponents
of vaccines say about them is true, if they really are “safe and effective”, if adverse
reactions really are so very rare, and if the science really is settled, then why can’t
journalists report honestly about this? If those who have concerns about vaccine
safety really are just kooks and frauds, then why are the people who cover the topic
afraid to speak to them?”

https://bit.ly/2HyAdxQ
https://bit.ly/2HiCrS2
https://bit.ly/2LDGPcO
https://bit.ly/2QSViYb
https://bit.ly/2Brq7J2
https://bit.ly/2RpWt0y
https://bit.ly/2DuyLam
https://www.baumhedlundlaw.com/monsanto-paid-internet-trolls/
https://youtu.be/w7_Ch96RxHM
https://bit.ly/2SWTTwI
https://youtu.be/_BkQsdeDkeo
https://bit.ly/2YQGIRb
https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU
https://youtu.be/SkhiEzDzg-E
https://bit.ly/2CwwJH8
https://bit.ly/2TWtgvG


6. Free Speech and Shutting Down (Silencing) the Vaccine Debate
https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXaw

7. Predatory Propagandists: Cyber Weapons of Mass Deception
1. Part A - https://bit.ly/2Tugqo4
2. Part B - https://bit.ly/2T7u9Sm

8. FDA medical adviser: 'Congress is owned by pharma’
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/congress-big-pharma-money-123757664.html

9. Vaccines & Autism: How the Media Lie about the 1998 Lancet Study
https://bit.ly/2EfMkv7

10. In this video at the 14:39 mark, Bill Faloon Founder of The Life Extension
Foundation and Dr. Brian Clement of Hippocrates Health Institute, talk about
hired trolls, pharmaceutical-congressional collusion, control and payouts,
manipulation, lies and false smear tactics, government raids, hidden GMOs in our
food, and more. https://youtu.be/Tc71p6WmH94?t=879

11. Must-Watch Video >>> How Big Pharma Owns Corporate Media, And Is Killing
People https://youtu.be/q3lviBkaEUc “With the exception of CBS, every major
media outlet in the United States shares at least one board member with at least
one pharmaceutical company. To put that into perspective: These board members
wake up, go to a meeting at Merck or Pfizer, then have their driver take them over to
a meeting with NBC, (or ABC, FOX, CNN, etc.) to decide what kind of programming
that network is going to air.
Drug companies spend about $5 billion a year on advertising with these corporate
media outlets, so when Pfizer or Merck or Eli Lilly, or any of the drug companies, kill
or cripple Americans with defective drugs, do you really think these board members
are going to allow their story to be told on the air? It can take anywhere from three
days to a full week before the media reports on a drug or a medical device recall, if
they report at all.
It's as if they don't understand things like the link between crony capitalism and the
revolving door between the FDA and the drug industry, but the media is only one
side of the story here. Big pharma knows that if it wants to continue manipulating
the public it has to start with our elected officials in Washington DC. According to
OpenSecrets, big pharma spent more than $58 million on politicians just in 2016,
the most amount they've spend on a direct contribution in the last quarter century.
When it comes to lobbying, few industry spend more than big pharma did last year.
They spent a staggering $244 million dollars to influence our elected leaders in
Washington DC. It looks like things are about to get much worse, you see, big
pharma understands that the ridiculous ... their price gouging is starting to draw
negative attention from the American public, and no matter how much they spend
advertising or buying our politicians, they can't keep the public anger down forever.

12. Must-Watch Video >>> Debunking Measles Mania and Exposing the Media for
Fear Mongering, Colluding with Pharma https://youtu.be/gnpT7lJlVxY

13. Measles Outbreak, Fake News and Mass Hysteria https://bit.ly/2EgZmJW
14. Great Video >>> Spin Doctors: How the Media Reports on Medicine

https://youtu.be/g09_e0Yledk
15. Must Watch Video >>> LA Times False Flag Operation Exposed Promoting Flu

Pandemic https://youtu.be/_djiNAm9xWU

https://youtu.be/a3EHrjfLXaw
https://bit.ly/2Tugqo4
https://bit.ly/2T7u9Sm
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/congress-big-pharma-money-123757664.html
https://bit.ly/2EfMkv7
https://youtu.be/Tc71p6WmH94?t=879
https://youtu.be/q3lviBkaEUc
https://youtu.be/gnpT7lJlVxY
https://bit.ly/2EgZmJW
https://youtu.be/g09_e0Yledk
https://youtu.be/_djiNAm9xWU


16. Must Watch Video Series >>> Big Pharma’s Power and Control of Government,
Media & Doctors

1. The Revolving Door Between The FDA and Big Pharma (1 of 4)
https://youtu.be/RZF_iWETXz0

2. Understanding Big Pharma's Propaganda Machine (2 of 4)
https://youtu.be/MBfsf1FQno4

3. How Big Pharma Manipulates Physicians and Corrupts "Best Practices" (3
of 4) https://youtu.be/ZpSWoQ6FeWM

4. How Big Pharma Profits Hundreds of Millions From Drugs Proven to be
Deadly (4 of 4) https://youtu.be/T1pYI-mcbfM

17. Drug Safety and Media Shaped by Big Pharma https://bit.ly/2SkvqRE
18. The Public Relations Machine for the Vaccine Complex https://bit.ly/2SqNyta
19. How the FDA Manipulates the Media https://bit.ly/2e5MDNT
20. Is It Really Happening? Journalism & Vaccines https://bit.ly/2CEwcUg
21. Media Promoting Medical Harm to Our Children by Pediatrician Dr. Michael

Elice https://bit.ly/1KsdpKA
22. Media Coverage and Vaccine Science https://bit.ly/2FVlZpd l
23. How Big Pharma and the Media Sell Junk Science https://bit.ly/2BJTKFD
24. Federal agencies subtly controlling the flow of scientific information to the press,

even as their media policies preach openness https://bit.ly/2Eu0Dug
25. STAT Media Outlet Caught Promoting Interests of Big Pharma Under the Guise of

Real News https://bit.ly/2HEUYIj
26. How Industry Manipulates Public Opinion, Why You Believe What You

Believe http://www.healingdaily.com/beliefs.htm
27. Sharyl Attkisson: What the News Isn’t Saying About the Vaccine-Autism Studies

https://bit.ly/2OMLZal
28. Big Pharma, the FDA and Medical Propaganda https://youtu.be/Lgs6uPGnNlc
29. Did Big Pharma BUY Big Media? https://bit.ly/2CDle13
30. These Hired “Experts” Are Infiltrating The Media To Confuse You About Food

https://bit.ly/2ozPXWb
31. How to Immunize Yourself Against Vaccine Propaganda https://bit.ly/2EyPKKR

4. PR SMEAR TACTICS
“The further a society drifts from the truth, the more it will hate those who speak it.”

-George Orwell
A smear tactic called the 'Wrap-up Smear', explained here by politician Nancy Pelosi is
when a particular industry creates a false story and then colludes with the mass media
to publicize it through various media channels (television, print, radio, internet, etc.) so
that the fabricated story spreads swiftly reaching millions of people. This unscrupulous
scheme was used against Jenny McCarthy, Dr. Andrew Wakefield and Dr. Judy Mikovits
to discredit them, and destroy their lives and careers. Smear tactics are also being used
to discredit those who are exposing the risks of vaccines. The media has called them
“anti-vaxxers”, a smear term used to disparage and discredit them.
Talk show host and former Playboy model, Jenny McCarthy’s son was diagnosed with
autism after a vaccine. She went on various shows as an autism advocate speaking
about the possible dangers of vaccines. She was also able to heal her son from autism

https://youtu.be/RZF_iWETXz0
https://youtu.be/MBfsf1FQno4
https://youtu.be/ZpSWoQ6FeWM
https://youtu.be/T1pYI-mcbfM
https://bit.ly/2SkvqRE
https://bit.ly/2SqNyta
https://bit.ly/2e5MDNT
https://bit.ly/2CEwcUg
https://bit.ly/1KsdpKA
https://bit.ly/2FVlZpd
https://www.ageofautism.com/2017/01/media-coverage-and-vaccine-science.html
https://bit.ly/2BJTKFD
https://bit.ly/2Eu0Dug
https://bit.ly/2HEUYIj
http://www.healingdaily.com/beliefs.htm
https://bit.ly/2OMLZal
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and wanted to give other parents hope. A PR smear campaign was launched against
her fueled by the American Academy of Pediatrics and she was ridiculed in the media.
She lost several acting and talk show host roles.
In 2011, scientist Dr. Judy Mikovits discovered that about 30% of our vaccines were
contaminated with gamma retroviruses. She was threatened to keep quiet or lie about
her findings. She refused and was arrested without cause. Judy spent five days in jail
and was silenced for four years while the US government and media covered up her
discovery and spread lies, trashing her name, reputation and career. Meanwhile,
unbeknownst to the public, the tainted vaccines went into the marketplace and were
injected into millions of people.

In 1998, Dr. Andrew Wakefield, a leading British gastroenterologist was one of 13
doctors conducting research on the MMR vaccine and possible gastrointestinal issues,
not autism, as the mainstream media continues to falsely report. (Wakefield was a
prominent gastrointestinal physician in the UK who has authored (or co-authored) more
than 140 published peer reviewed scientific papers. He knew nothing about autism and
none of his 140+ papers were ever questioned.) Journalist Brian Deer was hired to
create a hit piece against Wakefield and along with media mogul Rupert Murdoch,
owner of the London Times, orchestrated a smear campaign to publicly discredit and
shame Wakefield and his work. They also colluded with the British Medical Journal
(partly owned by Merck and GlaxoSmithKline, makers of the MMR vaccine.) Wakefield
lost his medical license and to this day, 20 plus years later, is the infamous doctor often
ridiculously blamed for measles outbreaks.
These are just three examples of how the media has colluded to run smear campaigns
against those that speak out to do the right thing. More details about each one is below.

1. Jenny McCarthy
1. Jenny McCarthy talks about the smear campaign concocted against her

by pro pharma organizations including the American Academy of
Pediatrics (a pro pharma/vaccine front
group) https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco?t=1445

2. Dr. Judy Mikovits. PhD
1. Vaccines, Retroviruses, DNA, and the Discovery That Destroyed Dr. Judy

Mikovits’ Career https://bit.ly/2reRaoh
2. Vaccines and Retroviruses: A Whistleblower Reveals What the

Government is Hiding https://bit.ly/2CB7ZxW
3. 20 Million Americans Likely Infected With Retrovirus Found In Vaccines At

The Root Of Multiple Chronic Diseases https://bit.ly/2EHNEcQ
3. Dr. Andrew Wakefield, MD

When Dr. Andrew Wakefield, MD and 12 other doctors wrote a case series paper
-- concluding "We did not prove an association between measles, mumps, and
rubella vaccine and the syndrome described. Virological studies are underway that
may help to resolve this issue", the pharmaceutical industry knew they had a
problem. Why? Even though the authors did not prove an association, they called
for more research, and that threatened the lucrative multi-dose vaccine market
that was necessary if the pediatric vaccine schedule was to continue to grow.
When asked if he would recommend the MMR vaccine, Dr. Wakefield said that

https://twitter.com/chelseaclinton/status/989973989492711424?lang=en
https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco?t=1445
https://bit.ly/2reRaoh
https://bit.ly/2CB7ZxW
https://bit.ly/2EHNEcQ


until further safety studies could be done, he recommended parents choose the
single dose shots instead of the 3-in-one shot. For that, his career was
assassinated, and vaccine makers pulled the single dose vaccines so parents
couldn't choose them, thus leaving only the multi-dose combination vaccines to
use. Anytime anyone questions anything about vaccine safety, Dr. Wakefield is
falsely accused and held up as a warning.

4. Who Is Dr. Andrew Wakefield? http://ahrp.org/andrew-wakefield-md/
5. Must Read >>> L’affaire Wakefield: Shades of Dreyfus & BMJ’s Descent

into Tabloid Science https://bit.ly/2XyppUE
6. Compilation of Articles and Videos: The Other Side of the Wakefield MMR

Vaccine and Autism Saga https://bit.ly/2IzIimw
7. Brian Deer Hired to "Find Something Big" on MMR (Brian Deer is a

journalist who was paid to destroy Dr. Andrew Wakefield's credibility and
career) https://bit.ly/2Q03C3b

8. Dr. Andrew Wakefield Interviews
1. 2009 Interview with Dr Andrew Wakefield

https://youtu.be/yTh97pANTxc
2. 2017 Interview with Dr. Andrew Wakefield

https://youtu.be/cx4t6wrGxtE
3. 2018 The Real Fraud Revealed: Dr. Andrew Wakefield vs Brian Deer

https://youtu.be/PLjqIL7sdus
9. 8 Wakefield Myths Deconstructed https://bit.ly/2IVqcdo
10. Autism Science Foundation: A Front Group Spreading Lies About Dr.

Andrew Wakefield and Autism https://bit.ly/2Rm9CaY
11. Shame Can Sometimes Be a Badge of Honor – Dr. David Lewis, PhD,

former Research Microbiologist for the EPA https://bit.ly/2rVcGfX
12. Must Read >>> Murdoch and Vaccines: Exposure of Crimes Reveals a

Much Larger Story https://bit.ly/2BleyUq
13. Dr. Sam Eggertsen, MD covers the facts line by line into the smear

campaign against Dr. Andrew Wakefield (from 39:57)
https://youtu.be/8LB-3xkeDAE?t=2397

14. Hear the Silence: Wakefield's Film Disappears and Now Resurfaces
https://bit.ly/2UDGOsi

1. https://youtu.be/MxIDifqXrEI
2. https://youtu.be/FkYGSGKI16Q

15. Documentary Film Selective Hearing: Brian Deer, Britain’s GMC and the Real
Story of the Takedown of Dr. Andrew
Wakefield https://youtu.be/id_AxZ3zHAc

16. Vaccines & Autism: How the Media Lie about the 1998 Lancet Study
https://bit.ly/2EfMkv7

17. Dr. Andrew Wakefield Discusses The MMR Vaccine, Autism,
Gastrointestinal Problems and The Lancet Paper  https://youtu.be/AL-
8fMEq5DA

18. Must read >>> (the comments are good too) BMJ and Murdoch: An
Elaborate Fraud (Against Andrew Wakefield)

http://ahrp.org/andrew-wakefield-md/
https://bit.ly/2XyppUE
https://bit.ly/2IzIimw
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1. Part 1: A Murdoch Reporter Deceives the Mother of a Severely
Autistic Child https://bit.ly/2BOVYnS

2. Part 2: Murdoch Newspaper’s Deceptive Tactics Infect the British
Medical Journal https://bit.ly/2EwhdMZ

3. In 2011, the British Medical Journal published a special series
authored by journalist Brian Deer (he is not a doctor) titled "How the
case against the MMR vaccine was fixed."  In the piece, Deer
makes claims of fraud and data manipulation against Andrew
Wakefield in his 1998 Lancet paper, "Ileal-lymphoid-nodular
hyperplasia, non-specific colitis, and pervasive developmental
disorder in children." The cornerstone of the claim of  fraud made
against Wakefield relates to 'Patient 11' and the timing of his
vaccination and onset of autism.  

A letter from the father of 'Patient 11' has come to light which
proves Wakefield did not alter the data as claimed by Deer.  In
addition, this letter proves that 'Patient 11' was not selected by
solicitors, but rather through a request made by the father. You can
see these important new pieces of evidence at
www.patient11.com

· You can help Andrew Wakefield. Please sign the petition to
retract BMJ's fraudulent write-up by journalist Brian Deer
https://www.change.org/p/british-medical-journal-bmj-
retract-fraudulent-write-up

19. Walker-Smith and Wakefield’s Lancet Study https://bit.ly/2FrUoJJ
20. Wakefield Turncoat Authors Committed The Research Fraud

https://www.autisminvestigated.com/wakefield-turncoat-authors/
4. It has become known that if you question vaccines in any way, your career and

life could be destroyed. Therefore, many doctors, scientists and journalists are
fearful, remain silent and avoid or censor anything related to the topic of
vaccines. Some speak out, but remain anonymous under a pseudonym: “Under
the current circumstances where publication of any information critical of vaccines
can have serious personal repercussions, the author has chosen to publish under
this pseudonym.” -Lars Andersson, Medical scientist

5. Dr. Chris Exley, PhD -- (April 2019) History seems to be repeating itself after the
Dr. Andrew Wakefield media charade. In April 2019, the brilliant scientist Dr.
Chris Exley, PhD is being attacked in the media. He has a long and highly
respected career researching aluminum. He knows more about aluminum than
probably anyone else on the planet. His studies and conclusions have never
before been questioned and have withstood rigorous peer-review.

But now his research about injected aluminum in vaccine adjuvants (which is
100% absorbed compared to just 0.3% of ingested aluminum) threatens the
CDC’s pediatric vaccine schedule. And so the vaccine industry, and public health
agencies dedicated to protecting their vaccine program, are attempting to
discredit his work. His funding at the Institutional level has been halted and now

https://bit.ly/2BOVYnS
https://bit.ly/2EwhdMZ
http://www.patient11.com
https://www.change.org/p/british-medical-journal-bmj-retract-fraudulent-write-up
https://www.change.org/p/british-medical-journal-bmj-retract-fraudulent-write-up
https://bit.ly/2FrUoJJ
https://www.autisminvestigated.com/wakefield-turncoat-authors/


Gofundme has shut down his page to study aluminum in vaccines! 

This is the very dangerous world we live in -- the world of the "regulatory vacuum"
described by Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, where nobody is
responsible to ensure current science is integrated into vaccine design. And
many profit from silencing inconvenient truths.

21. Funding halted for Professor Chris Exley, who links vaccines to autism
https://bit.ly/2uQ8mQK

22. Robert F. Kennedy Jr. speaks out about Dr. Chris Exley and vaccine
science censorship https://bit.ly/2JnZ5sd

5. FRAUD - MISCONDUCT - MANIPULATION
1. Why You Can’t Trust the CDC on Vaccines https://bit.ly/2Em42wP

2. How The Pharmaceutical Companies Lie About Their Vaccines - Speech by RFK,
Jr. at New York State Rally, May 14, 2019 https://youtu.be/hMH6hfwp__8

3. Modern Medicine, Organized Crime and Peter Gotzsche https://bit.ly/2umnzsz
4. The Takedown of Dr. Carolyn Dean, MD, ND -- “After my appearance on The Dini

Petty Show, Death By Sugar, on Dec 11, 1990, a sugar lobby group complained to
the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario that I was saying bad things
about sugar. The College, who is supposed to protect the public, actually upheld the
lobbyist complaint and admonished me for speaking out about sugar! Yes, that's
right folks. I was a whistle blower on sugar and I was too dangerous to be allowed
to continue.
The College then sent a young man as a plant into my office. He denounced me for
"not giving him a homeopathic remedy on his first visit for his allergies." Yes, if I'd
given him a remedy on his first visit, I'm sure that would have been his complaint!
Finally, in 1995 after I had gone to New York to do AIDS research, without me being
"invited" to the trial, my license...which I dropped in 1994...was stolen from me, to
send a message to any other doctors who practiced alternative medicine.
This is the way lobby groups, drug companies and allopathic medicine "controls"
doctors who don't follow the standard practice of medicine: drugs and surgery. See
my whole story in my Kindle edition of Death by Modern Medicine: Seeking Safe
Solutions and in an article I wrote for NaturalNews.com (below).”

1. The Medical Monopoly: It's Not About Who's Right Or Wrong But Who's In
Charge by Dr. Carolyn Dean, MD https://bit.ly/2FIQY81

5. FDA Raids Dr. Jonathan Wright, MD with Guns Drawn
http://whitakerhealthfreedom.com/2012/03/a-guns-drawn-office-raid/

6. The True Story Of Dr. Josef Krop, MD, The Doctor Who Fought For Our Health
Freedom https://bit.ly/2FYYtHb

7. How Industry Manipulates Research, Discredit Scientists https://bit.ly/2rXhAcf
“Industry funded "science" has tainted our world and turned science-based
evidence into science-biased propaganda. Universities are laundering money
through foundations to intentionally hide relationships, while scientists secretly
nurture their relationships with corporate executives… Industry will also work to
discredit scientists that produce unfavorable findings.”

https://bit.ly/2uQ8mQK
https://bit.ly/2JnZ5sd
https://bit.ly/2Em42wP
https://youtu.be/hMH6hfwp__8
https://bit.ly/2umnzsz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpD-l2radko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpD-l2radko
https://www.amazon.com/Death-Modern-Medicine-Seeking-Solutions-ebook/dp/B009Q78RGW
https://www.amazon.com/Death-Modern-Medicine-Seeking-Solutions-ebook/dp/B009Q78RGW
https://bit.ly/2FIQY81
http://whitakerhealthfreedom.com/2012/03/a-guns-drawn-office-raid/
https://bit.ly/2FYYtHb
https://bit.ly/2rXhAcf


8. January 6, 2019 -- The [New] Vaccine Debate with Sharyl Attkisson, former CBS
News Journalist https://bit.ly/2GYhEmA or https://youtu.be/1XUM2gvfbW8

9. Must-Watch Videos >>>, Physicians and Corrupts "Best Practices" (3 of 4)
https://youtu.be/ZpSWoQ6FeWM

1. How Big Pharma Profits Hundreds of Millions From Drugs Proven to be
Deadly (4 of 4) https://youtu.be/T1pYI-mcbfM

10. Must Read >>> Betrayal of Public Trust & Institutional Corruption: Vaccine
Safety Ratings & Vaccine Science Falsified

2. Part 1 of 7 https://bit.ly/2SD9oZV
3. Part 2 of 7 https://bit.ly/2Ui85Rh
4. Part 3 of 7 https://bit.ly/2Tf5tDB
5. Part 4 of 7 https://bit.ly/2HvSuMp
6. Part 5 of 7 https://bit.ly/2ScHPKs
7. Part 6 of 7 https://bit.ly/2CJ2WdM
8. Part 7 of 7 https://bit.ly/2B6utWC

Note: If any of the links above are broken or if you would like to read this
enormous and incredible article in one shot, here it is: http://ahrp.org/betrayal-of-
public-trust-institutional-corruption-vaccine-safety-ratings-vaccine-science-
falsified/

11. Must-Watch Video >>> The Brave Ones Speak Out About Autism and the
Corruption at the US Department Of Justice https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco

1. Transcript of above video regarding DOJ petition https://bit.ly/2EVp5Jl
12. Dr. Beatrice Golomb, MD, PhD speaks at the Vaccine Safety Conference

https://youtu.be/SZHyLODgUvs
13. Censorship and Show Trials on Vaccines and AIDS https://bit.ly/2SwK4cN
14. How The Drug Industry Routinely Lies to Doctors https://bit.ly/2V9bGlL
15. How Corrupt Drug Cos. Deceive & Manipulate Doctors https://bit.ly/1lJQH49
16. 60 Minutes: The Swine Flu Fraud of 1976 https://youtu.be/8elE7Ct1jWw

17. The Corruption of Evidence Based Medicine  https://bit.ly/2HyQJuf
18. Strange Bedfellows: GMO and Vaccine Partnerships https://bit.ly/2QYTKw0
19. TV Psychiatrist Dr. Drew Cashes In: Drug company money is also swirling around

NIH, FDA, and possibly your own doctor https://bit.ly/2rYZaYF
20. Dr. Peter Rost: Influencing the Medical Establishment https://bit.ly/2rWq2Zp
21. Vaccines Sold by Marketing Fear of Disease: BMJ Report https://bit.ly/2Sp2fNc
22. Is There an Anti-Vaccine Shadow Network? https://bit.ly/2kpcumU
23. Good article >>> The World Health Organization (WHO) Has Commissioned a 44-

Page Booklet on How To Deal With Vaccine Deniers https://bit.ly/2GLxYqD
9. WHO’s Booklet -- How to Respond to Vocal Vaccine Deniers in Public

1. US Version - https://bit.ly/2aVd8WK
2. European Version -- https://bit.ly/2bjxumV

24. CDC Vaccine Adviser Made $29 Million Or More After Using Role to Create
Market https://bit.ly/2TfGeAw

25. Sharyl Attkisson Reports: Fake Science https://youtu.be/nynVqY-9wPk
26. Why We Need More Edward Snowden's [Whistleblowers] https://bit.ly/2h9QxYK
27. Former Pharma Ghostwriter Speaks Out https://bit.ly/2EP2eOJ
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28. What doctors don't know about the drugs they prescribe -- Dr. Ben Goldacre
https://youtu.be/RKmxL8VYy0M “When a new drug gets tested... negative or
inconclusive findings go unreported, leaving doctors and researchers in the dark.”

29. Dr Peter Gøtzsche Exposes Big Pharma As Organized Crime
https://youtu.be/dozpAshvtsA

30. Big Pharma’s Attempt to Ghostwrite for News Outlet STAT Ended Badly—but Not
Badly Enough https://bit.ly/2FUaUVp

31. Monsanto - A Playbook of Corruption and Murder on Par with Pharma
10. Monsanto and Crony Capitalism https://youtu.be/6YC7M6j-dGs
11. Must Read >>> A Look Behind Monsanto's PR Machine

https://bit.ly/2S1aaPU
1. Cooking up an academic front group to attack Monsanto critics
2. Training scientists and journalists how to frame the debate about

GMOs
3. Created “US government-GLP-Byrne projects” to sway journalists
4. Weaponizing the web with fake people and fake websites

12. Must Watch Video >>> $298 Million Verdict: Attorneys That Sued
Monsanto and Won Speak Out https://youtu.be/vz9PTJxZs6c

13. Must Read >>> Secret Documents Expose Monsanto’s War on Cancer
Scientists https://bit.ly/2GFYXSK

14. Monsanto - Ghostwriting Its Own Studies, Lies About Safety of
Glyphosate/RoundUp

1. Unveiling the Glyphosate Conspiracy https://bit.ly/2SmCe1d
2. Monsanto Was Its Own Ghostwriter for “Safety” Reviews

https://bloom.bg/2unZW16
15. A plagiarism scandal rocking the EU centers on the safety of Monsanto’s

weedkiller glyphosate https://bit.ly/2TYmJwU
16. The World According to Monsanto (Documentary film)

https://youtu.be/6nNFmzAOtJI

17. Lawsuits Uncover Monsanto’s Effort To Hide Roundup As Cancer Causing
https://youtu.be/ZfSXdHiukqQ

18. Must Watch >>> Attorney Who Beat Monsanto in Historic $2 Billion
Lawsuit Interviewed https://youtu.be/SkhiEzDzg-E

32. 50 Years Ago, The Sugar Industry Quietly Paid Scientists To Blame Fat
https://n.pr/2zXDT79

33. The Fraudulent Stanford Study Attack On Organic Food
1. Stanford Study Author that Bashed Organics Found to Have Deep Ties to

Big Tobacco’s Anti-science Propaganda https://bit.ly/2sSx4yQ
2. Stanford Organics Study: Faulty Methods, Political Motivations

https://bit.ly/2TmeD1b
34. Big Pharma and Big Food - Killing for Profit https://youtu.be/jcnd3usdNxo
35. Why The Lipid Hypothesis Is A Big Fat Lie https://youtu.be/v8WA5wcaHp4
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The True History of Infectious Disease
and Vaccines (with Charts)

Look at the chart below. “Deaths per 100,000” is on the vertical Y axis. “Year” is on the
horizontal X axis starting in the year 1900 and marked every three years all the way to
1963. Look at when the diphtheria, pertussis (whooping cough) and MMR vaccines
were introduced in the United States as compared to the number of deaths. Look at the
graphed lines and their trends. When you see a vaccine being introduced keep in mind
that it is being used at first on a small percentage of the population until its use
becomes more widespread.  

The Forgotten History of Vaccines: An interview - Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD
https://bit.ly/2Lt1IaC
Vaccines Did Not Save Us - Two Centuries Of Official Statistics
https://childhealthsafety.wordpress.com/graphs/
Let the EVIDENCE speak: Did Vaccines Save Us? http://vaxinfostarthere.com/did-
vaccines-save-us/
Vaccines: How The Truth Was Lost http://vaxinfostarthere.com/vaccines-how-the-truth-
was-lost/

https://bit.ly/2Lt1IaC
https://childhealthsafety.wordpress.com/graphs/
http://vaxinfostarthere.com/did-vaccines-save-us/
http://vaxinfostarthere.com/did-vaccines-save-us/
http://vaxinfostarthere.com/vaccines-how-the-truth-was-lost/
http://vaxinfostarthere.com/vaccines-how-the-truth-was-lost/


What is the History of Measles? https://bit.ly/2T3pdJQ
How Sanitation/Plumbing & Not Vaccines Eradicated Diseases https://bit.ly/1MBZU9j
The True History of Polio and the Vaccine (An excerpt from the book Dissolving
Illusions) http://humphries.s3.amazonaws.com/DissolvingIllusions-Polio.pdf
The history of vaccines charts below are from dissolvingillusions.com/graphs/

1. G11.4-UK-Measles-1838-1978 - UK Chart
2. G17.7-US-Measles-Percent-Decline-1912-1975 - United States chart
3. G11.6-US-Measles-1900-1987
4. G14.7-US-Measles-RM-1900-1987
5. G4.6-UK-Smallpox-Cov-1872-1922 
6. G4.4-UK-Vacc-Deaths-1906-1922 
7. G4.3-UK-Vacc-Deaths-1859-1922 
8. G11.2-UK-Deaths-1838-1978 
9. G11.8-NYC-Diphtheria-1880-1911 
10. G11.10-MA-Deaths-1861-1970
11. G13.2-UK-Pertussis-Coverage-1901-2008 
12. G11.5-US-Pertussis-1900-1967 
13. G17.3-US-Pertussis-1920-1985

Book: Dissolving Illusions: Disease, Vaccines, and The Forgotten History  by Dr. Suzanne
Humphries, MD and Roman Bystrianyk

Vaccine Education: Understanding Vaccine
Risks, Safety and Efficacy (Videos, Articles

and Books)

VIDEOS

https://bit.ly/2T3pdJQ
https://bit.ly/1MBZU9j
http://humphries.s3.amazonaws.com/DissolvingIllusions-Polio.pdf
https://www.dissolvingillusions.com/graphs/
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G11.4-UK-Measles-1838-1978.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G17.7-US-Measles-Percent-Decline-1912-1975.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G11.6-US-Measles-1900-19871.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G14.7-US-Measles-RM-1900-1987.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G4.6-UK-Smallpox-Cov-1872-1922.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G4.4-UK-Vacc-Deaths-1906-1922.png
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http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G11.5-US-Pertussis-1900-1967.png
http://www.dissolvingillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/G17.3-US-Pertussis-1920-1985.png
https://www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480216895


The Irrefutable Argument Against Vaccine Safety https://youtu.be/RJh3TiCFJH4

Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD - Vaccine Researcher and Medical Doctor
1. Are Vaccines Safe https://youtu.be/BpC0Tbb3diI
2. My Exploration Into Vaccines After Researching Vaccine Science For Four Years

Straight, Morning To Night, 7 Days A Week, 52 Weeks A Year
1. Part 1 https://youtu.be/QyCPaEnCHg0
2. Part 2 https://youtu.be/e8RDyBdAZTs

3. Manufactured Consent: Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD Deconstructs Vaccine
Deception (5 Part Video Series Including Q & A Video)
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9R5
LvR

4. Vaccine Safety: “They Don’t Want You to Hear the Other Side”
https://bit.ly/2V3RP6Q

5. Vaccine Logic and Truth (Compilation) https://youtu.be/mMdObIbP8zs
6. Aluminum is toxic to all life forms: The case against aluminum in vaccines

https://youtu.be/LZe99K12740
7. How Herd Immunity Does Not Currently Exist And Cannot Be Achieved With

Vaccines https://youtu.be/_KhofzZ-ke8
8. Tetanus, Immunity and Epigenetics https://youtu.be/hIgomZ06FFQ
9. Vaccine Whistleblowers and Outliers http://drsuzanne.net/dr-suzanne-

humphries-vaccines-vaccination/
Dr. Christiane Northrup, MD -- How Vaccines Really Work and Do You Need Them?
https://youtu.be/3xSirYYUeUs
Dr. Judy Mikovits: Suppression and the Hidden Truth About Vaccines
https://youtu.be/V8T30xzES30
Why ALL Vaccines Contain Retroviruses and How This Harms Your Health -- Dr. Judy
Mikovits https://youtu.be/qmzWq6Ej6Os
Why Parents Are Refusing Vaccination by Dr. Sam Eggertsen, MD https://youtu.be/8LB-
3xkeDAE This video includes a selective review of issues and studies that may contribute
to parental concerns. The "vaccine court" and the Omnibus Autism Proceeding are
discussed. The accusations against Dr. Andrew Wakefield and the lack of evidence.
Are Vaccines in the United States Necessary? Are they safe? Are vaccines causing
Autism? Are vaccines the BEST thing we can do for our children? Are unvaccinated
children a risk? Are vaccinated children at risk? https://youtu.be/ZQxwalPNxyU
Vaccines Explained: Their Safety, Effectiveness, and Risks by Dr. Andrew Wakefield

1. Intro- Vaccines: Their Safety, Effectiveness, and Risk
https://youtu.be/Dte4kTabLz8

2. The Greatest Killers https://youtu.be/6eX6xGTPUHY
3. Natural History of the Measles https://youtu.be/Rv4qUymig9M
4. Mortality, Why? https://youtu.be/MRmoRkhrrAc
5. Natural Herd Immunity https://youtu.be/nTvXKUsg4og
6. Dawn of the Vaccine Era https://youtu.be/5mjLrSCqUBE
7. WHO and Vaccine Safety https://youtu.be/1lw6VHe9UEU
8. Post Licensure Vaccine Safety https://youtu.be/VIVR2rwHXNI
9. Measles in a Highly Vaccinated Population https://youtu.be/aSLWtS9EE0A
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10. Vaccine Efficacy and Safety https://youtu.be/GYbip51GGjI
11. Immunology 101 https://youtu.be/zrPgwO_4MBw
12. Age and Vaccination https://youtu.be/W6ugiPX2qNs
13. Herd Immunity in the Vaccine Era https://youtu.be/G7DccB8gnLo
14. Introduction of the MMR Vaccine https://youtu.be/kFMb09L-ewc

Dr. David Ayoub - Vaccine Safety Issues and Autism Causation
https://youtu.be/CQnTVD4CR8c
Dr. David Ayoub Interview About Infantile Rickets https://youtu.be/dKN_ygDi-sI
Aluminum Used in Vaccines: Dr. Mercola's Interview with Dr. David Ayoub

1. Part 1 of 5 https://youtu.be/CXWBxxVk_h0
2. Part 2 of 5 https://youtu.be/8xXeYHPRXew
3. Part 3 of 5 https://youtu.be/Y5mdecog-C8
4. Part 4 of 5 https://youtu.be/BhfpL9QoewI
5. Part 5 of 5 https://youtu.be/RfUvf7LfPgc

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, DO (perhaps the foremost expert on vaccines)
1. Vaccine Safety and Their Risks https://youtu.be/QsZbVg6vmVs
2. What the CDC Documents and Science Reveal About Vaccines

https://youtu.be/M1VwVBmx0Ng
3. Vaccine Safety, A Crime Against Humanity https://youtu.be/CAJb01ZiJNk
4. Dr Tenpenny and Dr Bark Discuss Vaccines https://youtu.be/VQJ1XdA60dQ 
5. 2018 -- Vaccines 101 https://youtu.be/ZDg7CUh53ys

Dr. Tetyana Obukhanych, PhD, (Immunologist) -- Measles Immunity and Vaccination:
Facts, Theory and Choices -- https://youtu.be/8h66beBrEpk
Pediatrician Dr. Paul Thomas, MD Speaks the Truth About Measles, MMR Vaccine and
Autism https://youtu.be/QdB3Loxq8Go
West Virginia News Report On Vaccines and Their Problems
https://youtu.be/_MPqnV4Md7o
Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic, PhD -- About How Vaccine Adjuvants Affect the Brain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVJkzWXG6CQ  
Autoimmunity and Vaccines  -- Dr. Yehuda Shoenfeld, MD --  Vaccine Safety Conference
Session 13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf8sw3n7xrE
Autism and Vaccines -- Dr. Andrew Wakefield -- Vaccine Safety Conference Session #15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ei0QSvKdgw
The Only Vaccine Guide A New Parent Will Ever Need https://youtu.be/OEDvaXYeIKg
The Truth About Vaccines 2015 https://youtu.be/RkAY1xqASUk
The Missing Medical School Lectures - Smallpox 101 https://youtu.be/kngK_vsWI8w
Smallpox from 1797-2005 by Dr Suzanne Humphries, MD
https://youtu.be/5oot0HUqMcs
Genes & Vaccines Parts A & B

· Dr. Ben Lynch on Genes & Vaccines: Part A
https://youtu.be/JaP3drUNRGY

· Dr. Theresa Deisher on Genes & Vaccines: Part B
https://youtu.be/voh8hMpbMtk 

Dr. Russell Blaylock, MD -- Vaccines & Brain Development
https://youtu.be/JjVR12DZ2oI 
VACCINE INJURY: First the Gut, Then the Brain https://bit.ly/2SmO8ay
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Dr. Russell Blaylock, MD on Vaccine Safety https://youtu.be/VVkJo0HMVQ8
Why Vaccines May Not Be Safe -- https://youtu.be/dmjxuGIc06g
Dr Jon Bergman - Exposing the Truth about Vaccines https://youtu.be/zncuOv9VBxw
Dr. Toni Bark, MD Interviews Dr. Stephanie Seneff, PhD https://youtu.be/lMFGhZye3lY
Vaccine Panel Discussion (2016) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F8uradn98Ls

Eye on the Flu Shot https://youtu.be/I88fDGPA7wM
Infant Immunity Parts 1, 2, 3, 4

1. Pregnancy with Dr. Suzanne Humphries https://youtu.be/ElI5q0BWKv0
2. Aluminum, vaccines, and fetal brain development with Dr. Suzanne Humphries

https://youtu.be/cdSCY7W-BUo
3. Birth, placenta, breastmilk with Hilary Butler https://youtu.be/1yjdpqQ4tgs
4. Infant vaccination with Dr Suzanne Humphries https://youtu.be/ZcJsOWFNUyg

ARTICLES
Pathways for Vaccine Damage https://www.efvv.eu/pathways-for-vaccine-damage
Voodoo Science: The Myth of Vaccine Efficacy
https://www.ageofautism.com/2016/02/voodoo-science-the-myth-of-vaccine-
efficacy.html
Vaccines: The Truth Defender Guide
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NyeEFr4mRpO1wKuGz2RyE00spqbplGfkku3xD
5jhGvU/edit?usp=drivesdk
Dispelling Vaccine Myths: A Comprehensive Look At Vaccines by leading Vaccine
Rights Attorney, Alan Phillips
http://www.vaccinerights.com/pdf/DispellingVaccinationMythsx.pdf
Dr. Kurt: Why I Will Never Choose to Vaccinate my Son and Any Future Kids my Wife and
I Have https://bit.ly/2kWurqb
Have You or Your Children Been Damaged by Vaccines? https://bit.ly/2U4ETh0
Guide to Vaccine Ingredients http://www.drgreenmom.com/vaccines/vaccine-
ingredients
To Vaccinate, or Not to Vaccinate? https://bit.ly/2EMQHQ9
How Vaccines Harm The Brain - Russell Blaylock, MD http://vaccine-injury.info/russell-
blaylock.cfm
Dr. James Lyons-Weiler, PhD -- My Journey from Ignorance
https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2016/04/28/my-journey-from-ignorance/
UPI Investigates: The Vaccine Conflict https://www.upi.com/UPI-Investigates-The-
vaccine-conflict/44221058841736/
Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD on Vaccinations, Truth and Science
http://drsuzanne.net/dr-suzanne-humphries-vaccines-vaccination/
January 2017: Yale University Study Shows Association Between Vaccines and Brain
Disorders by RFK, Jr https://bit.ly/2GXt1uO

· Link to the Yale study: https://bit.ly/2kPLhu8
What the Gardasil Testing May Have Missed
https://slate.com/health-and-science/2017/12/flaws-in-the-clinical-trials-for-gardasil-
made-it-harder-to-properly-assess-safety.html
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The Doctor Who Beat The British General Medical Council Proving Vaccines Are
Unnecessary for Human Health https://bit.ly/1wOk4Zz
Vaccines -- Are They Contributing to the Greater Good?  https://bit.ly/2SUk9Lj
157 Research Papers Supporting the Vaccine-Autism Link https://bit.ly/2l2rmF2
Are Vaccinated Kids Healthier or Sicker Than Unvaccinated? https://bit.ly/1OjPQAu
A Review of Compensated Cases of Vaccine-Induced Brain Injury
https://www.ebcala.org/unanswered-questions
Vaccine Court: Autism Debate Continues https://bit.ly/2S3bjqh
From the National Library of Medicine on over 150 adverse health effects linked to
vaccination http://www.greenmedinfo.com/anti-therapeutic-action/vaccination-all
Why The Risks Of Vaccines Currently Outweigh Any Benefits To Human Health
https://www.preventdisease.com/home/tips78.shtml
December 2018 -- What Did Safety Testing Reveal in GSK's New Six-In-One Vaccine?
https://vaxxter.com/infanrix-hexa-65-toxins-found-all-risk-no-benefit/
Compilation: A Comprehensive Look At Vaccines
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VAv79fQ7BLGhkjMLknOHH8jNzqDqi5Qa3E8qX
vrCoTg/edit
BOOKS
Vaccines: A Reappraisal by Dr. Richard Moskowitz, MD https://amzn.to/2BvU2zQ
Dissolving Illusions: Disease, Vaccines, and The Forgotten History 6/27/13 Edition by
Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD https://amzn.to/2SfGG1x 

The Unvaccinated Child: A Treatment Guide for Parents and Caregivers
https://amzn.to/2PPBMGI
How to Raise a Healthy Child in Spite of Your Doctor by Robert S. Mendelsohn, MD
https://amzn.to/2BuaVuC
Raising a Vaccine Free Child second edition https://amzn.to/2Kq8eC0
Vaccine Epidemic: How Corporate Greed, Biased Science, and Coercive Government
Threaten Our Human Rights, Our Health, and Our Children https://amzn.to/2CqHcob
Vaccine Whistleblower: Exposing Autism Research Fraud at the CDC
https://amzn.to/2UfGapG
How Vaccines Wreck Human Immunity: A Forbidden Doctor Publication
https://amzn.to/2EpkJc4
Vaccines, Autoimmunity & the Changing Nature of Childhood Illness by Dr. Thomas
Cowan, MD https://amzn.to/2QMU7JJ
How to End the Autism Epidemic https://amzn.to/2rPIjaW
The HPV Vaccine On Trial: Seeking Justice for a Generation Betrayed by Mary Holland,
JD https://amzn.to/2EIvHKS
Gardasil. Faith and Propaganda Versus Hard Evidence by Drs. Nicole Delépine, Gérard
Delépine Fauves https://bit.ly/2Wq5vx2
Plague: One Scientist's Intrepid Search for the Truth about Human Retroviruses and
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Autism, and Other Diseases https://amzn.to/2Tm7E7X
Miller's Review of Critical Vaccine Studies: 400 Important Scientific Papers Summarized
for Parents and Researchers https://amzn.to/2BvWcPT
Jabbed: How the Vaccine Industry, Medical Establishment, and Government Stick It to
You and Your Family https://amzn.to/2WshO9C
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Immunization: The Reality Behind the Myth, 2nd Edition https://amzn.to/2RYVC8g
The Vaccine Illusion https://amzn.to/2EOmAat
The Moth in the Iron Lung: A Biography of Polio https://amzn.to/2Lu5tMZ
Dirty Genes: A Breakthrough Program to Treat the Root Cause of Illness and Optimize
Your Health https://amzn.to/2V0kHxB
Mitochondria and the Future of Medicine: The Key to Understanding Disease, Chronic
Illness, Aging, and Life Itself https://amzn.to/2BAjrbB
Ideological Constructs of Vaccination https://amzn.to/2qwUYyE
The Virus and the Vaccine: Contaminated Vaccine, Deadly Cancers, and Government
Neglect https://amzn.to/2rOYGEI
Mary's Mosaic: The CIA Conspiracy to Murder John F. Kennedy, Mary Pinchot Meyer,
and Their Vision for World Peace https://amzn.to/2EGJTEu
Dr. Mary's Monkey: How the Unsolved Murder of a Doctor, a Secret Laboratory in New
Orleans and Cancer-Causing Monkey Viruses Are Linked to Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK
Assassination and Emerging Global Epidemics https://amzn.to/2Ez6thn

Why Herd Immunity Is Total BS and is the
Secret Sham Behind Forced Vaccine

Mandates 
“We were headed toward natural herd immunity for many viruses, like measles, until the
introduction of the vaccine. Today in the US, we have natural herd immunity for scarlet
fever without a vaccine. Vaccines actually disrupted natural immunity for certain viruses
since live virus vaccines like the MMR vaccine actually spread the very illness they are
supposed to stop via what is called vaccine shedding. Vaccines also fail at a fairly high
percentage rate and only last for 2 to maybe 10 years. In addition, the current vaccine
program has perpetuated other illnesses such as shingles, asthma, diabetes, cancer,
multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, ALS, autism and other developmental disorders.
These truths the agenda driven, pharmaceutical backed media will never report! People
need to know that the concept of herd immunity via vaccines doesn't work and has
become a hoax for the purpose of increasing vaccine uptake. The herd immunity idea is
designed to make you think that you are not only vaccinating to protect yourself, but also
vaccinating for the greater good. It’s also a perfect ploy for pharma to align those who
believe in the propaganda surrounding vaccines against those who are informed and do
not, and make those who do not, look like the “bad guys”!”
The Herd Immunity Lie (Senate Hearing Testimonies)

1. 2 minute video https://youtu.be/1kqISBmwkFs
2. Full version -- Testifying in Washington State About SB 5841

https://youtu.be/id6E8KzFcT8
Why Herd Immunity Is A Hoax https://bit.ly/2JyfyLj
Dr. Andrew Wakefield, MD

1. Notes on Herd Immunity https://bit.ly/2kkKGAL
2. Why Vaccination Destroys Natural Herd Immunity and Weakens The Population

https://youtu.be/Vlqyj_uyzBc
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3. Herd Immunity in the Pre-Vaccine Era (Natural Immunity)
https://youtu.be/nTvXKUsg4og

4. Herd Immunity in the Vaccine Era (Artificial Immunity)
https://youtu.be/G7DccB8gnLo

The Deadly Impossibility Of Herd Immunity Through Vaccination by Dr. Russell Blaylock,
MD https://bit.ly/2PSP8Sx
“Herd Immunity"? A dishonest marketing gimmick https://bit.ly/2MvRyoP
Why Vaccines Do Not Contribute to Herd Immunity -- Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD
https://youtu.be/AK6m2-ugfik
Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD -- How Herd Immunity Does Not Currently Exist And Cannot
Be Achieved With Vaccines https://youtu.be/_KhofzZ-ke8
Herd Immunity: The Foundational Lie Of The Forced Vaccination Agenda by Michael
Gaeta, DAc, MS https://bit.ly/2QILzDJ
Challenging What You’ve Heard about the Herd https://bit.ly/2JdqB8X
Herd Immunity: Can Mass Vaccination Achieve It? by Tetyana Obukhanych, PhD
http://www.tetyanaobukhanych.com/herd_immunity.html
Why Herd Immunity Is A Myth https://bit.ly/2T37XUW
Forced Vaccinations, Government, and the Public Interest by Dr. Russell Blaylock, MD
https://bit.ly/2rQwhxG
Herd Immunity: A False Rationale for Vaccine Mandates https://bit.ly/2H6R4pE
Read and Use >>> If Your Doctor Insists Vaccines Are Completely Safe, Then Have
Them Sign This Form https://bit.ly/2EmFT9A

Myths, Lies & Measles: Why Getting
Infectious Diseases During Childhood Makes

You Healthier Later in Life
Must read >>> MEASLES: Facts to Counter the Fear https://bit.ly/2JCBbdL
Combating Measles and MMR Vaccine Misinformation https://icandecide.org/white-
papers/Publications-Regarding-Vaccine-Safety.pdf
Measles vs. MMR Vaccine: Risks and Benefits by Donald W. Miller, Jr., MD
https://bit.ly/2BkHwne
The Benefits of Having a Natural Measles Infection by Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD
http://aonh.org/Blogs/Details/3
The Unreported Health Benefits of Measles https://bit.ly/2GaCFsV
Dr. Thomas Cowan, MD - Why Mumps, Measles, Rubella & Chicken Pox Are Healthy For
Your Child! https://youtu.be/0j44-MUClq0
Natural Measles Immunity — Better Protection & More Long-Term Benefits Than
Vaccines https://bit.ly/2MeRnCN
Protective Effect of Childhood Measles Against Degenerative Diseases in Later Life
https://bit.ly/2nyinfJ
The Good News About Getting The Measles and How to Treat
https://youtu.be/otYNlyO84E0
Why I'm not afraid of measles https://bit.ly/2S7RVrY
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The Measles Virus Helps the Immune System, CDC says Outbreaks Started Among
Those Vaccinated -- Dr. Mayer Eisenstein, MD and Vaccine Rights Attorney, Alan Phillips
https://youtu.be/5aUlSGeVo4U
Association of measles and mumps with cardiovascular disease: The Japan
Collaborative Cohort (JACC) study  -- “RESULTS: Men who had measles and mumps
had a 29% reduction in heart attacks and a 17% reduction in strokes! Women with both
infections had a 17% lower risk of cardiovascular disease and 21% lower risk of stroke.
“Conclusions -- Measles and mumps, especially in case of both infections, were
associated with lower risks of mortality from atherosclerotic CVD.”
https://www.atherosclerosis-journal.com/article/S0021-9150(15)01380-5/abstract
Are Childhood Infectious Diseases Protective Against Cancer Later in Life?

1. How Childhood Infectious Diseases Protect Us From Cancer Later In Life
https://bit.ly/2S94fgy

2. Studies show: Natural Mumps, Measles, Chicken Pox & Influenza viruses protect
against cancer https://bit.ly/2RHwEVV

3. Do childhood diseases affect on-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL), Hodgkin lymphoma
(HL) risk? "A case-control study from northern and southern Italy
https://bit.ly/2WIHjmW “Our findings provide additional support to the hypothesis
that infections by most common childhood pathogens may protect against HL or,
at least, be correlated with some other early exposure, which may lower the risk of
HL in adulthood. In addition, our study shows that measles may provide a
protective effect against NHL."

4. Febrile infectious childhood diseases in the history of cancer patients and
matched controls https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9824838  “The study
consistently revealed a lower cancer risk for patients with a history of FICD (febrile
infectious childhood diseases.) The strongest associations were found between
patients with non-breast cancers and rubella respectively chickenpox. A strong
association was also found with the overall number of FICD both 'classical'
(measles, mumps, rubella, pertussis, scarlet-fever and chickenpox) and 'other'. “

5. Childhood infectious diseases and risk of leukaemia in an adult population
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23575988 "Our study is aimed at
investigating the association between common childhood infectious diseases
(measles, chickenpox, rubella, mumps and pertussis) and the risk of developing
leukaemia in an adult population... The number of infections was strongly inversely
associated with the risk of chronic lymphoid leukaemia (CLL)... Our results pointed
out a protective role of childhood infectious diseases on the risk of CLL in adults."

6. Early life exposure to infections and risk of childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukemia https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3165002/  “Evidence
of a protective role for infection-related exposures early in life is supported by
findings in both the non-Hispanic white and Hispanic populations within the
Northern California Childhood Leukemia Study (NCCLS).
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Fraud at the CDC, Part 1
MMR Vaccine Fraud and the CDC Whistleblower

Must watch film >>>  Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe -- Vaxxed is the true story
about five CDC scientists who committed scientific fraud by destroying 4 years worth of
data (about 10,000 documents) that linked Merck's MMR vaccine to a statistically
significant increase in autism in black boys. In the Fall of 2014, 10 years later, CDC
scientist Dr. William Thompson blows the whistle and exposes this mind-blowing cover-
up! To this day, this unbelievable story has been censored by the mainstream media,
which is why you need to watch this film!

1. $3.99 on YouTube -- https://youtu.be/SpQyYTs5LTg
2. $3.99 on Vaxxed Website -- http://vaxxedthemovie.com/watch
3. Buy the DVD on Amazon

2014 -- Interview with Vaxxed Filmmakers and the Truth About Dr. Andrew Wakefield
(only watch after you have seen the film
Vaxxed) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KrpK0rbl9w
2014 -- Film Panel Discussion about CDC MMR Vaccine Fraud -- The Angelika Theatre in
NYC after showing the film Vaxxed in (only watch after you have seen the film Vaxxed)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jxujaa0wDE 
2014 -- News Reports: CDC Autism Cover-up

1. Ben Swann Investigative Report https://youtu.be/BArHKVgZqsE
2. CDC Whistleblower New Details Emerge https://youtu.be/oNN4ODNOg-I
3. Interview with Dr. Brian Hooker, PhD https://youtu.be/THGbJnpywyw

Video-- 9 Minute Excerpt from the movie Vaxxed. Confession from CDC Scientist, Dr.
William Thompson about CDC's MMR Vaccine-Autism Cover-up
https://youtu.be/gg2M7nphmFw “The CDC has not been transparent... and I have a boss
that is asking me to lie…. If I were forced to testify… and I’m forced to answer questions,
I’m not going to lie. I've basically stopped lying.” -Dr. William Thompson, CDC Senior
Scientist
CDC Director of Immunization Safety Admits Bias and Withholding Data Linking
Vaccines to Autism https://bit.ly/1B8wLvk
2014 — Media Censorship Explained

1. When The Top Scientist From The CDC Confessed To Fraud, Why Didn't
The Media Report It? https://youtu.be/6lHWQbkaRnM

2. Vaccine Fraud: U.S. Mainstream Media Censors Whistleblower’s Explosive
Story  https://bit.ly/YXlGRf

2014 — Official Complaint Letters to CDC and HHS
1. Official Complaint Letter 1 filed by Dr. Brian Hooker, Dr. Andrew Wakefield

and Jim Moody, J.D. in October 2014 for Alleged Research Misconduct –
falsification by omission of material results https://bit.ly/2AcPP4h

2. Official Complaint Letter 2 filed in February 2015 requesting supplemental
clarification on the alleged misconduct that the CDC deliberately and
willfully concealed a significantly increased autism risk associated with
receipt of MMR vaccine according to the CDC’s recommended schedule
(by 18 months. ) https://bit.ly/2SrelWg
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2016 -- Video - Dissecting the CDC Whistleblower Documents: A Study in Corruption -
Dr. Brian Hooker (until 13:40)  https://youtu.be/5U4Qoh1-h7c?t=48
2016 — The CDC Blocks Testimony of Vaccine Whistleblower released by Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr. https://prn.to/2ezudTA "This boy, and thousands of others, lost their cases
in the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program because the CDC and Justice
Department submitted fraudulent science wrongly denying the vaccine-autism link."  
September 2018 — "You are a pathetic liar", says Dr. William Thompson in scathing
email to CDC Director of Immunization "Safety", Dr. Frank DeStefano (lead author of the
CDC fraudulent MMR-autism study.) On September, 2, 2018, Thompson sent this email
(screenshot below) after he heard DeStefano’s interview with former CBS news reporter
Sharyl Attkisson discussing the fraudulent MMR-autism study, Dr. Thompson’s
involvement and their relationship. Links to Attkisson’s article with full interview and
new video exposing DeStefano as a liar are below.
Email Subject Line: “Your dishonest behavior — trying to portray us as “friends””

1. Sharyl Attkisson’s Interview with CDC Researcher Dr. Frank DeStefano
https://sharylattkisson.com/2018/12/10/cdc-possibility-that-vaccines-rarely-
trigger-autism/

2. New video -- Dr. Andrew Wakefield exposes CDC DeStefano as a liar
https://youtu.be/e90gIKqXwpo

3. CDC Data Manipulation Exposed: Four Years Later (Journal of American
Physicians and Surgeons) http://www.jpands.org/vol22no4/hooker.pdf

4. Cc'd on Thompson’s email is CDC’s Dr. Colleen Boyle who was also a co-author
on the same fraudulent CDC-MMR study as DeStefano. The Boyle/DeStefano
team were also influential in denying the cancer connection with dioxin in Agent
Orange, stating it was not hazardous and did not cause cancer in US military.
Another lie that affected millions of lives!!

1. Why Are the Same People Who Failed at Science on Agent Orange in
Charge of Vaccine Safety and Developmental Disorders at the CDC?
https://bit.ly/2DSYFWO

https://youtu.be/5U4Qoh1-h7c?t=48
https://prn.to/2ezudTA
https://sharylattkisson.com/2018/12/10/cdc-possibility-that-vaccines-rarely-trigger-autism/
https://sharylattkisson.com/2018/12/10/cdc-possibility-that-vaccines-rarely-trigger-autism/
https://youtu.be/e90gIKqXwpo
http://www.jpands.org/vol22no4/hooker.pdf
https://bit.ly/2DSYFWO


December 2018 -- Re-analysis of CDC Data Suggests Need for Further Investigation on
MMR Vaccine and Autism, according to Article in the Journal of American Physicians
and Surgeons https://bit.ly/2QR8sF4

1. CDC Data Reanalysis Shows Strong, Statistically Significant Relationship
Between MMR Vaccine & Autism https://bit.ly/2GxRNla

Fraud at the CDC, Part 2
Statement from Dr. Gary Goldman, Ph.D. Research Analyst Working with
the CDC
“In 1995 I was hired as an Epidemiology Analyst on the Antelope Valley Varicella Active
Surveillance Project–a joint project of the Los Angeles County Department of Health
Services (LACDHS)–Acute Communicable Disease Control Unit and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, Atlanta, GA).

Initially, I considered it an honor to be part of a team that was to study the effect of the
varicella vaccine on the 300,000 residents comprising the Antelope Valley region. While all
positive effects of the vaccine were readily approved for publication, it appeared the
deleterious effects (e.g., increases in shingles incidence among unvaccinated children and
adults that had natural varicella) were being suppressed.  
After 8 years, I resigned from my employment so as to publish all the results and not be a
party to what I perceived as research fraud–with the sponsors of the research seemingly
squashing objective research and dictating published outcomes. I was served a notice to
“cease and desist” publication of the results in a medical journal, but overcame that
objection and the studies were indeed published.
Both the LACDHS and CDC continued (unsuccessfully) to interfere and attempt to prevent
publication of manuscripts after they had already been accepted and approved for
publication by various medical journal editors. Intervention of my attorney was necessary
in some cases.” –Gary Goldman, Ph.D.
Source: https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/leadership/gary-goldman-phd/
Convicted Criminal Dr. Poul Thorsen
In April 2011, Thorsen was indicted for stealing millions of dollars in grant money from
the CDC and used the money to cover up vaccine dangers. Thorsen was heavily
involved in producing a stream of fraudulent studies that supposedly disproved the
now-evident link between vaccines and autism. Even still, the CDC conveniently cites
Thorsen's fraudulent studies as "evidence" that vaccines are safe and don’t cause
autism, declaring the debate to be over in light of their findings.

1. Dr. Poul Thorsen who authored fraudulent study 'disproving' vaccine-
autism connection and stole millions of dollars https://bit.ly/2zU67P7

2. Dr. Suzanne Humphries Exposes Poul Thorsen and His CDC Connections
That Still Exist in 2015
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9
R5LvR&t=443

3. Great Video >>> The Private Investigation of Dr. Poul Thorsen: Vaccines,
Autism and the CDC Criminal https://youtu.be/Y7ruGwMxdBc

4. Master Manipulator: The Explosive True Story of Fraud, Embezzlement, and
Government Betrayal at the CDC https://amzn.to/2GCsdLT

https://bit.ly/2QR8sF4
https://bit.ly/2GxRNla
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/leadership/gary-goldman-phd/
https://bit.ly/2zU67P7
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9R5LvR&t=443
https://youtu.be/65fqaSCjOlQ?list=PLgH2vCx5TOgVx60CN6kWTdDxFdr9R5LvR&t=443
https://youtu.be/Y7ruGwMxdBc
https://amzn.to/2GCsdLT


5. Poul Thorsen - Office of Inspector General’s Most Wanted Fugitive
http://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/fugitives/profiles.asp

ARTICLES
Why You Can’t Trust the CDC on Vaccines https://bit.ly/2Em42wP
CDC SPIDER (Scientists Preserving Integrity, Diligence and Ethics in Research) Blows
the Whistle (as mainstream media censors). This letter (link below) was written to
Carmen Vilar, a group of more than a dozen senior scientists have lodged an ethics
complaint alleging that the federal agency [CDC] is being influenced by corporate and
political interests in ways that short-change taxpayers.

1. 2016 - Letter from CDC Spider - Scientists Preserving Integrity, Diligence and
Ethics in Research - to CDC Chief of Staff, Carmen Vilar https://bit.ly/2s0L60R

1. After 20 years at the CDC, just 4 months after the CDC SPIDER letter, in
 December 2017, Carmen Villar goes to work for Merck, (as did former
CDC Director Julie Gerberding.) Merck is the largest vaccine maker in the
world.

2. The CDC is being influenced by corporate and political interests
https://bit.ly/2EEMxd2

3. CDC SPIDER is the Biggest Medical Whistleblower Event in History
https://bit.ly/2i6WUsp

How CDC Uses False Fears to Promote Vaccine Uptake https://bit.ly/2LuH2if
The CDC Exaggerating the Death Toll to Sell Flu Shots https://bit.ly/2ArMPRL
CDC's Vaccine Safety Research is Exposed as Flawed and Falsified in Peer-Reviewed
Scientific Journal https://bit.ly/2GF33MF
Principal Investigator for CDC Utah Autism Data Filed Whistleblower Lawsuit
http://ahrp.org/lawsuit-by-principal-investigator-for-cdc-utah-autism-data-filed-
whistleblower-lawsuit/
The CDC = Corrupt Disaster Center  https://bit.ly/2CvslZo
The CDC, WHO and Big Pharma: A Dangerous Network of Corruption
https://anticorruptionsociety.com/2015/03/02/cdc-who-and-big-pharma-a-network-of-
corruption/
CDC Knew Its Vaccine Program Was Exposing Children to Dangerous Mercury Levels
Since 1999 by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.https://bit.ly/2uHbzC9
CDC Caught in Billion-dollar Scheme to Sell Vaccines https://bit.ly/2Czvt6A
January 2018 - Scandalous CDC director RESIGNS after caught buying shares of
vaccine maker Merck while heading the CDC https://bit.ly/2GySvuv
The CDC finances, writes and helps publish Danish research - another useless CDC-
supported autism study https://bit.ly/2CUJI6t
2009 - 20 Million Likely Infected With Retrovirus Found In Vaccines At The Root Of
Multiple Chronic Diseases (chronic fatigue syndrome, prostate cancer, lymphoma, and
eventually neurodevelopmental disorders in children) https://bit.ly/2EHNEcQ
RFK, Jr. Exposes Widespread Corruption at CDC https://bit.ly/2SijNuw
VIDEOS
CDC Corruption Is Rampant https://youtu.be/ncMGccpJ80s
MSNBC -- Corrupt Science at the CDC EXPOSED with RFK, Jr. (from 2005)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrIM2hwrLoc

http://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/fugitives/profiles.asp
https://bit.ly/2Em42wP
https://bit.ly/2s0L60R
https://bit.ly/2EEMxd2
https://bit.ly/2i6WUsp
https://bit.ly/2LuH2if
https://bit.ly/2ArMPRL
https://bit.ly/2GF33MF
http://ahrp.org/lawsuit-by-principal-investigator-for-cdc-utah-autism-data-filed-whistleblower-lawsuit/
http://ahrp.org/lawsuit-by-principal-investigator-for-cdc-utah-autism-data-filed-whistleblower-lawsuit/
https://bit.ly/2CvslZo
https://anticorruptionsociety.com/2015/03/02/cdc-who-and-big-pharma-a-network-of-corruption/
https://anticorruptionsociety.com/2015/03/02/cdc-who-and-big-pharma-a-network-of-corruption/
https://bit.ly/2uHbzC9
https://bit.ly/2Czvt6A
https://bit.ly/2GySvuv
https://bit.ly/2CUJI6t
https://bit.ly/2EHNEcQ
https://bit.ly/2SijNuw
https://youtu.be/ncMGccpJ80s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrIM2hwrLoc


Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Interview About Fraud at the CDC https://youtu.be/hooq7e2v5ho
1976 CDC Swine Flu Fraud Exposed - CBS "60 MINUTES"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMeU-818-YA   

BOOKS
Vaccine Whistleblower: Exposing Autism Research Fraud at the CDC
https://amzn.to/2UfGapG
Master Manipulator: The Explosive True Story of Fraud, Embezzlement, and
Government Betrayal at the CDC https://amzn.to/2GCsdLT
Please share this document. Copy and paste this >>> “Pharma’s Vaccines: The Untold
Story” https://bit.ly/2QMLrTL.
If you think all of this is too much information, send them a few titles with links or The
Beginner's Guide - https://bit.ly/2MJnc3v. Please share. The truth needs to get out!

Unprecedented Fraud in the US Dept of
Justice at the Omnibus Autism Proceedings

(2007)
Vaccines and Autism: Was Top Government Expert Silenced? https://bit.ly/2tDf4Zx
3 Minute Video: Alleged Fraud and Obstruction of Justice at the Omnibus Autism
Proceedings https://youtu.be/Asvt0-ShL9s
Misconduct, Mitochondria and the Omnibus Autism Proceedings
https://bit.ly/2Nso1Os

MUST WATCH: Riveting Detailed Accounts of DOJ Fraud at the Omnibus Autism
Proceedings (video starts at 44:38) https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco?t=2678
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Demands the Office of the Inspector General and Congress
Investigate Dept of Justice for Fraud and Obstruction of Justice
https://prn.to/2ruxkmO
January 6, 2019 - The [New] Vaccine Debate by Sharyl Attkisson, former CBS Journalist
“Now—we have remarkable new information: a respected pro-vaccine medical expert used
by the federal government to debunk the vaccine-autism link, says vaccines can cause
autism after all. He claims he told that to government officials long ago, but they kept it
secret… Dr. Zimmerman was the government’s top expert witness and had testified that
vaccines didn’t cause autism. The debate was declared over. But now Dr. Zimmerman has
provided remarkable new information….

On June 15, 2007, he took aside the Department of Justice—or DOJ lawyers he worked for
defending vaccines in vaccine court. He told them that he’d discovered “exceptions in
which vaccinations could cause autism”. “I explained that in a subset of children, vaccine
induced fever and immune stimulation did cause regressive brain disease with features of
autism spectrum disorder.” 

[As Robert F. Kennedy explains], “This panicked the two DOJ attorneys and they
immediately fired Zimmerman. That was on a Friday and over the weekend they called

https://youtu.be/hooq7e2v5ho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMeU-818-YA
https://amzn.to/2UfGapG
https://amzn.to/2GCsdLT
https://bit.ly/2QMLrTL
https://bit.ly/2MJnc3v
https://bit.ly/2tDf4Zx
https://youtu.be/Asvt0-ShL9s
https://bit.ly/2Nso1Os
https://youtu.be/pz_td2pcMco?t=2678
https://prn.to/2ruxkmO


Zimmerman and said his services would no longer be needed. They wanted to silence him.
Days after the Dept. of Justice lawyers fired Dr. Zimmerman as their expert witness, he
alleges, they went on to misrepresent his opinion to continue to debunk autism claims.”
Full story - http://fullmeasure.news/news/cover-story/the-vaccination-debate
The Clear Legal Basis That Vaccines Cause Autism https://bit.ly/2Noq2i6

129+ Reasons Why You Cannot Trust
Pharma or the FDA (A Seven Year Sampling
of Fraud, Cover-ups and Corruption, 2010-

2017)  
This section is to show you the MASSIVE amount of corruption and criminal behavior
that almost all pharmaceutical companies engage in, especially the big ones -- Merck,
GSK (GlaxoSmithKline), Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, Eli Lilly, Abbott, AstraZeneca,
Amgen, Allergan, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Novartis and Purdue, makers of Oxycontin -- all
who have been found guilty and have agreed to huge settlements related to criminal
and illegal civil behavior related to their drugs such as off-label promotion, failure to
disclose safety data, paying kickbacks to physicians, making false and misleading
statements. Many of these companies are involved in vaccine manufacturing.
These settlements are widely seen to be written into pharma’s cost of doing “business
as usual” and have no deterrent effect on the company or how they continue to operate
in the future making billions upon billions. The below examples of corruption and
criminal behavior are just the tip of the iceberg and are just the ones where
pharmaceutical companies have been caught! Over the years, and in 2019, pharma has
gained even more control over the US government, (Democrats and Republicans are
equally to blame) and other governments around the world. In the US government,
pharmaceutical companies control the CDC, FDA, HHS, NIH and likely other agencies.
Unfortunately, the public trusts these agencies as watchdogs because that is how they
are purported. However, it’s really a front. A ploy. A con.
With around $6.4 billion spent annually and about 70% of the advertising revenue
coming from pharmaceutical companies, they also manipulate and control the US
mainstream media (television, radio, and their websites) as well as the major websites,
Google, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook. They do this by
controlling the narrative around their drugs and vaccines. They dictate what is and isn't
reported (censored, retracted and covered-up), how its reported (often falsely spinning
facts) and how much coverage a story gets. Pharmaceutical companies also
manipulate and control some of the biggest named medical journals that doctors rely
upon for accurate and truthful information. Once respected medical journals have been
corrupted with most medical research being a farce!
Note: I don't expect you to read all the articles in the section below, or any of them for
that matter. You don't have to. Scan through the headlines and excerpts as these have
been provided to make it easy for you to peruse and understand the real picture and its
enormity. Keep in mind that the enormity of this corruption affects you. It affects us all

http://fullmeasure.news/news/cover-story/the-vaccination-debate
https://bit.ly/2Noq2i6


in many, many ways - too numerous to go into right now. (If I have time at a later date I
will address this topic.)
Hopefully by now you’ve read through the sections 40 Shocking Facts About
Vaccines and Shills, Trolls, Front Groups, PR Smear Tactics & More. If you haven’t yet, I
highly suggest you do because these sections will explain a lot to you. If you already
have, then skim through the article headlines and excerpts in the first section below
‘Fraud at the FDA’ and further down. Keep in mind that this list mostly represents only
seven years worth of corruption (2010 - 2017). I guarantee, in fact I know, there’s a heck
of a lot more, and sadly more to come unless “we the people” do something about it!!
Subsections below:

1. Fraud at the FDA
2. Fraud in Research & Clinical Trials
3. Johnson & Johnson Fraud
4. GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Fraud
5. Pfizer Fraud
6. Merck Fraud
7. Payouts, Bribery and Kickbacks
8. Price Fixing and Profiteering
9. Marketing Fraud
10. Pharma General Misconduct and Fraud

Fraud at the FDA
What the FDA is supposed to do according to their website www.fda.gov, “The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) is an agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. The FDA is responsible for protecting the public health by ensuring the safety,
efficacy, and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological products, and medical
devices; and by ensuring the safety of our nation's food supply, cosmetics, and products
that emit radiation.“
From Attorney Jonathan Emord “The FDA’s whole system of drug review is bogus. It’s
designed to protect and advance the interests of the drug industry. A lot of people don’t
realize this, but FDA never tests the drugs it approves. FDA does NO independent testing
at all. It relies entirely on the testing done by the drug advocate, the proponent of the drug
application that has a self-interest and a conflict of interest. That party is looked to for all
the drug testing. They do their own testing. There have been multiple instances of
corruption in this process where false information or negative information has been kept
away from the FDA so the FDA will approve the drug.” FDA Lawyer Jonathan Emord has
defeated the food and drug administration more times in federal court than any other
attorney in America.
Here is how the FDA really operates:

1. FDA Says Walnuts Are Illegal Drugs
https://www.lifeextension.com/magazine/2011/8/FDA-Says-Walnuts-Are-Illegal-
Drugs/Page-01

2. The Revolving Door Between the FDA and Big Pharma
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZF_iWETXz0

3. Research Misconduct Identified by the US Food and Drug Administration Out of
Sight, Out of Mind, Out of the Peer-Reviewed Literature

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.1fkmbwzea2t6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.1fkmbwzea2t6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N5ePF6XPR5LmLGTjiBMpD5JfFJAm6JYJ68OyV5GJySw/mobilebasic#h.ixnmrj79gniu
http://www.fda.gov
http://www.emord.com/
https://www.lifeextension.com/magazine/2011/8/FDA-Says-Walnuts-Are-Illegal-Drugs/Page-01
https://www.lifeextension.com/magazine/2011/8/FDA-Says-Walnuts-Are-Illegal-Drugs/Page-01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZF_iWETXz0


https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2109855
4. Former FDA Reviewer Speaks Out About Intimidation, Retaliation and

Marginalizing of Safety https://bit.ly/2F1tycK
“Over the past two decades the pharmaceutical industry has moved very far from its

original high purpose of discovering and producing useful new drugs. Now primarily a
marketing machine to sell drugs of dubious benefit, this industry uses its wealth and

power to co-opt every institution that might stand in its way, including the US
Congress, the FDA, academic medical centers, and the medical profession itself.”

-Dr. Marcia Angell, MD, former editor The New England Journal of Medicine
5. Attorney Jonathan Emord Talks About Corruption Within the FDA

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/02/jonathan-emord-talks-about-corruption-
within-the-fda/

6. FDA Conceals Serious Research Misconduct–fraud, Deception, Even deaths
http://ahrp.org/fda-conceals-collaborates-in-serious-research-misconduct-fraud-
deception-adverse-events/

7. The FDA Doesn't Tell You When It Finds Scientific Fraud https://bit.ly/2F1LQvc
8. The FDA Buries Evidence Of Fraud in Medical Trials

https://slate.com/technology/2015/02/fda-inspections-fraud-fabrication-and-
scientific-misconduct-are-hidden-from-the-public-and-doctors.html

9. FDA Let Drugs Approved on Fraudulent Research Stay on the Market
https://www.propublica.org/article/fda-let-drugs-approved-on-fraudulent-
research-stay-on-the-market

10. Six Drugs the FDA Doesn't Want You to Know Relied on Tainted Data
http://projects.propublica.org/graphics/cetero

11. Is the FDA Withholding Data about a Controversial Drug to Protect Its
Manufacturer? Sarepta and the case of the missing drug data
https://bit.ly/2KoeFFO

12. FDA "Corruption" Letter Authenticated: Lawyers, Start Your Engines!
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fda-corruption-letter-authenticated-lawyers-
start-your-engines/

13. Is The FDA Being Compromised By Pharma Payments?
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnlamattina/2013/08/07/is-the-fda-being-
compromised-by-pharma-payments/#6bf62f2d2830

14. Yale Study Reveals 1 in 3 Drugs Have Safety Issues Even After FDA Approval
https://bit.ly/2WS7ln4

15. The Fraud Behind Some Of The Most Common Prescription Drugs
https://www.vocativ.com/culture/health-culture/fraud-behind-common-
prescription-drugs/index.html  “I expected to spend my weekend digging through
old FDA databases, hopefully managing to pull one example of real fraud from a
mess of redacted, spurious warning letters. But as it turned out, it was almost too
easy.”

16. FDA Documents Reveal Depths of Internal Rancor Over Drug’s Approval Process
https://undark.org/article/fda-eteplirsen-janet-woodcock/

Fraud in Research & Clinical Trials

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2109855
https://bit.ly/2F1tycK
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/02/jonathan-emord-talks-about-corruption-within-the-fda/
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/02/jonathan-emord-talks-about-corruption-within-the-fda/
http://ahrp.org/fda-conceals-collaborates-in-serious-research-misconduct-fraud-deception-adverse-events/
http://ahrp.org/fda-conceals-collaborates-in-serious-research-misconduct-fraud-deception-adverse-events/
https://bit.ly/2F1LQvc
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https://slate.com/technology/2015/02/fda-inspections-fraud-fabrication-and-scientific-misconduct-are-hidden-from-the-public-and-doctors.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/fda-let-drugs-approved-on-fraudulent-research-stay-on-the-market
https://www.propublica.org/article/fda-let-drugs-approved-on-fraudulent-research-stay-on-the-market
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https://bit.ly/2WS7ln4
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1. 2017 News Report: Fake Science in Medical Journals
http://fullmeasure.news/news/cover-story/fake-science-08-06-2017,
https://youtu.be/nynVqY-9wPk

2. The Corruption of Evidence Based Medicine — Killing for
Profit https://bit.ly/2HyQJuf

3. Data Fraud in Clinical Trials
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4340084/
“The case against science is straightforward: much of the scientific literature,

perhaps half, may simply be untrue. Afflicted by studies with small sample
sizes, tiny effects, invalid exploratory analyses, and flagrant conflicts of

interest, together with an obsession for pursuing fashionable trends of dubious
importance, science has taken a turn towards darkness”

-Richard Horton, editor of The Lancet
4. How Drug Company Money Is Undermining Science: The pharmaceutical

industry funnels money to prominent scientists who are doing research that
affects its products--and nobody can stop it https://bit.ly/2RlPiGP

5. Top editor: Medical journals publish fake science, in Big Pharma's pocket
https://washex.am/2Im7mfa

6. This Is The Sickening Amount Pharmaceutical Companies Pay Top Journal
Editors https://bit.ly/2IYDuCu

7. Fake Medical Journals Are Spreading, And They Are Filled With Bad Science
https://www.forbes.com/sites/larryhusten/2012/01/27/lancet-editor-richard-
horton-tweets-dark-view-of-contemporary-medicine/#132ae8ed4ef9

8. British Medical Journal Editor Takes on Corruption in Science -- 'Medicine and
science are run by human beings, so there will always be crooks,'
https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/bmj-fiona-godlee-science-1.354176

9. Scientific peer reviews are a 'sacred cow' ready to be slaughtered, says former
editor of BMJ https://ind.pn/2R0v3PE

10. What These Medical Journals Don’t Reveal: Top Doctors’ Ties to Industry
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/08/health/medical-journals-conflicts-of-
interest.html

11. Transparency Hasn’t Stopped Drug Companies From Corrupting Medical
Research, Marcia Angell, MD, former editor the New England Journal of Medicine
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/14/opinion/jose-baselga-research-
disclosure-bias.html

12. Financial ties of medical journal editors should be disclosed
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171030154438.htm

13. The Corruption of Evidence Based Medicine — Killing for Profit
https://medium.com/@drjasonfung/the-corruption-of-evidence-based-medicine-
killing-for-profit-41f2812b8704
“It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical research that is

published, or to rely on the judgment of trusted physicians or authoritative
medical guidelines. I take no pleasure in this conclusion, which I reached

slowly and reluctantly over my two decades as an editor of The New England
Journal of Medicine.” -Dr. Marcia Angell, MD
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14. Science’s Big Scandal -- Even legitimate publishers are faking peer review
https://slate.com/technology/2015/04/fake-peer-review-scientific-journals-
publish-fraudulent-plagiarized-or-nonsense-papers.html

15. NEJM editor: “No longer possible to believe much of clinical research published”
https://ethicalnag.org/2009/11/09/nejm-editor/

16. As drug industry’s influence over research grows, so does the potential for bias
https://bit.ly/2U8Ovqb

17. Public 'misled' by drug trial claims http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-11521873
18. Drugmakers pay $67 million to settle claims they exaggerated cancer drug's

effectiveness https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-genentech-tarceva-
settlement-20160607-snap-story.html

19. Mistakes in Scientific Studies Surge https://www.nasw.org/article/mistakes-
scientific-studies-surge

20. Researcher issues 'call to action' to force release of hidden drug safety data
https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/drug-safety-data-herder-1.3375325

21. CBS 60 Minutes - How cancer patients at Duke University were given the wrong
drugs based on fabricated data https://youtu.be/eV9dcAGaVU8

22. How Drug Company Money Is Undermining Science -- The pharmaceutical
industry funnels money to prominent scientists who are doing research that
affects its products--and nobody can stop
it https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-drug-company-money-
undermining-science/

23. Diabetes Drug Maker Hid Test Data, Files Indicate
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/07/13/health/policy/13avandia.html

24. Lancet Editor Richard Horton Tweets Dark View of Contemporary Medicine
https://www.forbes.com/sites/larryhusten/2012/01/27/lancet-editor-richard-
horton-tweets-dark-view-of-contemporary-medicine/#d8165374ef9f

25. Pharmaceutical companies being able to fund studies and drug trials causes
biased information to be recorded and reported on in medical journals -- doctors
receive biased information about drugs ‘costing hundreds of thousands of lives’
https://ind.pn/2QWjqJy

26. For Sale: “Your Name Here” in a Prestigious Science Journal -- An investigation
into some scientific papers finds worrying irregularities
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/for-sale-your-name-here-in-a-
prestigious-science-journal/

“In the last century the practice of medicine has become no more than an adjunct to
the pharmaceutical industry and the other aspects of the huge, powerful and

immensely profitable health care industry. Medicine is no longer an independent
profession. Doctors have become nothing more than a link connecting the

pharmaceutical industry to the consumer.” -Dr. Vernon Coleman, MD
Johnson & Johnson Fraud

1. Destroying the Lives of Thousands of Women -- Transvaginal Mesh Lawsuits:
Johnson & Johnson’s Ethicon unit faces 20,060 lawsuits, Boston Scientific
14,908, Bard 6,057 and American Medical 2,809 https://bit.ly/2EUx74u

2. Johnson & Johnson Told to Pay $4.7 Billion in Baby Powder Lawsuit
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/12/business/johnson-johnson-talcum-
powder.html

· Johnson & Johnson has paid tens of millions of dollars to people who
developed ovarian cancer or mesothelioma after using J&J's talcum
products https://www.classaction.com/talcum-powder/settlement/

3. Johnson & Johnson Subsidiary Makers of Xarelto -- Clinical Trials Likely Riddled
with Misconduct, Fraud https://bit.ly/2Q60CCe

· Johnson & Johnson Subsidiary -- The Botched Xarelto Studies Cover-Up &
The FDA Approved Xarelto Anyway https://bit.ly/2GJLdIj

4. AG Files Major Lawsuit Against Johnson & Johnson Over Concealed Risks of
Pelvic Mesh https://bit.ly/2EOFGh6

5. When Crime Pays: Johnson & Johnson’s Drug Risperdal
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/17/opinion/nicholas-kristof-when-crime-
pays-jjs-drug-risperdal.html?_r=0

6. Johnson & Johnson Said to Agree to Pay $1 Billion in Risperdal Marketing Probe
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-01-05/j-j-to-agree-to-1b-
accord-in-risperdal-probe

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Fraud
1. GSK Hides Dangerous Side-effects of Epilepsy Drug, Lamictal

https://bit.ly/2EYkZjJ
2. GlaxoSmithKline to Plead Guilty and Pay $3 Billion to Resolve Fraud Allegations

and Failure to Report Safety Data -- Paxil, Wellbutrin, Avandia
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/glaxosmithkline-plead-guilty-and-pay-3-billion-
resolve-fraud-allegations-and-failure-report

3. GlaxoSmithKline fined $3bn after bribing doctors to increase drugs sales
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2012/jul/03/glaxosmithkline-fined-
bribing-doctors-pharmaceuticals

4. Ex-Glaxo Executive Is Charged in Drug Fraud
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/10/health/10glaxo.html

5. GlaxoSmithKline Fined $490 Million by China for
Bribery https://www.bbc.com/news/business-29274822

6. Glaxo Says It Will Stop Paying Doctors to Promote
Drugs https://nyti.ms/2R0Y3XB

7. CBS 60 Minutes - Drug Fraud At Glaxosmithkline (GSK) https://youtu.be/NJh9o-
MCPXw 

8. GlaxoSmithKline whistleblower awarded $96m payout https://bit.ly/2ITO0Qp
Pfizer Fraud

1. A Pfizer Whistle-Blower Is Awarded $1.4 Million
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/03/business/03pfizer.html

2. Pfizer Employee Claims Company Fired Her After Infection From An Engineered
Virus https://bit.ly/2Tewc2G

3. Pfizer to Pay $2.3 Billion for Fraudulent Marketing
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-largest-health-
care-fraud-settlement-its-history
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4. Pfizer-Allergan Merger Raises Concerns That Fraud Is Part Of 'Corporate DNA'
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikakelton/2015/12/03/pfizer-allergan-merger-
raises-concerns-that-fraud-is-part-of-corporate-dna/#228a5f1c183e

5. Chantix And The End Of Evidence-Based Pharmaceuticals
https://www.litigationandtrial.com/2017/01/articles/attorney/chantix-
neuropsychiatric/

6. Pfizer 'Used Dirty Tricks To Avoid Clinical Trial Payout'
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/dec/09/wikileaks-cables-pfizer-
nigeria

7. Wyeth (owned by Pfizer) forced to pay half a billion dollar fine for illegal
marketing of Rapamune drug https://bit.ly/2RnXQwM

Merck Fraud
Merck is the second largest vaccine maker in the world and recently hired two former
CDC employees: CDC Director Dr. Julie Gerberding and former CDC Chief of Staff,
Carmen Vilar. There is a dedicated section for these murderers Merck - A History of
Criminal Behavior & Cover-ups
Payouts, Bribery and Kickbacks

1. Drug Companies Pay FDA and NIH to Fast Track and Market Vaccines
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/09/drug-companies-pay-fda-and-nih-to-fast-
track-and-market-vaccines/

2. Health Advocacy Groups Take Drug Company Cash—Often Without Full
Disclosures, Report Says https://www.propublica.org/blog/item/health-
advocacy-groups-take-drug-company-cashoften-without-full-disclosures

3. Patient Advocacy Groups Racking in Pharmaceutical Dollars
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/03/01/patient-advocacy-groups-
pharmaceutical-dollars/98593458/

4. Drug companies donated millions to California lawmakers before vaccine debate
https://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article249139
78.html

5. How big pharma's money – and its politicians – feed the US opioid crisis
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/19/big-pharma-money-
lobbying-us-opioid-crisis

6. Leaked trade deal terms prompt fears for Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jun/11/pacific-trade-deal-raises-
fears-over-future-of-pharmaceutical-benefits-scheme

7. Feds Arrest 6 Former Insys Execs for Allegedly Bribing Doctors
http://fortune.com/2016/12/08/insys-execs-charged-bribing-doctors-fentanyl

8. Leana Wen, MD: What your doctor won’t disclose
https://youtu.be/lVQ3KUTHDe0

9. New Healthcare Law Is A Win For Lobbyists And Drug Companies
https://www.ibtimes.com/political-capital/new-healthcare-law-win-lobbyists-
drug-companies-2453329

10. Industry money may taint advice from patient groups, regulators
https://www.foxnews.com/health/industry-money-may-taint-advice-from-patient-
groups-regulators
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11. Stanford faculty still taking drug firms' money http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2010/12/20/MNB51GSBQO.DTL

12. Even Cheap Meals Influence Doctors’ Drug Prescriptions, Study Suggests
https://www.wsj.com/articles/even-cheap-meals-influence-doctors-drug-
prescriptions-study-suggests-1466434801

13. 17,000 doctors cash in drug company money, report finds
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39742328/ns/health-health_care/

14. Doctor-pharma industry ties examined in 'embarrassing' report
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/doctor-pharma-industry-ties-
report-1.3394539

15. Report condemns swine flu experts' ties to big pharma https://bit.ly/2BUhDuc
16. Drug Companies Pay FDA and NIH Pays Universities to Fast Track and Market

Vaccines https://bit.ly/2GRrg2C
17. Allergan unit to plead guilty to fraud, pay $125 million -- paid kickbacks to

doctors to induce them to prescribe several of its drugs https://reut.rs/2R7IOw8
Price Fixing and Profiteering

1. Pharmaceutical giant plotted to destroy cancer drugs to drive prices up 4,000%
https://ind.pn/2pCv3Dr

2. 20 States Accuse Generic Drug Companies of Price Fixing
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/15/business/generic-drug-price-lawsuit-
teva-mylan.html?_r=0

3. How Big Pharma Uses Charity Programs to Cover for Drug Price Hikes
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-19/the-real-reason-big-
pharma-wants-to-help-pay-for-your-prescription

4. How to Charge $546 for Six Liters of Saltwater https://nyti.ms/2rYMFMJ
5. Daraprim 'profiteering' controversy lifts lid on soaring cost of prescription drugs

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/us-money-blog/2015/sep/27/daraprim-
profiteering-cost-prescription-drugs-martin-shkreli

6. Why we allow Big Pharma to rip us off https://trib.in/2V9Umxf
7. Pharmaceutical scandal: The NHS, the drug firms and the price racket

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/health/news/10133557/Pharmaceutical-
scandal-The-NHS-the-drug-firms-and-the-price-racket.html

8. How Big Pharma Profits Hundreds of Millions From Drugs Proven to be Deadly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1pYI-mcbfM

Marketing Fraud
1. Understanding Pharma's Propaganda Machine https://youtu.be/MBfsf1FQno4
2. How to brand a disease -- and sell a cure https://cnn.it/2Ak4fj1
3. Ads disguised as news: A drug company's stealth marketing campaign exposed

https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/vaginal-atrophy-analysis-1.3786547
4. Reports Accuse WHO of exaggerating H1N1 threat, possible ties to drug makers

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/04/AR20100
60403034.html

5. For $520 Million, AstraZeneca Will Settle Case Over Marketing of a Drug
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/27/business/27drug.html

6. Ghostwritten medical articles called fraud https://bit.ly/2BTZLjd
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7. The Selling of Attention Deficit Disorder https://nyti.ms/2BHkMNP
8. Drug Companies Drive the Psychiatric Drugging of Children

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/psychiatric-drugs_b_1693649
Big Pharma General Misconduct and Fraud

1. How Big Pharma Buries Vaccine Problems https://www.dmlawfirm.com/how-
big-pharma-buries-vaccine-problems/

2. The Evils of Big Pharma Exposed https://bit.ly/2QJFLsI
3. How Big Pharma Manipulates Physicians and Corrupts "Best Practices"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpSWoQ6FeWM
4. Is Big Pharma Addicted To Fraud? https://bit.ly/2TeuZZc
5. Drug giants fined $11 billion for criminal wrongdoing https://ind.pn/2Rjpgnr
6. LA Times: Lawsuit claims Gilead Sciences could have developed a less-harmful

version of its HIV treatment sooner https://lat.ms/2s3nicA
7. Gates Foundation accused of 'dangerously skewing' aid priorities by promoting

'corporate globalisation' https://ind.pn/2GFvNVy
8. Obamacare architect leaves White House for pharmaceutical industry job

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/dec/05/obamacare-fowler-
lobbyist-industry1

9. Botox Maker to Pay $600M to Resolve Investigation https://bit.ly/2AlYEsi
10. The drugs don't work: a modern medical scandal https://bit.ly/2SnWpf7
11. Big Pharma's Offshore Fraud Strategy https://bit.ly/2GJOYOd
12. Keeping drug companies honest https://cnn.it/2QRadlD
13. Pharmaceutical Industry Is Biggest Defrauder of the Federal Government under

the False Claims Act, New Public Citizen Study Finds https://bit.ly/2Tepae9
This is 129 articles in just 7 years about FDA and pharmaceutical company cover-ups,
criminal behavior, fraud, corruption and even murder! As you can see there is a
complete disregard for human life! And these are just the ones we know about! Think
about this. These are the very companies your doctor is trusting for integrity and
honest research when he or she wants to give you a pharmaceutical drug or a vaccine.
And how do you know your doctor isn't on the take too?
Dr. Guylaine Lanctôt, MD - author of the book, The Medical Mafia
A great video on the real goal of the medical system https://bit.ly/2BlXIUC

Merck: A History of Criminal
Misconduct, Fraud and Cover-ups at the
2nd Largest Vaccine Maker in the World

1. The Vioxx Scandal -- Merck are the makers of the arthritis drug Vioxx. Merck
KNEW from their own studies that Vioxx was lethal and caused heart attacks and
strokes, hid the data and still chose to aggressively market it to doctors!  The
doctors trusted Merck and prescribed it like candy. Merck's Vioxx ended up
causing somewhere between 88,000 and 139,000 strokes and heart attacks, and
killed at least 55,000 people -- more Americans than the Vietnam War   -- and no
one from Merck went to jail.

1. Article: Legal Murder https://bit.ly/2Cs7Exq
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2. Merck even made a "hit list" of doctors who criticized Vioxx, according to
testimony in a Vioxx class action case in Australia. The list, emailed
between Merck employees contained doctors' names with the labels
"neutralise," "neutralised" or "discredit" next to them. One email said, “we
may need to seek them out and destroy them where they live…”
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/merck-created-hit-list-to-destroy-
neutralize-or-discredit-dissenting-doctors/

2. 72 Page Document Shows Merck Paid Doctors at Least $18.8 million
($18,810,495.52) -- Document Shows Heavy Vaccine Promotion
https://bit.ly/2ApOaIv

3. 2016 — Judge finds Merck lied in patent trial, overturns $200-million verdict
LA Times: https://lat.ms/25NNhRO and https://bit.ly/2Rz1mVq,

3. 2019 update — Merck loses bid to revive $200 million Gilead verdict
because of pattern of misconduct by Merck including lying under oath by
one of its in-house lawyers https://reut.rs/2VE8U8D

4. Merck Faked and Manipulated Mumps Vaccine Trials Colluding with FDA
“[Law firm] Krahling & Wlochowski allege in their complaint that their former
employer, Merck., defrauded the gov't for more than a decade in an ongoing
scheme to sell the gov’t a mumps vaccine that is mislabeled, misbranded,
adulterated and falsely certified as having an efficacy rate that is significantly
higher than it actually is.”

4. Merck Mumps Fraud & FDA Collusion https://youtu.be/etqfCECTzqw
5. Why Did the Wall Street Journal Bury the Merck Fraud Story?

https://bit.ly/2QnOc8S
6. Merck Has Some Explaining To Do Over Its MMR Vaccine Claims

https://bit.ly/YVf98R
7. Former Merck Scientists Sue Merck Alleging MMR Vaccine Efficacy Fraud

https://bit.ly/2eRU3VK
8. Reuters: Merck accused of stonewalling in mumps vaccine antitrust

lawsuit https://reut.rs/2Srr0IU
9. United States ex rel Krahling and Wlochowski v. Merck & Co -- The Merck

Lawsuit --  https://bit.ly/2Sy6zda
10. MMR Court Documents: Best quotes 2 PDFs https://bit.ly/2RzukEo

5. The Vytorin Cholesterol Drug Scam
1. Vytorin Fraudulent Marketing Class Action Lawsuit

“Merck and Schering-Plough knew the results of its Vytorin study would be
negative and hid them for months in an attempt to mislead shareholders”
https://www.lawyersandsettlements.com/lawsuit/vytorin-fraudulent-
marketing.html

2. Vytorin Ad Shame Taints Entire Marketing Industry
https://adage.com/article/news/vytorin-ad-shame-taints-entire-marketing-
industry/123228/

· Reports that Merck & Co. and Schering-Plough Corp. kept under
wraps for more than a year findings that Vytorin does not deliver
results
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· "Nobody knows if Vytorin is safe or effective, but with enough
scientific fraud, we can sure make it looks like it is."

· Sen. Chuck Grassley of Iowa, wrote that the companies budgeted at
least $3.5 million to entertain doctors to persuade them to prescribe
Vytorin

· The scientific study conducted… did not reduce the build-up of fatty
plaque in the arteries as promised in the companies' marketing.

· The two-year study was completed in April 2006, but Merck and
Schering didn't make it public until last week. The reasons they cited
were complexity of the data and their own scientific concerns, which
led them to do more research. In the interim, the drug was reaping
billions in sales.

3. Exposing the Cholesterol Fraud https://www.dr-rath-
foundation.org/2008/01/exposing-the-cholesterol-fraud/

6. Intercompany Memo in 1991 Warned of Excessive Mercury in Vaccines
http://articles.latimes.com/2005/feb/08/business/fi-vaccine8

7. NPR: Merck to Pay $670 Million to Settle Fraud Case https://n.pr/2TlWS1D
8. Former CDC Director that Approved Merck's Gardasil Vaccine Became Head of

Merck’s Vaccine Division https://bit.ly/2Q6gt3L
9. Scottish government accused of colluding with drug giant Merck over pesticides

scandal https://bit.ly/2CCl5eE
10. Merck Accused of Fraud, Deceit & Negligence in Gardasil Case

https://bit.ly/2RqdIyY
11. Lawsuit Against Merck’s MMR Vaccine Fraud to Continue

https://bit.ly/1vuQdmw
12. Merck Paid for Medical ‘Journal’ Without Disclosure

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/14/business/14vioxxside.html
13. Merck Admits Shingles Vaccine Can Cause Eye Damage and Shingles

http://macularhope.org/merck-admits-shingles-vaccine/
14. How Silencing of Dissent in Science Impacts Woman. The Gardasil® Story

https://www.scirp.org/Journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=80023
15. Merck’s HPV Vaccine - Dangers and Lies with Dr. Sherrill Sellman, MD

https://youtu.be/-FCCKptuHik

97 Doctors Brave Enough to Speak Publicly
About Vaccines

"The further a society drifts from the truth, the more it will hate those who speak it"
George Orwell

Sadly, it has become known in the medical community that if you speak out against
vaccines or even question vaccines in any way, your career and life could be destroyed.
Therefore, many doctors, scientists and journalists are fearful, remain silent and avoid
anything related to the topic of vaccines. Some speak out, but choose to remain
anonymous under a pseudonym. We applaud these doctors and researchers that have
had the guts to speak honestly about vaccines.
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1. Dr. Bob Zajac, MD (board-certified pediatrician) – https://bit.ly/2q4hv64 or
https://youtu.be/8RwoGibCKhc

2. Dr. Sam Eggertsen, MD – https://youtu.be/8LB-3xkeDAE
3. Dr. Francoise Berthoud, MD (pediatrician Genova, Switzerland)

https://bit.ly/2Wi8eoR  or https://bit.ly/2OhfJcS
4. Dr. Yehuda Shoenfeld, MD, FRCP – https://youtu.be/Wf8sw3n7xrE
5. Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic, PhD – http://bit.ly/1eqiPr5
6. Dr Chris Shaw, MD – http://bit.ly/1IlGiBp
7. Dr. Nancy Banks, MD – http://bit.ly/1Ip0aIm
8. Dr. Russell Blaylock, MD – http://bit.ly/2qqyVbp
9. Dr. Shiv Chopra, PhD – http://bit.ly/2ra4ERr and https://bit.ly/1FCbRca and

https://bit.ly/2LAqbuN
10. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, DO – https://youtu.be/TSADAomNMgA
11. Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD – https://bit.ly/2V3RP6Q
12. Dr. Lawrence Palevsky, MD (board-certified pediatrician)–

 http://bit.ly/1LLEjf6 and https://youtu.be/mVMpsIh-f_o
13. Dr. Toni Bark, MD – http://bit.ly/1CYM9RB
14. Dr. Mark Geier, MD, PhD – https://youtu.be/nvXIqUyOdK4
15. Dr. Doug McGuff, MD – https://bit.ly/2ujR9yN or https://bit.ly/2Hxk9vz
16. Dr. Shelley O’Neill, MD https://bit.ly/2UTdwek
17. Dr. Renee Hunter, DC – https://vimeo.com/112397875?ref=me-share
18. Dr. Janet Levatin, MD – https://bit.ly/2PWsMkO and https://bit.ly/2bLkBqg and

https://bit.ly/2YhpJX6
19. Dr. Andrew Wakefield, MD – http://bit.ly/1MuyNzo
20. Dr. Meryl Nass, MD – http://bit.ly/1DGzJsc
21. Dr. Raymond Obomsawin – http://bit.ly/1G9ZXYl
22. Dr. Bernard Dalbergue, MD -- former Merck physician speaks out about Gardasil

vaccine https://bit.ly/1lJoua4
23. Dr. Ghislaine Lanctot, MD – https://bit.ly/2QGysDe, https://bit.ly/1JSLjcz
24. Dr. Robert Rowen, MD – http://bit.ly/1SIELeF and https://bit.ly/2sQm2tN
25. Dr. David Ayoub, MD – http://bit.ly/1SIELve
26. Dr. Boyd Haley, PhD – http://bit.ly/1KsdVby
27. Dr. Rashid Buttar, DO -- https://bit.ly/2TcopTf
28. Dr. Roby Mitchell, MD – http://bit.ly/1gdgEZU
29. Dr. Ken Stoller – http://bit.ly/1MPVqLI and https://youtu.be/BpPW0lV0WbU
30. Dr. Mayer Eisenstein – https://youtu.be/5PR6xHflK5o
31. Dr. Frank Engley, PhD – http://bit.ly/1OHbLDI
32. Dr. Donald W. Miller, Jr., MD – https://bit.ly/2U1OQ1D
33. Dr. David Davis – http://bit.ly/1gdgJwo
34. Dr. Shira Miller, MD – https://bit.ly/2Cw1vAd
35. Dr. Tetyana Obukhanych, PhD – http://bit.ly/16Z7k6J and

http://www.tetyanaobukhanych.com/
36. Dr. Harold E Buttram, MD – http://bit.ly/1Kru6Df
37. Dr. Kelly Brogan, MD – http://bit.ly/1D31pfQ
38. Dr. RC Tent, DC – http://bit.ly I/1MPVwmu
39. Dr. Rebecca Carley, MD – http://bit.ly/K49F4d
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40. Dr. Andrew Moulden – http://bit.ly/1fwzKJu
41. Dr. Jack Wolfson, DO – http://bit.ly/2qhKVuH
42. Dr. Michael Elice, MD – http://bit.ly/1KsdpKA
43. Dr. Terry Wahls, MD – http://bit.ly/1gWOBhd
44. Dr. Stephanie Seneff, PhD – http://bit.ly/1OtWxAY
45. Dr. Paul Thomas, MD (pediatrician) – http://bit.ly/1DpeXPf
46. Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD -- http://bit.ly/2qMMZi8 and https://bit.ly/2QDFNU4
47. Dr. Richard Moskowitz – http://bit.ly/1OtWG7D
48. Dr. Jane Orient, MD – https://bit.ly/1rWG4ZL
49. Dr. Richard Deth – http://bit.ly/1GQDL10
50. Dr. Kurt Perkins – https://bit.ly/2Wf1Qi2
51. Dr. Susan McCreadie – http://bit.ly/1CqqN83
52. Dr. Mary Ann Block – http://bit.ly/1OHcyUX
53. Dr. David Brownstein, MD – https://bit.ly/2MFTVa9, https://bit.ly/2BC0q9S,

https://youtu.be/a0KbG0kNi9s
54. Dr. Jayne Donegan, MD – http://bit.ly/1wOk4Zz or https://bit.ly/2CAvM10
55. Dr. Troy Ross – http://bit.ly/1IlGlNH
56. Dr. Philip Incao, MD – http://bit.ly/1ghE7sS
57. Dr. Joseph Mercola, DO – http://bit.ly/18dE38I
58. Dr. Jeff Bradstreet, MD – http://bit.ly/1MaX0cC
59. Dr. Robert Mendelson, MD – http://bit.ly/1JpAEQr 
60. Dr. Garth Nicolson – http://bit.ly/1OQVJsF
61. Dr. Marc Girard – http://bit.ly/1iw0smT
62. Dr. Charles Richet – http://bit.ly/1G5GG7j
63. Dr. Boyd Haley – https://youtu.be/vRU93kGmbI0
64. Dr. Alvin Moss, MD – http://bit.ly/2qTuysl
65. Dr. Judy Mikovits, PhD – http://bit.ly/2reRaoh
66. Dr. Theresa Deisher, PhD – https://youtu.be/6Bc6WX33SuE
67. Dr. Jay Gordon – https://youtu.be/05JlUHzDTVo
68. Dr. John B.Classen – http://www.whale.to/v/classen.html
69. Dr. Lee Hieb, MD – https://bit.ly/1BXUhKN
70. Dr. Al Sears, MD – https://bit.ly/2CjEZLi
71. Dr. Irvin Sahni, MD – https://bit.ly/2S8DkgL or https://bit.ly/2UTl0dj
72. Dr Peter Fletcher, MD, former Chief Scientific Officer at the Department of Health

https://dailym.ai/1waOhiJ
73. Dr. Pam Popper, PhD, ND – starts at 54 secs

https://youtu.be/sOK3bQLh3tU?t=54s
74. Dr. Cammy Benton, MD – https://youtu.be/f-17u7y9VaQ
75. Anonymous Internist / Psychiatrist, MD – https://youtu.be/rJR2zoouMH0
76. Dr. Daniel Neides, MD – Former Medical Director and COO of the Cleveland Clinic

https://tinyurl.com/yb9vlk7k, and https://tinyurl.com/y99y9fqz and
https://tinyurl.com/zj4yg76

77. Dr. Jeffrey Dach, MD – https://bit.ly/2A0qE4v
78. Dr. John Abramson, MD – https://youtu.be/nXunKd0N_WA

· Author of Overdo$ed America https://youtu.be/F2GcHqE8wjs
79. Dr. David Lewis, PhD – https://bit.ly/2SRPvib
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80. Dr. James Lyon-Weiler, PhD – jameslyonsweiler.com/
81. Dr. Douglas Mackenzie, MD – www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jQ-LD7jEf0
82. Dr. Jennifer Margulis, PhD – https://bit.ly/2URiW5S
83. Dr. Nick Delgado, PhD – https://bit.ly/2LldlQI
84. Dr. Beatrice Golomb, MD, PhD – https://youtu.be/nFtt-W3LROY
85. Dr. Christiane Northrup, MD – https://youtu.be/3xSirYYUeUs
86. Dr. John A. Green III, MD – https://bit.ly/2SWQVbh
87. Dr. Adrienne Carmack, M.D https://bit.ly/2Lv35ZM
88. Dr. John Anthony Morris, MD (Tony Morris) Bacteriologist and Research

Virologist, former Chief Vaccine Officer at the FDA – https://bit.ly/2Erthzs
89. Dr. Dale Brown, DC – https://youtu.be/ZQxwalPNxyU
90. Dr. Thomas Cowan, MD – https://youtu.be/G7WrPuIKbms?t=479
91. Dr. Edward F. Fogarty, MD – https://bit.ly/2uh2Fe5
92. Dr. Romain Gherardi – https://youtu.be/ICQD9wuQmSc and

https://vimeo.com/238122323
93. Dr. Sherrill Sellman, MD – https://youtu.be/-FCCKptuHik
94. Dr. Mark Sibley, MD – https://bit.ly/2unuP7f
95. Dr. Ben Lynch, ND

· Genes & Vaccines, Part A: https://youtu.be/JaP3drUNRGY
· Vaccines Create Dirty (Malfunctioning) Genes

https://youtu.be/Xzaxhlj0Od0
· Vaccine Research Findings - Aluminum Making These Two Genes Dirty

(Malfunction) https://youtu.be/-R9P030Q1sk
96. Dr. Robert Morse, ND

· https://youtu.be/R7C5mSlJA30
· https://youtu.be/sXalJXWDD2M?t=633

97. Dr. Rachael Ross, MD
· https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR0v_-rLkcs
· https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhrzINod4z0
· https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqwPUpkuOIA

Physicians For Informed Consent https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/
List of 258 Doctors Who Speak Against Vaccines https://bit.ly/2Y4XDPC
Medical Doctors Opposed to Forced Vaccinations – Should Their Views be Silenced?
https://bit.ly/2TcA0B1

Ingredients in Common Vaccines,
Their Risks and Safety

Note: As you research and learn about vaccine ingredients, continually keep in mind
what was stated above (and repeated below) by Dr. Toni Bark and many other vaccine
experts -- route of entry is critical when looking at toxicity. Any doctor or journalist who
states that mercury, aluminum, formaldehyde, MSG or any toxin in vaccines is fine and
compares it to ingesting aluminum or mercury from breast milk, fish or Chinese food
(MSG), or anything else, is either ignorant or isn't telling you the truth (lying to you!)
In this video, Dr. Toni Bark, medical doctor and long time vaccine researcher explains
the importance of ‘route of entry’. Digestion is an open system from mouth to anus and
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https://youtu.be/ICQD9wuQmSc
https://vimeo.com/238122323
http://bit.ly/1MaX0cC
https://youtu.be/-FCCKptuHik
http://bit.ly/1MaX0cC
https://bit.ly/2unuP7f
https://youtu.be/JaP3drUNRGY
https://youtu.be/Xzaxhlj0Od0
https://youtu.be/-R9P030Q1sk
https://youtu.be/R7C5mSlJA30
https://youtu.be/sXalJXWDD2M?t=633
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR0v_-rLkcs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhrzINod4z0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqwPUpkuOIA
https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/
https://bit.ly/2Y4XDPC
https://bit.ly/2TcA0B1
https://youtu.be/F8uradn98Ls?t=3859
https://youtu.be/F8uradn98Ls?t=3859


excretion is relatively easy. Injection via the circulatory system is a closed system and is
100% taken up by the body. Injection of mercury, aluminum or any toxin into the
bloodstream is very different than ingesting it. Here is a video -- Ethyl Mercury vs.
Methylmercury, Ingestion vs. Injection https://youtu.be/qx7fW52rHtM
Excipients Included in U.S. Vaccines, by Vaccine - June 2018 https://bit.ly/2ieyaRv

Do You Know What's in a Vaccine ? https://www.learntherisk.org/ingredients/
The Shocking Truth About How Vaccines Are Made https://youtu.be/YMLLbmPuJzM
Dr. Alvin Moss testifying at the West Virginia Education Committee -- March 18, 2017

· Full Testimony: (worth watching) https://youtu.be/gDhv-MzHlHo
Toxic Ingredients in Vaccines -- Suzanne Humphries, MD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAkz6LWNRLo
Ingredients in the DTap Vaccine -- Watch from 17:27
https://youtu.be/cYyhSqRl4bY?t=17m27s
2017 - Dirty Vaccines: Every Human Vaccine Tested Was Contaminated With Metals &
Debris https://bit.ly/2jzJ8mo

· Aluminum -- a known neurotoxin that can affect the brain (encephalitis),
kidneys and other organs

· Aborted fetal tissue or animal tissue
· Live viruses which can be from aborted fetal tissue, or animal organs monkey

kidneys, etc.
· Mercury contained within thimerosal (49% mercury). Mercury is one of the

most toxic substances on the planet and is added to vials of vaccines that
contain more than one dose. Mercury is a neurotoxin that acts on the nervous
system including the brain.

· Formaldehyde -- a chemical preservative that is carcinogenic, often used as
embalming fluid for cadavers

· Monosodium glutamate (MSG) and 2-phenoxy-ethanol
· Antibiotics
· Egg protein is found in influenza and yellow fever vaccines, which are

prepared using chicken eggs
· Polysorbate 80

https://youtu.be/qx7fW52rHtM
https://bit.ly/2ieyaRv
https://www.learntherisk.org/ingredients/
https://youtu.be/YMLLbmPuJzM
https://youtu.be/gDhv-MzHlHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAkz6LWNRLo
https://youtu.be/cYyhSqRl4bY?t=17m27s
https://bit.ly/2jzJ8mo


· Contamination issues with the following ingredients not listed on the vaccine
insert:
· Glyphosate -- a carcinogen and the key ingredient in Monsanto’s weed

killer RoundUp. Glyphosate can also eat away at bone and has been found
in some vaccines. (Although not listed in the ingredients, glyphosate was
found in all five vaccines that were tested.) https://bit.ly/2RoTqGg

· Lead -- a carcinogen
· NIckel -- a carcinogen
· Uranium -- a carcinogen and along with mercury is one of the most toxic

substances on the panet
·

Aluminum
Why There is Aluminum in Vaccines–and Why There Shouldn’t Be
https://www.vaccinesrevealed.com/news/why-there-is-aluminum-in-vaccines-and-why-
there-shouldnt-be/
Aluminum in Vaccines Cause Autism https://jeffreydachmd.com/2018/07/aluminum-
in-vaccines-cause-autism/
Two Minute Video - The Effects of Aluminum in Vaccines on Humans
https://youtu.be/yCzdliixnmI

Dr. Robert Rowen -- Defying Medical Logic – When a Vaccine Poison Damages your
Child (or You) more at LOW dose than at HIGH dose https://bit.ly/2sQm2tN

Aluminum in Childhood Vaccines Is Unsafe -- Journal of American Physicians and
Surgeons https://www.jpands.org/vol21no4/miller.pdf

NEW STUDY: Aluminum In Vaccines https://youtu.be/a-_XdRvBV9Y

Aluminum Vaccine Adjuvants: Are they Safe? https://bit.ly/1MyPeaK
Mercury and Aluminum in Vaccines: a Primer on NVIC’s Vaccine Ingredients Calculator.
by Marcella Piper-Terry, M.S. https://bit.ly/2VTEbat

Vaccine Research - Aluminum Makes These Two Genes Dirty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R9P030Q1sk

Scientists Discover Huge Amounts of Aluminum In The Brains of Deceased Autistic
People https://bit.ly/2EQyHVP

Mercury In Vaccines Was Replaced With Something Even MORE Toxic Aluminum
https://bit.ly/1jcuoRv

Toxicity of Aluminum in Vaccines Dr. Christopher Exley, PhD
https://youtu.be/JKfbkeQyw84

Understanding the Dangers of Aluminum http://info.cmsri.org/aluminum-and-your-
health-blog/understanding-the-dangers-of-aluminum

https://bit.ly/2RoTqGg
https://www.vaccinesrevealed.com/news/why-there-is-aluminum-in-vaccines-and-why-there-shouldnt-be/
https://www.vaccinesrevealed.com/news/why-there-is-aluminum-in-vaccines-and-why-there-shouldnt-be/
https://jeffreydachmd.com/2018/07/aluminum-in-vaccines-cause-autism/
https://jeffreydachmd.com/2018/07/aluminum-in-vaccines-cause-autism/
https://youtu.be/yCzdliixnmI
https://bit.ly/2sQm2tN
https://www.jpands.org/vol21no4/miller.pdf
https://youtu.be/a-_XdRvBV9Y
https://bit.ly/1MyPeaK
https://bit.ly/2VTEbat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R9P030Q1sk
https://bit.ly/2EQyHVP
https://bit.ly/1jcuoRv
https://youtu.be/JKfbkeQyw84
http://info.cmsri.org/aluminum-and-your-health-blog/understanding-the-dangers-of-aluminum
http://info.cmsri.org/aluminum-and-your-health-blog/understanding-the-dangers-of-aluminum


What you need to know about aluminum in vaccines http://info.cmsri.org/aluminum-
and-your-health-blog/aluminium-adjuvants-in-vaccines

How Vaccine Adjuvants Affect Your Brain https://bit.ly/2U02eDD

Troubling Findings About Aluminum Dr. Lawrence Palevsky, MD https://bit.ly/2HMrJC0

Mechanisms of aluminum adjuvant toxicity and autoimmunity in pediatric populations
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235057

Aluminum in the Brain in Multiple Sclerosis: Regulatory and Funding Agencies Silent,
Complicit https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2018/08/18/aluminum-in-the-brain-in-multiple-
sclerosis-regulatory-and-funding-agencies-silent-complicit/

Aluminum hydroxide injections lead to motor deficits and motor neuron degeneration
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19740540
“In 2007, my student, Mike Petrik, and I did a simple study of aluminum adjuvants in colony
mice vs age and sex matched controls. We were trying to follow a putative ALS cluster
linked to the anthrax vaccine containing aluminum hydroxide. We expected that we would
get a null result which would allow us to search for other potential factors. The results
showed significant motor neuron loss and motor function changes. The results surprised
us given that up until that time we had been of the conventional view that vaccines and
their adjuvants were always safe. We did the study again and got similar results…and then
we began to see that other researchers were finding many of the same effects.” - Dr. Chris
Shaw, PhD
Aluminum and Vaccine Ingredients: What Do We Know? What Don’t We Know?
https://bit.ly/2YccRCC

How Vaccine Aluminum Travels Into The Brain
http://www.laleva.org/eng/2016/05/vaccine_aluminum_travels_into_the_brain.html
Biopersistence and Brain Translocation of Aluminum Adjuvants of Vaccines
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4318414/
Aluminium in brain tissue in autism
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0946672X17308763
Trojan Horses and Cluster Bombs: Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Aluminum in Finland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWP6e2CYPo8
Vaccines Induce Bizarre Anti-Social Behaviour in Sheep https://bit.ly/30dx0Jl
Aluminum Toxicity in Infants and Children
http://drug.pharmacy.psu.ac.th/wbfile/265254816053.pdf
Aluminum hydroxide injections lead to motor deficits and motor neuron degeneration
https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7
Mercury
FAQ's About Mercury (Thimerosal) in Vaccines
http://www.nvic.org/faqs/mercury-thimerosal.aspx
“Ten Lies” Told About Mercury in Vaccines - Trace Amounts

https://bit.ly/2U02eDD
https://bit.ly/2HMrJC0
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235057
https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2018/08/18/aluminum-in-the-brain-in-multiple-sclerosis-regulatory-and-funding-agencies-silent-complicit/
https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2018/08/18/aluminum-in-the-brain-in-multiple-sclerosis-regulatory-and-funding-agencies-silent-complicit/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19740540
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2819810/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2819810/
https://bit.ly/2YccRCC
http://www.laleva.org/eng/2016/05/vaccine_aluminum_travels_into_the_brain.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4318414/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0946672X17308763
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWP6e2CYPo8
https://bit.ly/30dx0Jl
http://drug.pharmacy.psu.ac.th/wbfile/265254816053.pdf
https://bit.ly/2uKtmZ7
http://www.nvic.org/faqs/mercury-thimerosal.aspx


http://traceamounts.com/ten-lies-told-about-mercury-i-vaccinesn/
In this congressional hearing video below, Indiana Congressman Dan Burton questions
why mercury is still being used in vaccines despite the fact that there have been NO
studies on mercury containing thimerosal since 1929. The only study in 1929, was by
the pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly themselves; the patent holder for thimerosal. They
only tested thimerosal on 22 patients with meningococcal meningitis and of those
patients died. Congressional Hearing with CDC September 8,
2004 https://youtu.be/fDsdmJ8I3ks
Aborted Human Fetal Tissue
Aborted Human Fetal Cells In Vaccines and Their Possible Harm -- Dr. Theresa A.
Deisher, PhD, President of Sound Choice Pharmaceutical

1. https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcbe/transcripts/sept08/deisher_state
ment.pdf

2. April 2019 - Open Letter to Legislators About Fetal Cell DNA In
Vaccines https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.informed-
choicewa.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/web2.SCPI_.Deisher.OpenLetter.pdf&hl=en

Which vaccines contain human protein and DNA?
http://bethevoice.typepad.com/vax_info_resources/cdc%20vaccine%20ingredients%20
.pdf

MSG or Monosodium Glutamate
Monosodium Glutamate in Vaccines
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2016/06/monosodium-glutamate-used-as-a-stabilizer-
in-vaccines/
Autism and Glutamate Dysfunction https://www.ageofautism.com/2011/03/autism-
and-glutamate-dysfunction-avoid-the-cause-race-to-the-cure.html
Links to Vaccine Package Inserts

1. https://vactruth.com/vaccine-inserts-human/ or http://www.immunize.org/fda/
· Be sure to read under the sections “WARNINGS” and

“CONTRAINDICATIONS and ADVERSE REACTIONS”
2. Excipients Included in U.S. Vaccines -- https://bit.ly/2ieyaRv

50 Studies Questioning Vaccine Safety
There is a robust, worldwide body of published science from highly esteemed scientists
questioning the safety of many different aspects of vaccines-how come we never hear
from them? The majority of the most compelling science has been published since
2010.
However, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) who is heavily supported by
pharma, made representations to President Trump in a letter dated 02/7/2017 that are
utterly indefensible and inaccurate, as any rational review of the studies quickly
demonstrates. For example, the AAP wrote: "Claims that vaccines are unsafe when
administered according to expert recommendations have been disproven by a robust body
of medical literature...we write to express our unequivocal support for the safety of
vaccines."

http://traceamounts.com/ten-lies-told-about-mercury-i-vaccinesn/
https://youtu.be/fDsdmJ8I3ks
https://youtu.be/fDsdmJ8I3ks
https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcbe/transcripts/sept08/deisher_statement.pdf
https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcbe/transcripts/sept08/deisher_statement.pdf
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.informedchoicewa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/web2.SCPI_.Deisher.OpenLetter.pdf&hl=en
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.informedchoicewa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/web2.SCPI_.Deisher.OpenLetter.pdf&hl=en
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.informedchoicewa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/web2.SCPI_.Deisher.OpenLetter.pdf&hl=en
http://bethevoice.typepad.com/vax_info_resources/cdc vaccine ingredients .pdf
http://bethevoice.typepad.com/vax_info_resources/cdc vaccine ingredients .pdf
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2016/06/monosodium-glutamate-used-as-a-stabilizer-in-vaccines/
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2016/06/monosodium-glutamate-used-as-a-stabilizer-in-vaccines/
https://www.ageofautism.com/2011/03/autism-and-glutamate-dysfunction-avoid-the-cause-race-to-the-cure.html
https://www.ageofautism.com/2011/03/autism-and-glutamate-dysfunction-avoid-the-cause-race-to-the-cure.html
https://vactruth.com/vaccine-inserts-human/
http://www.immunize.org/fda/
https://bit.ly/2ieyaRv
https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/federal-advocacy/Documents/Group Vaccine Safety Letter to President Trump.pdf


The AAP's statements to the President are baseless, reckless, and easily refuted. [They
are a lie!]
Note: Just like the tobacco industry manipulated UNICEF, a children's rights agency, for
more than a dozen years, pharmaceutical companies, food companies and others
control and manipulate the American Academy of Pediatrics who receive massive
donations from these industry companies. In fact, in actuality, AAP behaves like a
deceptive front group for big pharma, big food and others. After all, what sane, rational
human being wouldn’t support the desire to create a Vaccine Safety Commission to do
all we can to make vaccines as safe as possible? Apparently the doctors at the
American Academy of Pediatrics!

1. The American Academy of Pediatrics Refuses to Back Vaccine Claims with
Science https://bit.ly/2E63HPY

Note that these 50 studies only represent a portion of the published work implicating
vaccinations in a wide variety of negative health outcomes. Click here for a list of all 50
Studies Questioning Vaccine Safety.
Source: https://vaccinesafetycommission.org/

Vaccines and Autoimmune Disease
Top Israeli Doctor Points to Vaccines as Contributing to the Rising Rate of Autoimmune
Disease “Dr. Schoenfeld is the founder and head of the Zabludowicz Center for
Autoimmune Diseases at Sheba Medical Center. He is also the editor of three medical
journals and has authored over 1,500 research papers across the spectrum of medical
journalism. In addition, he is the founder of the International Congress of Autoimmunity”
https://www.shebaonline.org/top-israeli-doctor-points-vaccines-contributing-rising-rate-
autoimmune-diseases <<< This was the original link that was removed afer just three
days up on the website
Here is the article accessed through Wayback Machine https://bit.ly/2vQeitt
Autoimmunity and Vaccines  -- Dr. Yehuda Shoenfeld, MD, FRCP --  Vaccine Safety
Conference Session 13 https://youtu.be/Wf8sw3n7xrE  “Vaccines cause autoimmunity.
It's really not a question of "IF" there are adverse events from vaccines, it's a question of
"how often?", "how severe?", and whether it's worth the trade-off?”
Medical textbook -- Vaccines and Autoimmunity 1st Edition https://amzn.to/2VhmGMS
In light of the discovery of Autoimmune Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants, or ASIA,
Vaccines and Autoimmunity explores the role of adjuvants – specifically aluminum in
different vaccines – and how they can induce diverse autoimmune clinical manifestations
in genetically prone individuals.
Book: Vaccines, Autoimmunity, and the Changing Nature of Childhood Illness
https://amzn.to/2Vw0KTe
Top Doctors Reveal Vaccines Turn Our Immune System Against Us
https://bit.ly/1BRTEsi
Vaccines and Autoimmune Diseases of the Adult - Lupus, Multiple sclerosis, Guillain-
Barré syndrome, Vaccine induced myopathies, Macrophagic myofasciitis, Vasculitis,
Rheumatoid arthritis https://bit.ly/2ATcVPd
Understanding the Link between Vaccines and Autoimmune Disease
https://bit.ly/2CE5JWr

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-04/uoc--uo042718.php
https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/12/21/why-does-the-american-academy-of-pediatrics-put-corporate-profits-ahead-of-childrens-health/
https://bit.ly/2E63HPY
http://vaccinesafetycommission.org/pdfs/50-Studies.pdf
http://vaccinesafetycommission.org/pdfs/50-Studies.pdf
http://vaccinesafetycommission.org/pdfs/50-Studies.pdf
https://vaccinesafetycommission.org/
https://www.shebaonline.org/top-israeli-doctor-points-vaccines-contributing-rising-rate-autoimmune-diseases
https://www.shebaonline.org/top-israeli-doctor-points-vaccines-contributing-rising-rate-autoimmune-diseases
https://bit.ly/2vQeitt
https://youtu.be/Wf8sw3n7xrE
https://amzn.to/2VhmGMS
https://amzn.to/2Vw0KTe
https://bit.ly/1BRTEsi
https://bit.ly/2ATcVPd
https://bit.ly/2CE5JWr


A New Autoimmunity Syndrome Linked to Aluminum In Vaccines
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/new-autoimmunity-syndrome-linked-aluminum-
vaccines

On Vaccines, Adjuvants and Autoimmunity  https://bit.ly/2VgavkO

Autoimmunity following hepatitis B vaccine as part of the spectrum of 'Autoimmune
(Auto-inflammatory) Syndrome induced by Adjuvants' (ASIA): analysis of 93 cases.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235045
First Medical Research Textbook Linking Vaccines to Autoimmunity
http://info.cmsri.org/the-driven-researcher-blog/first-medical-textbook-devoted-to-
research-linking-vaccines-to-autoimmunity

· Video -- Dr. Yehuda Shoenfeld
https://www.facebook.com/jbhandleyjr/videos/1453257351381082/

· VACCINES & AUTOIMMUNITY (A Summary form the Textbook)
https://bit.ly/2U3tbTP

Mechanisms of aluminum adjuvant toxicity and autoimmunity in pediatric populations.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235057
Aluminum in the Brain in Multiple Sclerosis: Regulatory and Funding Agencies Silent,
Complicit https://bit.ly/2Q6kRQ5

Aluminum in the central nervous system (CNS): toxicity in humans and animals, vaccine
adjuvants, and autoimmunity.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23609067

Are there negative CNS impacts of aluminum adjuvants used in vaccines and
immunotherapy? https://bit.ly/2SovWy1
“In 2007, my student, Mike Petrik, and I did a simple study of aluminum adjuvants in colony
mice vs age and sex matched controls. We were trying to follow a putative ALS cluster
linked to the anthrax vaccine containing aluminum hydroxide. We expected that we would
get a null result which would allow us to search for other potential factors. The results
showed significant motor neuron loss and motor function changes. The results surprised
us given that up until that time we had been of the conventional view that vaccines and
their adjuvants were always safe. We did the study again and got similar results…and then
we began to see that other researchers were finding many of the same effects.” - Dr. Chris
Shaw, PhD

Autoimmunity, Autonomic Neuropathy, and the HPV Vaccination: A Vulnerable
Subpopulation https://bit.ly/2RjvqEl

Vaccination and autoimmune diseases: is prevention of adverse health effects on the
horizon? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5607155/

http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/new-autoimmunity-syndrome-linked-aluminum-vaccines
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/new-autoimmunity-syndrome-linked-aluminum-vaccines
https://bit.ly/2VgavkO
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235045
http://info.cmsri.org/the-driven-researcher-blog/first-medical-textbook-devoted-to-research-linking-vaccines-to-autoimmunity
http://info.cmsri.org/the-driven-researcher-blog/first-medical-textbook-devoted-to-research-linking-vaccines-to-autoimmunity
https://www.facebook.com/jbhandleyjr/videos/1453257351381082/
https://bit.ly/2U3tbTP
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22235057
https://bit.ly/2Q6kRQ5
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23609067
https://bit.ly/2SovWy1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2819810/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2819810/
https://bit.ly/2RjvqEl
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5607155/


The Flu Vaccine
Flu Vaccine Fails 99% in New Cochrane Review https://www.drbrownstein.com/flu-
vaccine-fails-99-in-new-cochrane-review
“On February 1, 2018, the Cochrane group released its latest findings on the flu vaccine.
They included 52 clinical trials of over 80,000 people assessing the safety and
effectiveness of flu vaccines in healthy adults. The authors found that flu vaccines
probably reduced influenzas in healthy adults from 2.3% without vaccination to 0.9% with.
That means that the difference between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated is 1.4% or
0.014. Therefore, 71 people would need to be treated with the flu vaccine to prevent one
case (1/1.4%). In other words, the flu vaccine did nothing for 70 out of 71 who received it.
That means this study found the flu vaccine failed 99% (71/72).”
Cochrane Collaboration: Flu Vaccines of No Benefit http://ahrp.org/cochrane-
collaboration-flu-vaccines-of-no-benefit/
“This review includes 15 out of 36 trials funded by industry (four had no funding
declaration). An earlier systematic review of 274 influenza vaccine studies published up to
2007 found industry funded studies were published in more prestigious journals and cited
more than other studies independently from methodological quality and size. Studies
funded from public sources were significantly less likely to report conclusions favorable to
the vaccines. The review showed that reliable evidence on influenza vaccines is thin but
there is evidence of widespread manipulation of conclusions and spurious notoriety of the
studies. The content and conclusions of this review should be interpreted in light of this
finding.”
Eye on the Flu Shot https://youtu.be/I88fDGPA7wM
Dr. Mark Geier, PhD Discusses Alarming Facts About the Flu Vaccine, Its Safety and
Efficacy and the CDC https://youtu.be/nvXIqUyOdK4
The Truth About Flu Shots - Money and Lies https://youtu.be/ki99OFLP8KA
Flu Vaccine Increases Your Risk of Infecting Others by 6-Fold, Study Suggests
https://bit.ly/2E77T2A
It’s Flu Shot Propaganda Season! Beware the Big Lies about the Vaccine
https://bit.ly/2U9hPNU
How You’re Being Lied to about the Risks of Getting an Annual Flu Vaccine
https://bit.ly/2SZ4FXb
How the CDC Uses Fear and Deception to Sell More Flu Vaccines
https://bit.ly/2GLuTG7
The Shocking Lack of Evidence Supporting Flu Vaccines https://bit.ly/2CPLLJ5
Dr. Paul Thomas, MD pediatrician on the flu vaccine
https://youtu.be/zM18xHvQsIc
Flu Vaccine INCREASES Risk of Serious Pandemic Flu Illness https://bit.ly/2Hp2rJV
Why flu shots are the greatest medical fraud in history https://bit.ly/2TOUGEu

Influenza: Marketing Vaccines By Marketing Disease
http://www.bmj.com/content/346/bmj.f3037
Dr. Mark Geier, MD, PhD and Geneticist discusses alarming aspects of the flu vaccine
safety, efficacy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvXIqUyOdK4

https://www.drbrownstein.com/flu-vaccine-fails-99-in-new-cochrane-review
https://www.drbrownstein.com/flu-vaccine-fails-99-in-new-cochrane-review
http://ahrp.org/cochrane-collaboration-flu-vaccines-of-no-benefit/
http://ahrp.org/cochrane-collaboration-flu-vaccines-of-no-benefit/
https://youtu.be/I88fDGPA7wM
https://youtu.be/nvXIqUyOdK4
https://youtu.be/ki99OFLP8KA
https://bit.ly/2E77T2A
https://bit.ly/2U9hPNU
https://bit.ly/2SZ4FXb
https://bit.ly/2GLuTG7
https://bit.ly/2CPLLJ5
https://youtu.be/zM18xHvQsIc
https://bit.ly/2Hp2rJV
https://bit.ly/2TOUGEu
http://www.bmj.com/content/346/bmj.f3037
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvXIqUyOdK4


Flu Vaccine Facts: What You Need to Know for 2018-19
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/flu-vaccine-facts/
Flu Shots During Pregnancy: Cause for Concern https://youtu.be/lXWZYVyj1rE
Why a pandemic flu shot caused narcolepsy
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/07/why-pandemic-flu-shot-caused-narcolepsy
The Real Truth Behind Flu Shots https://youtu.be/ml4M8Kjg8SI
Dr. John Bergman on the Flu Shot https://youtu.be/RFrvqInWWHc

Should I Get the Flu Shot? CDC Data Raise Concerns https://bit.ly/2FreZyN

Flu vaccine leads to increased hospitalizations in asthmatic children
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22525386

Flu shot increased the chances of swine flu infection
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20386731
Don't Believe Everything You Read About Flu Deaths
https://www.asrn.org/journal-advanced-practice-nursing/1212-do-not-believe-
everything-you-read-about-flu-deaths.html

Why You May Be Better Off Without a Flu Shot
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/lawrence-solomon/flu-shot_b_4730779.html

Association between the 2008–09 Seasonal Influenza Vaccine and Pandemic H1N1
Illness during Spring–Summer 2009 [getting previous flu vaccines makes you more at
risk...to get the flu] https://bit.ly/2R9Hwjd  “In summary, we report findings from four
epidemiologic studies in Canada showing that prior receipt of 2008–09 TIV (trivalent
influenza vaccine) was associated with increased risk of medically attended pH1N1 illness
during the spring–summer 2009

79 Abstracts with Vaccination: Influenza Research https://bit.ly/2BS2VEU

Merck’s HPV Vaccine Gardasil - Why It
May Be The Most Dangerous Vaccine

Ever
Posted by Allison Fujito March 2 at 8:57pm

“On March 2, I spoke to the Allegheny County Board of Health at their bi-monthly meeting.
After trying to mandate Gardasil for all 11-year-olds, they decided last year to aggressively
market it in an effort to increase uptake of this vaccine, in spite of its extremely troubling
safety record.
I gave them packets that included a transcript of my speech, 2 pages of the Gardasil HPV
vaccine package insert, and 2 pages of the Materials Safety Data Sheet on polysorbate 80,
which is only one of several troublesome ingredients in Gardasil.
Here is what I said:
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"The more closely I look at the science on Gardasil/HPV vaccine, the more concerned I am,
and I’d like to make sure that you’ve been made aware of all the problems.
Turn to the 4th page in your packet, that’s actually page 12 from the Gardasil package
insert https://bit.ly/2KxeQKH
Look at section 13.1. It says “GARDASIL 9 has not been evaluated for the potential to
cause carcinogenicity, genotoxicity or impairment of male fertility.”
IT HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED FOR THE POTENTIAL TO CAUSE CANCER!
Please turn back one page in your packet, to section 11, at the bottom of page 11, where it
lists the ingredients, also highlighted.
It says that Gardasil contains “50 mcg of polysorbate 80.”
I’ve attached 2 pages of the Materials Safety Data Sheet for polysorbate 80.
http://www.sciencelab.com/msds.php?msdsId=9926645
Please flip to the last page in your packet, and look at section 11, where it says, “Special
Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans.” It says,
“May cause adverse reproductive effects based on animal test data. No human data
found. May cause cancer based on animal test data. No human data found. May affect
genetic material (mutagenic).”
So, Gardasil contains an ingredient that may cause cancer. And Gardasil ALSO contains
antigens from 9 strains of a virus that we are told causes cancer.
Yet, it’s never been evaluated for its potential to cause or trigger cancer.
What if the vaccine does not perform the way it’s expected to?
What if it's capable of causing cancer?
What if the children being vaccinated have immune systems that don’t react the way you
expect?
According to The American Autoimmune Related Diseases Association, one in five suffer
from autoimmune disease
THAT MEANS THAT THEIR IMMUNE SYSTEM DOESN'T REACT THE WAY YOU'D EXPECT.
What if those 11-year-olds being given Gardasil have already received 41 other vaccines
that have ALSO not been assessed for carcinogenicity?
Because, that’s what the CDC schedule calls for now: 41 vaccines by age 11.
ALL the package inserts for ALL the other vaccines also say that they have never been
assessed for carcinogenicity.
Or mutagenicity.
Or impairment of fertility.
Every time we find evidence of a new problem, we’re accused of “shifting the goalposts.”
It’s not shifting the goalposts to point out that there are even MORE problems than we
originally thought.”
2019 -- Cervical Cancer Rates Increase Despite Widespread Use of the HPV Vaccine
https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/cervical-cancer-hpv/
2019 -- RFK, Jr.: Merck’s HPV Vaccine Gardasil “The Science” Video and Other Facts --
https://bit.ly/2HyqLHQ This must-watch video details the many problems with the
development and safety of Merck’s third-highest grossing product, Gardasil and its clinical
trials leading up to its release upon an unsuspecting public. Children’s Health Defense
(CHD)and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Chairman and Chief Legal Counsel, ask that you watch
and share this video so that you, and others, may make an informed decision of whether or
not to give your child, boy or girl, a Gardasil vaccine. It can also be a useful tool for
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pediatricians who are trying to understand how this vaccine, that is actually causing health
problems with young people, could have been approved by FDA and then recommended by
CDC.
Gardasil, Merck’s HPV Vaccine - Dangers and Lies with Dr. Sherrill Sellman, MD
https://youtu.be/-FCCKptuHik
Dr. Christiane Northrup, MD -- The HPV Vaccine: What You Need to Know Today
https://www.drnorthrup.com/the-hpv-vaccine-what-you-need-to-know-today/
Gardasil: Premature Ovarian Failure, Spontaneous Abortion, Depression, Suicide, and
Coma https://youtu.be/lMFGhZye3lY?t=373
Mass HPV Vaccination Plan for the U.S. https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/11/mass-
hpv-vaccination-plan-for-the-u-s/ “Research has shown that women vaccinated with
Gardasil have a higher incidence of HPV infection with HPV strains that are not covered by
the vaccine… Health issues associated with HPV vaccination include nervous and immune
system disorders such as postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS), chronic
fatigue syndrome, blood clots, acute respiratory failure and cardiac arrest. Also widely
reported are menstrual abnormalities and premature ovarian failure. Using the MedAlerts
search engine, as of April 30, 2018, the federal Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS) contained more than 58,992 reports of HPV vaccine reactions, hospitalizations,
injuries and deaths including 430 related deaths, 794 hospitalizations, and 2,773 disabling
conditions. Over 45 percent of the reported serious adverse events occurred in children
and teens 12-17 years of age.”
It’s Official: HPV vaccine, the most dangerous vaccine yet https://bit.ly/2CD908N
Must Read >>> Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Disease and Vaccine Information
Easy Access to Resources for Help Making an Informed Vaccine Decision
https://www.nvic.org/Vaccines-and-Diseases/hpv.aspx
Shocking Flaws in Gardasil Trial Design Prevents Safety Assessment
https://bit.ly/2LnbaMt

EIGHT Year Analysis of Adverse Reactions to the Gardasil HPV Vaccine
http://www.gardasilsyndrome.com/#gard-phases

April 2018 -- Study: Increased Rates of Cervical Cancer in Sweden Linked to Increase in
HPV Vaccinations https://bit.ly/2AfvMC4
Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD on Gardasil https://youtu.be/AkyjgY70yPA

Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD and Polly Tommey go through the Gardasil inserts and
explore how the safety and efficacy research was done https://youtu.be/AkyjgY70yPA
New Concerns about the HPV Vaccine -- The American College of Pediatricians
https://bit.ly/1m6MXeX

Merck’s HPV Vaccine Research Scandal https://bit.ly/2EieR4s

The Cochrane HPV Vaccine Review Was Incomplete and Ignored Important Evidence of
Bias https://ebm.bmj.com/content/early/2018/07/27/bmjebm-2018-111012.long
Cochrane Alleges Fraud Re Safety of HPV Vaccines https://bit.ly/2G8ylcD
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HPV Vaccine The Greatest Medical Scandal of Our Time https://bit.ly/2IjeD0R

Merck’s Former Doctor Predicts Gardasil To Become The Greatest Medical Scandal Of
All Time https://bit.ly/1BvdJky

Dr. Diane Harper was a lead researcher in Merck's Gardasil trials speaks about the
efficacy, safety, and social issues of HPV vaccines https://youtu.be/sSdCxgF0blc

Concordia professor condemns HPV vaccine after winning $270K federal grant to study
it https://bit.ly/2LIZd7W
HPV Vaccine Safety and Efficacy Issues: Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic, PhD
https://youtu.be/9Uu3iWA1UWw
Former Merck rep Brandy Vaughan -- Is The HPV Vaccine Really Worth It?
https://www.learntherisk.org/HPV/ 
Merck’s Former Doctor Predicts Gardasil To Become The Greatest Medical Scandal Of
All Time https://bit.ly/1BvdJky
Baltimore Sun: HPV Vaccine Is Neither Safe Nor Effective https://bsun.md/2Q5thY1
Was GARDASIL™ Properly Tested? https://bit.ly/2RmToOV

CDC, WHO and GACVS (Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety) All Commit
Scientific Misconduct with HPV Vaccine Safety https://bit.ly/1QwIUFl

What the Gardasil Testing May Have Missed https://bit.ly/2ATG0pY
Why The HPV Vaccine Is A Crime Against Kids https://youtu.be/GhugByT6YVM
The HPV Vaccine -- Common Sense and Science https://bit.ly/2SDkBtW

Does the HPV Vaccination Prevent Cervical Cancer? You Decide
https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/hpv-vaccination-cervical-cancer/

Autoimmunity, Autonomic Neuropathy, and the HPV Vaccination: A Vulnerable
Subpopulation https://bit.ly/2RjvqEl

CBS News Report: Is the HPV Vaccine Safe? https://youtu.be/31Irc8CHK0c

Side Effects In Young Girls Take Gardasil Out From Japanese
Market https://bit.ly/2UOXsoN
HPV Vaccination Syndrome: A Clinical Mirage, or a New Tragic Fibromyalgia Model
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2173574318300741
Gardasil does not reduce the rate of cervical cancer or any other type of cancer. It
reduces the rate of neoplasia. However, about 90% of those who get neoplasia,
(abnormal growth of tissue), clear without any incident. For the remaining 10%, there is
a cream that shuts down HPV. There are 209 strains of the human papillomavirus or
HPV that have been identified. The Gardasil 9 vaccine covers nine of these strains. Of
the 200 or so strains the vaccine doesn't address, some of these strains are rare and
there is a possibility that the vaccine can increase their prevalence, which can make the
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vaccinated person  as much as 60% more susceptible to HPV. In addition, some of the
other HPV strains have been shown to cause cancer.  In fact, the FDA has ruled about
Gardasil, “Efficacy of high-grade cervical cancer was not established.”
https://bit.ly/2QXNF20 <<< Note: The FDA has removed this link where the quote
appeared.
The HPV Vaccine Can Make You Susceptible to More Serious Strains of HPV
https://bit.ly/2rJ7oUA

Gardasil Safety: Post-marketing Experience https://bit.ly/2EjATDJ

Substantial increase in the incidence of invasive cervical cancer in
Sweden https://bit.ly/2GtGU2S

U.S. Court Pays $6 Million to Gardasil Victims https://bit.ly/2JewBl8

Lead Developer Of HPV Vaccines Comes Clean, Warns Parents & Young Girls It’s All A
Giant Deadly Scam https://dailyhealthpost.com/hpv-vaccine-controversy/
HPV Vaccine Controversy: A Danish Doctor’s Perspective https://bit.ly/2ES7sdp
HPV Vaccines: Unnecessary and Lethal https://bit.ly/1ixUu1x
HPV Vaccine Gardasil Has A Dark Side, Star Investigation Finds
https://youtu.be/Lq0wgaZzkcE
A lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25–29 who received a
human papillomavirus vaccine injection https://bit.ly/2ESZW1R
Detection of human papillomavirus L1 gene DNA fragments in postmortem blood and
spleen after Gardasil® vaccination — A case report https://bit.ly/2V2Fdg9
213 Women Who Took Gardasil Suffered Permanent Disability https://bit.ly/2LOZci6

3 Part Documentary About Gardasil -- Sacrificial Virgins
The HPV vaccine is a treatment in widespread use but its efficacy in preventing cancer is
medically unproven, while unintended, adverse reactions are blighting and even ending the
lives of girls and young women across the world.
However, pharmaceutical manufacturers and many health authorities are refusing to
acknowledge there is a problem and the medical community is continuing to offer the
vaccine.

1. Sacrificial Virgins: Part I - Not for the greater good
https://youtu.be/KAzcMHaBvLs

2. Sacrificial Virgins: Part II - Pain and suffering https://youtu.be/GQruoHLG4NE
3. Sacrificial Virgins: Part III - A penny for your pain https://youtu.be/-FvYtPVgwMA

Book: The HPV Vaccine On Trial: Seeking Justice for a Generation Betrayed
https://amzn.to/2EIvHKS
The true story of polio is next and it will blow your mind...
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The True Story of Polio and the Vaccine:
What You Haven’t Been Told and Need to

Know
Smoke, Mirrors, and the “Disappearance” Of Polio -- Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/smoke-mirrors-and-disappearance-polio
The True History of Polio and Vaccines -- Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD (An excerpt from
the book Dissolving Illusions) http://humphries.s3.amazonaws.com/DissolvingIllusions-
Polio.pdf
The polio vaccine: a critical assessment of its arcane history, efficacy, and long-term
health-related consequences by Neil Z. Miller, medical research journalist and Director
of the Thinktwice Global Vaccine Institute

· The Polio Vaccine Pt. 1 http://vaxtruth.org/2012/03/the-polio-vaccine-part-1-2/
· The Polio Vaccine Pt. 2 http://vaxtruth.org/2012/03/the-polio-vaccine-part-2-2/
· The Polio Vaccine Pt. 3 http://vaxtruth.org/2012/04/the-polio-vaccine-part-3-2/

CDC and Friends Sprinting Towards the Polio “Finish Line”-- Suzanne Humphries, MD
https://bit.ly/2QADAZi
How the Polio Vaccine Causes Polio: A Rare Interview with Dr. Jonas Salk
https://youtu.be/eE3CQmsU4Ek
Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD -- Polio & DDT

· Video 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZMn7oapJD4
· Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gyYXGKd70w

The Truth About Polio Vaccinations https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63m0ILkfPck 
The Missing Medical School Lectures- Polio 101 https://youtu.be/ds9g5L1JtcA
The Failure of Global Polio Eradication - Jeffrey Dach, MD
https://jeffreydachmd.com/2015/10/failure-of-global-polio-eradication/
How to Find the Truth about Vaccines https://youtu.be/EhTO2D1ccJ4?t=382 
Nicholas Gonzalez, M.D. – Scientifically No Polio Vaccine Was Needed
https://vaccineimpact.com/2015/nicholas-gonzalez-m-d-scientifically-no-polio-vaccine-
was-needed/ 
Polio – A Shot in the Dark http://reducetheburden.org/polio-a-shot-in-the-dark/

Pesticides and Polio: A Critique of Scientific Literature
https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/environmental-toxins/pesticides-and-
polio-a-critique-of-scientific-literature/
The CDC Made These Two Radical Changes and 30,000 Diagnoses of Polio Instantly
Disappeared https://vactruth.com/2015/07/05/cdc-made-polio-
disappear/?utm_source=SocialWarfare&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=So-
cialWarfare
The Cutter Incident: How America's First Polio Vaccine Led to a Growing Vaccine Crisis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1383764/
President Roosevelt (FDR) Did Not Have Polio. He Likely Had Guillain-Barre Syndrome,
an Autoimmune Disease https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14562158
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Dr. Suzanne Humphries, MD, speaking on Polio at the Association of Natural Health
Conference https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Twch-T-n8Ns
Merck Covers Up Viral Containing Polio Vaccine that Caused Cancer and AIDS

1. The Virus and the Vaccine https://bit.ly/2LF0TLU
· “From 1955 to 1963, the polio vaccine was contaminated with a simian virus

known as SV40 and has been associated with a number of rare human
cancers.” …

· “It has been said to have been administered to as many as 98 million
Americans.”...

· “Dozens of scientific studies have found the virus in a steadily increasing
number of rare brain, bone and lung-related tumors - the same malignant
cancer SV40 that causes cancer in lab animals.”...  

· “Federal health officials see little reason for concern. A growing cadre of
medical researchers disagree.”

2. Censored television interview leaked -- Dr. Maurice Hilleman, explains why
Merck's vaccines have spread cancer,  AIDS & other plagues https://youtu.be/1-
XZs53vZzw

1. Transcript of above audio interview with Merck vaccine scientist who
discusses presence of SV40, AIDS and cancer viruses in vaccines
https://www.naturalnews.com/033584_Dr_Maurice_Hilleman_SV40.html

3. The Polio Vaccine Cancer Cover-up https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/polio-
vaccine-cancer/

4. Cancer risk associated with simian virus 40 contaminated polio vaccine.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/10472327/
“CONCLUSIONS: These data suggest that there may be an increased incidence of
certain cancers among the 98 million persons exposed to contaminated polio
vaccine in the U.S.; further investigations are clearly justified.”

5. The SV40 Virus: Has Tainted Polio Vaccine Caused An Increase in Cancer?
www.nvic.org/vaccines-and-diseases/Polio-SV40/BLFTestimonySV40.aspx

Can the Polio Vaccine Create New Cases of Polio?
"In 1995, the New England Journal of Medicine published a study showing that children
who received a single injection within one month after receiving a polio vaccine were 8
times more likely to contract polio than children who received no injections." –Neil Z Miller
- The Polio Vaccine: A Critical Assessment of its Arcane History, Efficacy, and Long-term
Health-related Consequences, 2004

“The live attenuated strains used in the oral poliovirus (OPV) … strains replicate in the
human gut and are excreted for several weeks after immunization…This may, in rare
cases, cause vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis (VAPP) in vaccinees or result in
transmissible and neurovirulent circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus (cVDPV) strains.” -
Vaccine, 2009
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So, let's take a look at the data. Did the cases of polio decrease after the vaccine? Well,
in fact, no. The chart to the left shows 5 states (MA, CT, NH, RI, VT) that were sampled
show a whopping increase in polio after the vaccine ranging from 266% - 642%! –Neil Z
Miller The Polio Vaccine: A Critical Assessment of its Arcane History, Efficacy, and Long-
term Health-related Consequences, 2004 via US Government Statistics
In fact, according to CDC figures, every case of polio in U.S. since 1979 was caused by
the polio vaccine or from foreigners bringing wild polio into the U.S. – CDC - Morbidity
and Mortality Report, 1999

The wild polio virus brought about the development of polio vaccines, which spawned
mutations of the polio virus, resulting in new “vaccine-derived” polio viruses. – The
Lancet, 2001; CDC –Poliomyelitis Prevention in the United States, 1990
On September 24, 1976, The Washington Post, 2006 reported Dr. Jonas Salk’s assertion
that the live oral virus vaccine of Dr. Albert Sabin had been the cause of reported polio
cases in the US since 1961. (Reposted from above, here is a rare video interview with
Dr. Jonas Salk https://youtu.be/eE3CQmsU4Ek)  
"Vaccine-derived polioviruses (VDPVs), strains of poliovirus mutated from the oral polio
vaccine, pose a challenge to global polio eradication. Immunodeficiency-related vaccine-
derived polioviruses (iVDPVs) are a type of VDPV which may serve as sources of
poliovirus reintroduction after the eradication of wild-type poliovirus." - Vaccine, 2015
"The oral vaccines are inexpensive, costing about 12 cents per dose, and simple to
administer. But they are not foolproof. In one out of every few million recipients, they
cause polio paralysis. Immune-impaired individuals can become long-term shedders of
the virus." - Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy, 2008
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Government Appointed Epidemics Create Instant Vaccine Market: Polio
https://bit.ly/2tF3ldi

Vaccine Support Groups and List of
Doctors

1. List of Doctors Reported to Accept Patients Who Do Not Vaccinate or Who Prefer
to Vaccinate on an Alternate Schedule
http://www.vaclib.org/basic/health/patientchoicedoctors.htm#archive

2. Moms Across America https://www.momsacrossamerica.com/
3. Facebook Groups

1. Vaccination Re-education Discussion Forum - has over 150,000 members
https://www.facebook.com/groups/VaccinationReEducationDiscussion-
Forum/

2. Learn The Risk -- https://www.facebook.com/groups/learntherisk/
3. Revolution For Vaccine Choice

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ParentalRights/
4. Vaccine Truth Movement

https://www.facebook.com/groups/VaccineTruthMovement/
5. Vaccine Choices - Fact vs. Fiction, Conversations & Research

https://www.facebook.com/groups/VaccineChoices/
4. Bullied into getting vaccines? Post your story and read vaccine harrasssment

stories from others https://www.nvic.org/Forms/Cry-For-Vaccine-Freedom-
Wall.aspx

Vaccine Research Organizations
1. National Vaccine Information Center -- http://www.nvic.org/
2. Vaccine Research Library -- https://vaccineresearchlibrary.com
3. Vaccine Papers -- http://vaccinepapers.org/scientific-papers-library/
4. The Highwire Show -- Thursdays 11am PT/2PM ET on YouTube and Facebook 

1. Del Bigtree’s non-profit -- The Informed Consent Action Network
http://www.icandecide.org 

5. RFK, Jr non-profit -- Children’s Health Defense childrenshealthdefense.org 
6. Immunity Education Group http://immunityeducationgroup.org
7. SaneVax -- www.sanevax.org
8. Global Vaccine Institute -- http://thinktwice.com/
9. The Children’s Medical Safety Research Institute -- http://www.cmsri.org/

10. Vaccine Injury -- www.vaccineinjury.info
11. European Forum for Vaccine Vigilance https://www.efvv.eu
12. Alliance for Human Research Protection http://ahrp.org/about/

13. People Advocating VAccine education http://vaccineeducation.org/
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How To Minimize Vaccine Damage, &
Detoxify & Heal From Vaccines (For Adults

& Children)
1. Homeoprophylaxis: A Safe and Effective Alternative to Conventional Vaccines

https://bit.ly/2HdsMJ1
2. The Only Vaccine Guide a Parent Will Ever Need

https://jbhandleyblog.com/home/onlyvaccineguide
3. HOW TO DETOXIFY AND HEAL FROM VACCINATIONS – FOR ADULTS AND

CHILDREN https://bit.ly/1R0mS9A
4. The Good News How to Treat the Measles https://youtu.be/otYNlyO84E0
5. Post Vaccination Syndrome -- Diagnosis Treatment & Prevention

https://bit.ly/2N1XuHy
6. Holistic remedies for vaccine injury part 1

https://m.facebook.com/groups/ParentalRights/permalink/1330199160385849/
?refid=8&ref=m_notif&notif_t=group_activity&__tn__=R

7. Holistic remedies for vaccine injury part 2
https://m.facebook.com/groups/ParentalRights/permalink/1330189317053500/
?refid=8&ref=m_notif&notif_t=group_activity&__tn__=R

8. Treatment of Whooping Cough by Suzanne Humphries, MD
http://drsuzanne.net/2017/10/sodium-ascorbate-vitamin-c-treatment-of-
whooping-cough-suzanne-humphries-md/

9. Tetanus, prevention, wound care and vitamin C https://youtu.be/SIcz4wpVUzI

Documentary Films About Vaccines

Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe - Vaxxed is the true story about how five
scientists at the CDC committed scientific fraud by destroying 4 years worth of data
(about 10,000 documents) that linked Merck's MMR vaccine to a statistically significant
increase in autism. However, what none of these scientists knew was that one of them
did not destroy his documents and saved everything. In the Fall of 2014, 10 years later,
CDC senior scientist Dr. William Thompson blew the whistle and exposed this mind-
blowing cover-up! To this day, this unbelievable story has been censored by the
mainstream media, which is why you need to watch this film!!
Three Ways to Watch Vaxxed

1. Vaxxed Official Website http://vaxxedthemovie.com/watch
2. YouTube https://youtu.be/SpQyYTs5LTg
3. Amazon

>>> Watch after you’ve seen the film -- Interview with Vaxxed Filmmakers Dr. Andrew
Wakefield and Del Bigtree. We break down the vaccine debate as we look at the film’s
fraud accusations against the CDC, the MMR vaccine controversy and the power of Big
Pharma, in this uncensored interview https://youtu.be/_KrpK0rbl9w
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Bought - Why we have a society getting sicker and sicker while the industrial powers get
richer and richer

· http://www.boughtmovie.com/free-viewing/watch.php
· boughtmovie.com/free-viewing

Trace Amounts - This film presents interviews with specialists in the field that discuss
just how very how dangerous mercury is tinyurl.com/WatchTraceAmounts

Deadly Immunity - Robert F. Kennedy Jr. investigates the government cover-up of a
mercury/autism scandal tinyurl.com/WatchDeadlyImmunity

Vaccine Nation - Award-winning investigative film director Dr. Gary Null challenges the
basic health claims by government health agencies and pharmaceutical firms that
vaccines are perfectly safe. https://youtu.be/bLk641P8CE4
or tinyurl.com/WatchVaccineNation

Young Women In Ireland Speak Of Their Debilitating Conditions Due To The Gardasil
Vaccine tinyurl.com/WatchIsItSafe

DPT: Vaccine Roulette - Documentary About the DPT vaccination produced in 1982
tinyurl.com/WatchDPT

Episode 1 - The Truth About Vaccines Docu-series
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHWeJ0f_o3A 
Movie -- The Truth About Vaccines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkAY1xqASUk 
Autism: Made In The USA - Gary Null explores the causes and solutions to the epidemic
of autism in our children. In this film you will see children who have made an
extraordinary recovery as they reconnect with the world around them
tinyurl.com/WatchMadeInTheUSA
Shots In The Dark - Despite the serious and numerous side effects of vaccines,
pharmaceutical companies, the medical profession and government authorities
continue to bury their heads in the sand, refusing to see a serious problem:
tinyurl.com/WatchShotsInTheDark

The Silent Epidemic: The Untold Story of Vaccines - In the developed world we have the
sickest generations of children – with many new chronic disorders and the highest
levels of vaccinations and vaccines ever. This is not coincidence. Vaccines affect the
normal functioning of your and your child’s immune system and cause chronic
disorders in a significant proportion of the population
tinyurl.com/WatchSilentEpidemic or http://tinyurl.com/y8w9qvlx

The Vaccinated Girls - The experiences of 3 girls suffering from serious health
conditions caused by Gardasil:  tinyurl.com/WatchTheVaccinatedGirls
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http://tinyurl.com/WatchShotsInTheDark
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The Greater Good - This free documentary tells the rarely heard stories of three families
adversely impacted by vaccination:  tinyurl.com/WatchGreaterGood or on Amazon --
https://amzn.to/2SGZzKC

· Movie Trailer - https://youtu.be/aH7DdnXPm2U

Hear The Silence - Drama based on the true story about the MMR vaccine and its links to
autism:  tinyurl.com/WatchHearTheSilence

Anatomy Of A Scandal (GlaxoSmithKline)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7BxnC6EUuo
Anatomy of a Scandal uncovered the use of infants in Mother and Baby homes for medical
research in the postwar race to modify vaccines for polio, diphtheria, tetanus and measles.
During the making of the programme the journalists also discovered that the remains of
hundreds of infants who died in these homes had been sent for anatomical dissection,
without parental consent, until the 1960s.

· Vaccine trials: Unravelling the Drug Trials Scandal
http://www.irishexaminer.com/viewpoints/analysis/vaccine-trials-unravelling-
the-drug-trials-scandal-430889.html

Direct Order -- An Award-Winning Documentary Tells the Story of Members of the
Military who were Ordered Against their Will to Take the Controversial Anthrax Vaccine.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDDMsvErsQw

Social Media Posts and Miscellaneous Notes
"As a physician, trained at an Ivy league medical school and residency, I am acutely aware
of how ties to the pharmaceutical industry influence almost every level of teaching,
training and research. This is done by sponsoring educational events, supporting the
academic salaries of professors, and by giving research grants, thereby driving research
agendas. Pharma also influences physicians directly, which is currently being investigated
by Propublica.

http://tinyurl.com/WatchGreaterGood
https://amzn.to/2SGZzKC
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http://www.irishexaminer.com/viewpoints/analysis/vaccine-trials-unravelling-the-drug-trials-scandal-430889.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDDMsvErsQw


The influence of corporate pharmaceutical financial motivations cannot be
underestimated and it is a piece of our medical system that ordinary citizens simply do not
understand. This plays out in several ways with regard to the vaccine industry. First,
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES and DATA (published in mainstream, peer-reviewed journals) that
suggest serious safety concerns with vaccines are simply ignored and not integrated into
public policy recommendations.
Second, vaccine safety studies are woefully inadequate and often conducted by the
pharmaceutical industry--those studies cherry pick the healthiest children, administer only
one vaccine, and follow children for a matter of days. Third (this is related to the second
point), vaccines have never been studies in combination and certainly never studied in
combinations of 4-5 vaccines at a time, the way they are administered today. NEVER
EVER.
This is important for several reasons: the immune system is more complex than we had
ever imagined when vaccines were developed and the immune system intersects with
immune and neuroimmune system in important ways, so stimulating the immune system
this intensely has implications. In addition, we know from toxicology studies that toxins
act synergistically, so that metals (aluminum and sometimes mercury) as well as
preservatives (some of them known cancer-causing agents) may, in combination, produce
a toxic burden that some children are not able to clear. There is ANIMAL DATA to support
neurotoxic effects of current vaccination protocols. Data that has been ignored by policy
makers.
Those of us who rightfully question the safety of current vaccination policy are often
denigrated (see comments above) but I assure you my concerns are based in SCIENCE,
not only data about adverse outcomes in animals and HUMANS (autoimmune reactions,
narcolepsy, developmental issues) but also about the emerging complexity of the immune
and inflammatory systems. I hope this investigation continues. Finally, I would like to add
that many many physicians share my concerns about vaccination but feel constrained to
speak out in academic circles. This is the ultimate compromise of true science and free
thinking. Questions should be asked, investigated and answered. To that end, studies of
vaccinated vs. unvaccinated outcomes are imperative as are more studies about vaccine
safety (a conclusion the Institute of Medicine made in their last position paper on
vaccination, where they noted that the current vaccination schedule had never been
studied)."
==========================================================
From Kimberly Ann
“People who say vaccines work, and are safe and effective haven't researched shit. They're
simply indoctrinated to the medical community and probably worship doctors (and the
media.) Doctors know less than I do about toxic vaccines. Guess what? I'm not vaccinated
and I had all of the "deadly" childhood diseases.
Beware of people so indoctrinated that they believe what they're told without doing
independent research. If vaccines were safe, why is there a rapidly growing antivax
movement? Why?.... Because babies and children are DYING and being injured at an
alarming rate. "Vaccines save lives." is ignorance at its finest.
For the record, I became anti-vax when my husband was diagnosed with cancer and I
started researching toxins. There are many documentaries out there. I suggested the



provaxxers get educated, especially if there is a cancer diagnosis. You want cancer and
chronic illness? Get vaccinated.”
============================================================
The "science" on vaccines has been completely corrupted!! In 1st world countries,
vaccination is unnecessary. We have clean running water, good hygiene and sanitation.
Artificial immunity is not the same as natural. You must know that. You want your kids to
get some of these infectious diseases. They will have lifetime immunity and there is good
evidence that shows it may protect them from various cancers. You just need to be
prepared with natural medicine and not pharmaceuticals!!! or any OTC!!! Here is a great
example. http://drsuzanne.net/2017/10/sodium-ascorbate-vitamin-c-treatment-of-
whooping-cough-suzanne-humphries-md/  Dr Suzzane Humphries also has great videos
on vaccines.
===========================================
"I am not anti-vaccine. I am just against injecting myself, or children, or any human being
or animal with known neurotoxins like aluminum and mercury; or cancer causing
substances like formaldehyde and glyphosate, or DNA from animal tissue and aborted
human fetal tissue; or vaccines contaminated with retroviruses that could lead to cancer,
autoimmune disease or AIDS! This is abuse and it is criminal!
When pharma takes on liability for injury or death, makes vaccines that don't contain any
toxins and does independent, double-blind, randomized, inert placebo controlled safety
studies over a minimum of 3 years, the Gold standard for drug approval, I'll research the
subject even further and reconsider. So, I'm not anti-vaccine. I'm just pro-science, pro-
health, pro-transparency, pro-informed consent and pro-doing my own damn research!!"
==============================================
I try not to listen to Alison Singer. I try desperately to put my own head in the sand so I
don't scream at my computer with disgust. But for some reason, I had to read the quotes
by Alison. Something in my heart was hoping she would say something that made sense
to my brain. That simply didn't happen. My son was not only vaccine injured, but his
doctors agreed that he "shouldn’t receive any further vaccines". hmmm, why would they
say that?? When my son was put under general anesthesia for five hours and came out of
surgery almost catatonic.. didn't anyone argue that it was the toxic and noxious chemicals
used? Why didn't anyone tell me that I was naive? Why did the doctors say, "oops, we
shouldn’t use certain chemicals on certain children?" What makes vaccines any different?
As soon as you inject toxins, chemicals, foreign bodies or clones of foreign bodies into the
bodies of compromised children.. you're setting them up to fail. To mutate. To cause
harm. Alison, you have no idea how much damage you are doing by espousing the trivia
you call science as fact. Now my heart and my brain are hurting.
========================================================
The reasons those kids died has NOTHING to do with not getting vaccines. This "news" is
a fancy bit of spin doctoring written for the sole purpose to fear monger and promote the
uptake of DTP vaccine during pregnancy!!!  Dr Chavez is a liar in his statements --  “the
infant deaths highlight the need for pregnant women to receive a pertussis vaccine during
the third trimester.  Vaccination of pregnant women is the most important thing that can
be done,” said Chavez, citing “good scientific evidence” showing that infants whose
mothers are vaccinated against pertussis have the maximum protection against the
disease. He is an f---ing liar. There is ZERO evidence because the vaccine has NEVER
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BEEN TESTED FOR SAFETY ON PREGNANT WOMEN!!!!

And one more thing that few people realize.... the fact that these kids died is the mostly
fault of the doctors, hospitals and pHARMa industry who don't know how to cure
because drugs never do! Drugs only mask and suppress symptoms and break down the
body. You're looking for a scapegoat? it's pharma! Its doctors. It's the system! Here's
how to cure whooping cough btw… 
Treatment of Whooping Cough by Suzanne Humphries, MD
http://drsuzanne.net/2017/10/sodium-ascorbate-vitamin-c-treatment-of-whooping-
cough-suzanne-humphries-md/  
I have an aunt that had “polio”… and as a traditionally trained biologist it’s hard to
believe such deception… at the same time it’s very real now too. We are injecting
poisons now… because of deception between science and medicine. Thank you for
sharing your story so we can learn and try to stop the damage to more beautiful people
from repeating. Bless you and stay well <3
Why physician's think vaccines are important
My thoughts on why physician's think vaccines are important are multifold. One, they've
been sold lies by pharma and our government agencies that vaccines are necessary for
public health in First World countries and have not been shown the real charts of
history, vaccines and the diseases.

Number two, these doctors know nothing about the importance of childhood infectious
diseases in boosting immunity and giving children lifetime immunity against infectious
diseases. Through propaganda dished out by the partnership of pharma and
government agencies, in the last 40 years, they've been taught to fear these infectious
diseases and that fear is passed on to their patients.

Three, they don't understand that vaccination is not the same as immunization.
Vaccines create artificial immunity and actually propagate disease, not only through
their damaging of the immune system and not only through shedding, but because they
do not confer lifetime immunity and that immunity cannot be passed on from mother to
fetus. So infectious diseases persist and  people's immune system become weaker. I’ll
say it again a little differently,  people's immune system become weaker and infectious
diseases persist because of vaccines!

Fourth, allopathic pharmaceutical-based medicine has no cure for viral infectious
diseases. Their drugs do nothing and they will rarely, if ever, admit that!  The fact is,
their drugs often do tremendous harm and can lead to death - properly prescribed drugs
are the third leading cause of death in the United States!  

Their profession also belittles and scorns natural medicine -- vitamins, herbs,
homeopathy, naturopathy, etc., which can be used with effective protocols to assist in
the healing process of these infectious diseases. Natural medicine and even something
as simple as healthy eating is something they are clueless about!

In addition, their all too often God complex and combined with their conflict of interests
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and ties to pharma with pharmaceutical advertising everywhere and FREE marketing for
all doctors, buying their staff lunches every day, sending them on education vacations,
paying for dinners, concerts, theatre, etc. all of this and more, have them hook, line and
sinker into falsely believing that pharmaceutical drugs and surgery are the be-all end-all
of healthcare!
========================================================
There are online forums dedicated to the pharmaceutical industry. You can see how
those who work for pharma communicate with one another often devising ways to trick
an unsuspecting public for profit, regardless of harm. Scientists, CEOs, politicians, even
your friendly neighborhood doctor are on these boards. There is a board for every
manufacturer and subcategory of the pharma industry. The Insys Therapeutics forum
link is below. Their sense of ethics will likely horrify you.
http://www.cafepharma.com/boards/forums/insys-therapeutics.267/
https://www.medtechy.com
The Tdap or whooping cough vaccine for pregnant women? Also without any real data
showing its safety or effectiveness, in addition to the flu vaccine, the CDC is
recommending the whooping cough vaccine (Tdap) for pregnant women.
Here are the CDC’s marketing posters for pregnant women to get the whooping cough
(Tdap) vaccine https://bit.ly/2omSP6W and https://bit.ly/2QyVDPD
In the first whooping cough marketing poster the CDC states, “Yes. The whooping cough
vaccine is very safe for you and your baby.”
Very safe? Really? I say CDC show me those studies! Well they cannot because they
don't exist!
https://www.quora.com/What-is-behind-the-recent-upswell-in-mistrust-against-
vaccines-What-are-the-origins-and-why-the-acceleration-of-the-adoption-of-this-
stance/answer/Federico-Nazar
www.VaccineQuiz.com

· https://www2.cdc.gov/nip/adultimmsched/
· Facebook - name that vaccine - list ingredients and side effects
· https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/exci-

pient-table-2.pdf
www.Vaccinetransparency.com
Dicegirl723 years ago
I've been a pharmacist for nearly 20 years. Do not buy the vaccination lie, I cannot
emphasize this enough. Not only is the vaccination schedule 3 times more aggressive
than when I was a baby, there are many inactive ingredients in the vaccines that are
poisonous, carcinogenic, and obviously are at least in part, responsible for the
exponential increase in autism seen since the eighties. It's all about the money, honey.
Profit for the vaccine manufacturers and other entities
As an E.R. nurse, I have seen the cover up. Where do you think kids go when they have
a vaccine reaction?
They go to the E.R.
They come to me.
I cannot even begin to guess how many times over the years I have seen vaccine
reactions come through my E.R. Without any exaggeration, it has to be counted in the
hundreds.
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Sometimes it seemed like it was one or two cases in a single shift, every shift, for
weeks. Then I would get a lull, and I wouldn’t catch one for a week or two, then I’d catch
another case per night for a couple weeks. This was common.
Once, I was training a nursing student, about to graduate, on their E.R. experience
rotation in nursing school. This student and I floated up to triage to cover the triage
nurse for a break. I was quizzing them on what to ask and look for as a triage nurse on
pediatric kids that came through. I made a point about asking about immunizations right
out the gates. The student was puzzled, and asked why, and I told the student because
we see vaccine reactions every day and it’s their job to catch it, alert the doctor and the
parents, and report it to VAERS.
Some higher power apparently smiled on my attempt to open the eyes of another nurse
I guess, because not even ten minutes later, a woman brought her child up to the
counter. Sudden onset super high fever and lethargy. I asked if the child was up to date
on vaccination.
The mother replied he had them just a few hours ago.
I glanced at the student, who looked shocked and looked back at me in disbelief. I
nodded, told them to remember this, and then took the mom and her child to finish the
triage in back. When I was done I came back and sat down with the student, and asked
what he learned that night so far.
The first response: “What I was told about vaccines wasn’t true”.
I couldn’t have said it better. That student is going to go on to be like me, advocating for
his patients with his eyes wide open.
The cases almost always presented similarly, and often no one else connected it. The
child comes in with either a fever approaching 105, or seizures, or lethargy/can’t wake
up, or sudden overwhelming sickness, screaming that won’t stop, spasms, GI inclusion,
etc.
And one of the first questions I would ask as triage nurse, was, are they current on their
vaccinations? It’s a safe question that nobody sees coming, and nobody understands
the true impact of. Parents (and co-workers) usually just think I’m trying to rule out the
vaccine preventable diseases, when in fact, I am looking to see how recently they were
vaccinated to determine if this is a vaccine reaction.
Too often I heard a parent say something akin to “Yes they are current, the pediatrician
caught up their vaccines this morning during their check up, and the pediatrician said
they were in perfect health!”
If I had a dollar for every time I’d heard that, I could fly to Europe for free.
But here’s the more disturbing part.
For all the cases I’ve seen, I have NEVER seen any medical provider report them to
VAERS. I have filed VAERS reports. But I am the ONLY nurse I have EVER met that
files VAERS reports.
Mind you, I have served in multiple hospitals across multiple states, alongside probably
well over a hundred doctors and probably 300-400+ nurses.
I’ve worked in big hospitals (San Francisco Bay Area Metro 40 bed ER, Las Vegas NV
Metro 44 bed ER) and small hospitals (Rural access 2 bed ER, remote community 4
bed ER) and everything in between.
When I say NEVER, I mean NEVER.



I have even made a point of sitting in the most prominent spot at the nurses station
filling out a VAERS report to make sure as many people saw me doing it as possible to
generate the expected “what are you doing” responses to get that dialog going with
people.
And in every case, if a nurse approached me, their response was “I’ve never done that”
or “I didn’t know we could do that” or, worse “What is VAERS?” which was actually the
most common response.
The response from doctors? Silence. Absolute total refusal to engage in discussion or to
even acknowledge what I was doing or what VAERS was.
The big take away from that?
VAERS is WOEFULLY under reported.
I am PROOF of that. (Read the full blog post here.)

Blog Post

(Re-posted with his permission)

"As an E.R. nurse, I have seen the cover up. Where do you think kids go when they have a
vaccine reaction?

They go to the E.R.

They come to me.

I cannot even begin to guess how many times over the years I have seen vaccine reactions

come through my E.R. Without any exaggeration, it has to be counted in hundreds.

Sometimes it seemed like it was one or two cases in a single shift, every shift, for weeks. Then I
would get a lull, and I wouldn't catch one for a week or two, then I'd catch another case per night
for a couple weeks. This was common.

Once, I was training a nursing student, about to graduate, on their E.R. experience rotation in
nursing school. This student and I floated up to triage to cover the triage nurse for a break. I was
quizzing them on what to ask and look for as a triage nurse on pediatric kids that came through. I
made a point about asking about immunizations right out the gates. The student was puzzled, and
asked why, and I told the student because we see vaccine reactions every day and it's their job to
catch it, alert the doctor and the parents, and report it to VAERS [Vaccine Adverse Effects
Reporting System: https://vaers.hhs.gov/index ].

http://healthyfamiliesforgod.com/2015/11/er-nurse-shares-experiences-vaccine-reactions/
https://vaers.hhs.gov/index


Some higher power apparently smiled on my attempt to open the eyes of another nurse I guess,
because not even ten minutes later, a woman brought her child up to the counter. Sudden onset
super high fever and lethargy. I asked if the child was up to date on vaccination.

The mother replied he had them just a few hours ago.

I glanced at the student, who looked shocked and looked back at me in disbelief. I nodded, told
them to remember this, and then took the mom and her child to finish the triage in back. When I
was done I came back and sat down with the student, and asked what he learned that night so far.

The first response: "What I was told about vaccines wasn't true".

I couldn't have said it better. That student is going to go on to be like me, advocating for his
patients with his eyes wide open.

The cases almost always presented similarly, and often no one else connected it. The child comes
in with either a fever approaching 105, or seizures, or lethargy/can't wake up, or sudden
overwhelming sickness, screaming that won't stop, spasms, GI inclusion, etc.

And one of the first questions I would ask as triage nurse, was, are they current on their
vaccinations? It's a safe question that nobody sees coming, and nobody understands the true
impact of. Parents (and co-workers) usually just think I'm trying to rule out the vaccine
preventable diseases, when in fact, I am looking to see how recently they were vaccinated to
determine if this is a vaccine reaction.

Too often I heard a parent say something akin to "Yes they are current, the pediatrician caught
up their vaccines this morning during their check up, and the pediatrician said they were in
perfect health!"

If I had a dollar for every time I'd heard that, I could fly to Europe for free.

But here's the more disturbing part.

For all the cases I've seen, I have NEVER seen any medical provider report them to

VAERS. I have filed VAERS reports. But I am the ONLY nurse I have EVER met that

files VAERS reports.

I also have NEVER met a doctor that filed a VAERS report.

Mind you, I have served in multiple hospitals across multiple states, alongside probably well
over a hundred doctors and probably 300-400+ nurses.

I've worked in big hospitals (San Francisco Bay Area Metro 40 bed ER, Las Vegas NV Metro 44
bed ER) and small hospitals (Rural access 2 bed ER, remote community 4 bed ER) and
everything in between.



When I say NEVER, I mean NEVER.

I have even made a point of sitting in the most prominent spot at the nurses station filling out a
VAERS report to make sure as many people saw me doing it as possible to generate the expected
"what are you doing" responses to get that dialog going with people.

And in every case, if a nurse approached me, their response was "I've never done that" or "I
didn't know we could do that" or, worse "What is VAERS?" which was actually the most
common response.

The response from doctors? Silence. Absolute total refusal to engage in discussion or to even
acknowledge what I was doing or what VAERS was.

The big take away from that?

VAERS is WOEFULLY under reported. 

I am PROOF of that.

The number one place parents bring their kids in the event of a vaccine reaction is the E.R., and
as an E.R. staffer, I have NEVER met anyone who filed one, in spite of seeing hundreds of cases
of obvious vaccine associated harm come through.

What does that say about reported numbers?

The CDC/HHS admits that VAERS is under-reported, and probably only representative of 1/10th
the actual number of injuries. I contest that, and from personal experience, I would say the
numbers in VAERS are more like 1/1000th the actual numbers, not 1/10th.

And the final part of that, is that I have, first hand, seen blatant cover ups from doctors. I have
seen falsification of medical records and documentation via intentional omission.

I have challenged doctors who refused to put in the chart that the child was vaccinated 4 hours
ago and was in perfect health, and now suddenly they are non-responsive, seizing, febrile at 105,
and that labs, LP, and imaging confirms cerebral edema/encephalitis.

I reminded the doctor as they are writing their report that the child was vaccinated mere

hours before. And at the end, there is total omission of this fact, and the physician pass-

off notes state encephalitis of unknown origin.

I ask the doctor if they will file a VAERS report, and they argue that this has nothing to do with
it, its purely coincidental, and nothing should be filed, they are safe and effective.

I remind them that VAERS is a reporting body for ANY symptoms that are contemporaneous to
vaccination, whether causation is believed to be associated or not, and I get the dismissal that
they are not filing it because it has nothing to do with it.



No one brings it up to the parents.

It's this giant rug-sweep that happens, and any mention of the vaccination is systematically
removed or withheld from the record.

A perfect example of this was an ambulance crew that came in with a pass-off report that
included the fact the child had been vaccinated only hours prior to onset of symptoms. The
physician made sure this pass-off sheet disappeared mysteriously and could not get filed with the
patient medical record.

So yes, I have seen the vaccine damage cover up first hand. I know that it is intentional and
active in the medical community. I know that it is happening.

And on top of total denial of any association, and total cover up, they also refuse to report to
VAERS which is supposed to be reported to for ANYTHING that is even in NO WAY
SUSPECTED to be associated with the vaccine. This is a systemic suppression of information
and statistics.

And yes, in the cases described above, I did approach the parents, and I did tell them about
VAERS, and I did start a case for them and file a report. I did force the issue through my
charting, although it will most likely be buried and overlooked.

I have experienced the corruption and suppression of the truth in the medical community about
vaccines first hand from the provider perspective. It does happen. Every day.

I am neither pro-vax or anti-vax. I am an informed consent person.

I believe that you, as a parent, should know the risks involved, and they ARE real.

I believe that you should be aware that, for whatever reason, some seemingly random smaller
subset of the population IS in fact susceptible to these horrific adverse reactions that can be life-
long debilitating in nature.

Yes the numbers are low. Yes I saw A LOT of cases, but I worked in BUSY very LARGE
POPULATION areas. The nasty reactions are, in my opinion, probably down around the 0.5%
chance range on the average vaccinations. The exception being Gardasil, that thing is horrible in
my opinion and seems to have serious adverse reactions rates, I would guess maybe as high as 5
to 7% across the series. But that's another subject in itself.

I wish I could tell what would make a child likely to be that 0.5% so I could see that trait and tell
that parent to really consider it heavily, but I can't. No one can. It truly seems random.
Sometimes its a fragile sickly weak kid, and that makes sense that they would have a
significantly higher risk of a serious adverse event. But sometimes its a perfectly healthy full
term strong infant with no morbidities.



Although the boys do tend to get the reactions more often. Probably 2/3 of the serious
reactions I've seen were boys.

But the truth is, you can't tell by looking. Either at the kid, or their health history, or their family
history. It comes down to chance. For some reason, every now and then, a child is just more
susceptible to those injections than everyone else is.

Do I believe in vaccinations? For the most part. I believe that often times, the concept is good. I
take issue with the use of adjuvants in the way they are currently used, and with how the FDA is
suppressing additional adjuvants that have been tested successfully with fewer adverse reactions
and better immune responsiveness going back decades.

But I can't change that.

I think that they do work, kind of.

I have read about the way it can shift how the immune system functions. Shifting humoral and
intracellular responsiveness so one is over-reactive and the other underreactive so the vaccine
literally can make you more susceptible to certain illnesses (again, other adjuvants have mostly
fixed this, but they have still not been approved 15 years later).

I have seen where the vaccine actually gave the subject the illness it was designed to prevent. (I
am talking controlled studies. For an example, look at the Canadian Institute of Health ferret
swine flu study).

I have seen people come in to my E.R. with the mumps in spite of being fully vaccinated against
the mumps.

Same with chickenpox.

And whooping cough.

And on and on.

I have also seen the manufacturers engaged in fraud (see the federal case U.S. and two
virologists vs Merck, regarding blatant fraud in MMR and forced cover-up) or the
pharmaceutical industry intentionally giving people illnesses that will knowingly kill them just to
turn a profit (see New York Times uncovering internal Bayer pharmaceuticals memos on their
HIV-tainted hemophiliac medication where they continued to sell it AFTER they discovered
they were giving people HIV by selling it, and then, when ordered to stop sales by a court in the
US, they continued to sell it overseas). 

But, I do acknowledge that, for the lucky few, these things do work. Although the numbers are
hardly stellar, they do tend to grant some kind of protection in the majority of individuals. So
yay. Yes, I do believe there is something to them.



But the truth is somewhere in the middle of the road. Not as bad as they are made out to be, but
far less effective and nowhere near as safe as they would have you believe either.

In an industry that is rocked on a monthly basis by horrible medication scandals, if you didn't
question everything they told you, I would look at you funny. And it's my job to give these
medications to people.

Just to note, on a recent scandal, I have been warning people about Zofran use in pregnancy for 5
years. The information was right there in the insert. It was right there on the manufacturing
website. It was right there in the PDR. As well as on every downloadable app and printed IV
drug book.

The information is there.

It is the medical professionals that are failing the general public.

Now suddenly it's all over the news, there are commercials about it, and everyone is running
around in hospitals acting like they had no clue. No, we knew. We all knew. We just didn't hold
the line.

This comes back to informed consent.

As I said, I'm for informed consent. Absolutely everything we do has risks. Absolutely every
medication we use has risks.

You can take Advil and have your skin scarify and blister and peel away from third degree burns
originating below the surface of your skin. Is it common? Heck no. It's darn right rare as heck.
But is it possible? You betcha. And we know it.

How many nurses and doctors have told you that one?

Same goes for Benadryl.

And Tylenol studies have been shown to do liver damage at any dose in children. Any.

How many nurses and doctors have told you that?

We lie. As a profession. (I don't.) But as a profession, we lie, we rug sweep the risks, and

we sugar coat it. We do it every day with every interaction. That is the truth of it.

And if you have to be lucky enough to get one that isn't lying to you, they are probably simply
ignorant of the truth and never read the insert or the PDR or the warnings on the manufacturers
website.

That covers about 99.9% of everyone in healthcare. Well, allopathic health care anyway.



Now talk with another E.R. nurse. Are we saying the same things? No. Why? Because I have
read more on the subject, because I have a strong sense of ethical and moral obligation to my
patients, and because I will not simply take an order and follow it, even if it costs me my job.
That is unusual.

You have to remember, pushing drugs makes hospitals money. Challenging doctors is a good
way to make your work life suck, and bring down wrath of the administrators on you.

While that CT scan may not be the best thing for you, or warranted, or necessary by any
yardstick, it will make the hospital several thousand dollars, imagine what happens to the easily
replaceable nurse that stands in the way of it.

Profit.

The truth is that this is what it boils down to. Call me jaded. I am. I'm fine with that. I am the
salty old dog in the trenches. I have earned my battle scars in the E.R., and I have a reputation
that precedes me.

I have taken every award from every hospital I have gone to, including awards, honors, and
recognitions that were previously only ever given out to Social Workers and Doctors. It gives me
a certain level of immunity from persecution, and that gives me the ability to speak the truth,
even if it costs the hospital money. Because I'm too valuable as a P.R. piece.

So you want the truth from the inside? There you have it, from probably one of only a handful of
people you are ever going to hear it from.

Know the risks. Acknowledge that IF you do it, you roll the dice. And YES your child's

number CAN come up. You are NOT immune.

I can't predict why some kids are susceptible and others aren't. I don't know why it is this why. I
wish I did. No one does in this field.

It is actively covered up. It is known. This is real. Vaccines do help. They do have risks. As a
parent, you have to make that choice on your own and live with it.

But think about this hypothetical situation. You come in and see me and ask me to vaccinate
your child, I hand you a stack of papers an inch thick and tell you to start reading, and in in
twenty minutes I'll be back with 100 sided dice (yes, they make them, from the role playing
game days of dungeons and dragons).

It's a simplification, but it is a profound one that makes the situation real.  I'll hand that 100-sided
dice to you and tell you to roll it.

If it comes up on number 1, your child is going to have a seizure and possibly suffer potential
neurological harm, but if it comes up on any of the other 99 numbers, your child is fine.



If you can take the dice in hand and own that potential outcome, then I will inject your child. But
you have to KNOW and ACCEPT the risks before I am going to do it.

I really just believe in standing up for my patients. I don't know what happened to this industry,
but, it is supposed to be the nurses job to stand between the patient and the system, to protect
them from the system.

I guess I'm getting fed up with nurses and doctors just "going along" to get along. There is no big
secret to any of this.  I read the journals of infectious diseases, toxicology, pediatrics, emergency
medicine, BMJ, Lancet, etc., and I research on PubMed through the NIH.

Everything I'm saying is public domain knowledge.

It's stuff we SHOULD be telling you.

I am sorry we are not.

I try to take a stand where I can, but at the end of the day, I'm only one nurse."

~GuerillaRN

RN, CEN, EMT

Highly commended and credentialed EMT and Nurse with 6 years emergency department
experience across multiple hospitals and former police officer
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